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In this thesis, we prove a result regarding almost-everywhere convergence of Bochner–
Riesz means on Heisenberg-type (H-type) groups, a class of 2-step nilpotent Lie groups
that includes the Heisenberg groups Hm. We broadly follow the method developed
by Gorges and Müller [24] for the case of Heisenberg groups, which in turn extends
techniques used by Carbery, Rubio de Francia and Vega [8] to prove a result regard-
ing Bochner–Riesz means on Euclidean spaces. The implicit results in both papers,
which reduce estimates for the maximal Bochner–Riesz operator from Lp to weighted
L2 spaces and from the maximal operator to the non-maximal operator, have been stated
as stand-alone results, as well as simplified and extended to all stratified Lie groups.
We also develop formulae for integral operators for fractional integration on the dual of
H-type groups corresponding to pure first and second layer weights on the group, which
are used to develop ‘trace lemma’ type inequalities for H-type groups. Estimates for
Jacobi polynomials with one parameter fixed, which are relevant to the application of
the second layer fractional integration formula, are also given.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The study of Bochner–Riesz means is a classical topic in harmonic analysis. Recall
that the Bochner–Riesz means of any function f P S pRnq, where S pRnq denotes the
Schwartz class on Rn, are defined, for r, λ P p0,8q, by
T λr f :“ p1 ´ rΔqλ` f “ rp1 ´ 4πr| ¨ |2qλ` pf sq,
where Δ :“ ´ řnj“1 B2j is the Euclidean Laplacian defined on S pRnq and where g`
denotes the positive part of the function g (that is, g`pxq :“ maxtgpxq, 0u). Since
S pRnq is dense in LppRnq, we may then extend T λr to an operator defined for f P LppRnq.
The associated maximal Bochner–Riesz operator is then given by
T λ˚ f :“ sup
rą0
|p1 ´ rΔqλ` f |.
A question of interest is the range of λ for which T λr and T
λ˚ are bounded on LppRnq;
the Bochner–Riesz conjecture (respectively, maximal Bochner–Riesz conjecture) are
conjectures on what the best possible range of λ is such that these operators are bounded.
It is conjectured that, for 0 ă λ ď 1
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We refer the reader to Chapter IX of [55], [16] and [57] for more information and
background on this problem. The case n “ 2 of the Bochner–Riesz conjecture has been
proved by Carleson and Sjölin [9], while for n ě 3 the problem remains open, albeit
with some progress made. The best result known to this author is by Bourgain and Guth
[4], where the conjecture is proved for maxtp, p1u ě p̃, where
p̃ “ 2 ` 12
4d ´ 3 ´ k , where d ” kpmod 3q, k P t´1, 0, 1u.
For p ě 2 it is expected that T λ˚ is bounded in the same range as T λr and this has been
shown by Carbery to be true for n “ 2 [7]. Boundedness of T λ˚ for p ě 2 and n ě 3
has only been shown in reduced ranges. Christ proved boundedness with the additional
assumption λ ě pn ´ 1q{2pn ` 1q in [14] with improvements made by Lee ([36], [37]).














p̃ “ 2 ` 12
4d ´ 6 ´ k , where d ” kpmod 3q, k P t0, 1, 2u.
A weaker result than Lp boundedness of T λ˚ is that of almost-everywhere convergence
of T λr f pxq to f pxq as r Ñ 0 for all f P Lp. While the maximal Bochner–Riesz conjec-
ture remains open, almost-everywhere convergence has been demonstrated in the range
(1.0.1) for p ě 2. We state this result by Carbery, Rubio de Francia and Vega [8] here.















Then for all f P LppRnq we have that T λr f pxq converges to f pxq almost-everywhere as
r Ñ 0.
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As the Laplacian on Rn is a positive self-adjoint operator, it has a spectral resolu-
tion which may be used to define Bochner–Riesz operators. As such, we may extend
the notion of Bochner–Riesz operators to other positive self-adjoint operators on L2pXq
for some measure space X. In particular, we will be concerned with (homogeneous
left-invariant) sub-Laplacians on stratified Lie groups. Similar almost-everywhere con-
vergence results can then be shown for these new operators. For instance, Gorges and
Müller [24] extend the result of Carbery, Rubio de Francia and Vega [8] to the setting
of Heisenberg groups Hm (which may be identified with Cm ˆ R). Similarly to the Eu-
clidean case, we define the Bochner–Riesz means on f P LppHmq as T λr f :“ p1´rLqλ` f ,
where L is the sub-Laplacian on Hm. Gorges and Müller then show the following.
Theorem (Gorges and Müller). Consider a Heisenberg group Hm. Set Q “ 2m ` 2 and














Then for all f P LppHmq, we have that T λr f pz, uq converges almost-everywhere to f pz, uq
as r Ñ 0.
We remark that the quantities represented by Q and D, namely the homogeneous
and topological dimension of Hm respectively, make sense for any stratified Lie group
and are both equal to n for Rn. Setting Q “ D “ n in (1.0.2) recovers the condition
of the Carbery, Rubio de Francia and Vega result. We also have the following result by
Mauceri and Meda [45], which is valid for any stratified group and concerns bounded-
ness of the maximal Bochner–Riesz operator on such groups.
Theorem (Mauceri and Meda). Let G be a stratified group of homogeneous dimension











then the operator T λ˚ defined by
T λ˚ f :“ sup
rą0
|T λr f |
extends to a bounded operator on Lp. In particular, for all f P LppGq, we have that
T λr f pxq converges almost-everywhere to f pxq as r Ñ 0.
Our intention is to extend the work of Gorges and Müller to apply to a more general
class of groups called Heisenberg-type (henceforth H-type) groups. This is a class of
Lie groups that includes Hm and may be identified with Cm ˆRn. We will further extend
some of the techniques used by Gorges and Müller to prove their result, simplifying
their proofs and generalising them to any stratified group. These generalisations are
stated as standalone results that may be of separate interest.
The main result is a theorem similar to that of Gorges and Müller, which gives
almost-everywhere convergence in a slightly reduced range of p but is valid for all H-
type groups (where, using exponential coordinates, we may identify an H-type group G
with Cm ˆ Rn, where the factors Cm and Rn correspond respectively to the ‘first layer’
and ‘second layer’ of the Lie algebra g).
Theorem 1.1. Let G be an H-type group. Let λ ą 0 and 2 ď p ď 8. Let Q “ 2m ` 2n















then for all f P LppGq
T λr f pz, uq Ñ f pz, uq almost-everywhere as r Ñ 0.
The proof is given in Chapter 8. Our techniques also yield a ‘mixed Lp’ result. Given
that we may identify G with Cm ˆ Rn, we then define Lpp,qqpGq :“ LppCm, LqpRnqq. By
considering integral operators corresponding to multiplication on the group side by a














2 Gorges and Müller (Hm only)
Mauceri and Meda
Theorem 1.1
Figure 1.1: Almost-everywhere convergence on H-type groups occurs in the shaded
region (which extends upwards infinitely in the λ direction). The diagram also depicts
the results of Gorges and Müller (valid for Hm only) and Mauceri and Meda.



















then for all f P Lpp,qqpGq we have
T λr f pz, uq Ñ f pz, uq almost-everywhere as r Ñ 0.
Observe that, while these results improve upon the almost-everywhere convergence
result of Mauceri and Meda by allowing us to replace the homogeneous dimension Q in
(1.0.3) with the topological dimension D (by setting p “ q in Theorem 1.2), Mauceri
and Meda’s result proves something stronger, namely Lp boundedness of the maximal
Bochner–Riesz operator T λ˚. This improvement in the range of p (replacing Q by D) can
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also be obtained for Lp boundedness of T λ˚ and in more general groups than just H-type.
In general, it is known that an improvement can be found for all 2-step Lie groups. We
refer to Lemma 2.7 for more details of the constant ηpLq described in this result, but
note here that for H-type groups it is known that ηpLq “ D, while for general 2-step
Lie groups Martini and Müller [41] have proven that D ď ηpLq ă Q. The constant
ηpLq arises from considerations of the boundedness of operators mpLq on LppGq for
1 ă p ă 8; for a stratified Lie group G, a sub-Laplacian L thereon and a Borel function
m, the operator mpLq will be bounded on LppGq for 1 ă p ă 8 provided the multiplier
m satisfies a Mikhlin–Hörmander type condition for some Sobolev exponent s ą ηpLq
2
(compare [41]).
Theorem 1.3. Let G be a stratified group, L be a sub-Laplacian and let ηpLq be the










}T λ˚}LpÑLp ă 8
and so for all f P LppGq,
T λr f pxq Ñ f pxq almost everywhere as r Ñ 0.
We refer to Chapter 3 for the proof.
Methods other than the techniques we will use have also yielded results of this na-
ture. For instance, Theorem A of a paper by P. Chen, S. Lee, A. Sikora and L. Yan [12]
shows that the maximal Bochner–Riesz operator Tr̊ is bounded on L
p for













Chen, Lee, Sikora and Yan





Figure 1.2: A diagram showing various Lp boundedness regions for T λ˚ for an H-type
group. The operator T λ˚ is bounded in the region between the λ-axis, the black line
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(cf. the result of Carbery, Rubio de Francia and Vega and note that this is also an
improvement on the result of Mauceri and Meda) and provided that a suitable Lq Ñ
Lq
1
restriction estimate can be proved. Such restriction estimates were proved by V.
Casarino and P. Ciatti [10] with the additional constraint that
1
q1
ď n ´ 1
2pn ` 1q . (1.0.4)
Firstly, note that if n “ 1 (meaning that G is a Heisenberg group) then this condition
is never verified except when 1q1 “ 0, that is at q “ 1, q1 “ 8. This matches the result of
Müller, [47], which states that the only restriction estimate of this type available is the
trivial L1 Ñ L8 one.
Secondly, we note from [10] that the constraint (1.0.4) is sharp. Unfortunately, in
this region of validity of the restriction estimate, the result given by Chen, Lee, Sikora
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and Yan is not as good as Theorem 1.3. By comparing the results, we can show that
the result of Chen, Lee, Sikora and Yan is never better than Theorem 1.3 at or before
the restriction constraint (1.0.4). One can in fact show that the Chen, Lee, Sikora and
Yan estimate becomes superior only for 1p ą n2pn`1q . Since (1.0.4) is sharp, then it would
seem that methods other than restriction are more suitable here.
In both the paper by Carbery et al. and the paper by Gorges and Müller, the key result
is obtained by considering instead Lp to L2loc boundedness of the maximal Bochner–
Riesz operator. Furthermore, we need only prove such a boundedness result for the
‘local’ maximal Bochner–Riesz operator which we define as
T λ‚ f :“ sup
0ără1
|T λr f |. (1.0.5)
In particular, for a stratified group G, if we can show that }χKT λ‚ }LpÑL2 ă 8 for all
compact sets K Ď G, then this is sufficient to prove almost-everywhere convergence of
T λr f pxq to f pxq as r Ñ 0. The proof is a standard 3ε argument which we reproduce in
Chapter 4 as Lemma 4.1 for the reader’s convenience.
Rather than considering the whole maximal operator T λ‚ , we consider a classical
decomposition of the multiplier. In particular, as found in, for example, [8], for ζ ą 0
and D “ t2´k : k P N0u (where N0 “ NY t0u), we may write




where for every j P N0, δ P D the functions mδ satisfy
supppmδq Ď r1 ´ δ, 1s and }mp jqδ }8 À δ´ j. (1.0.7)
We remark that there is an abuse of notation here: the functions mδ in (1.0.6) depend
on λ, but satisfy (1.0.7) with implicit constants independent of λ. For this reason, other
authors suppress the dependence on λ of the functions mδ in their notation, and we
follow this convention.
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We also define the (global) maximal operator
M˚δ f :“ sup
rą0
|mδprLq f | (1.0.8)
and the local maximal operator
M‚δ f :“ sup
0ără1
|mδprLq f | (1.0.9)
corresponding to the above dyadic decomposition. By the triangle inequality, if we can
prove that the operators M‚δ (respectively M
˚
δ ) are bounded such that the operator norm
doesn’t grow too rapidly, then we can prove boundedness of the operator T λ‚ (respec-
tively T λ˚).
Thus, we will be concerned with proving an estimate of the form
}χK M‚δ f }LpÑL2 À δA, (1.0.10)
for some A P R which may depend on p, on the operators M‚δ , where again, the im-
plicit constants depend only on those in (1.0.7) and on the choice of group G and sub-
Laplacian L. Such an estimate will imply boundedness of T λ‚ provided A is not so
negative that the exponent λ of δ in (1.0.6) cannot compensate for it (i.e., so long as
λ ` A ą 0). Furthermore, in order to obtain Theorem 1.1 by interpolation, it suffices
to consider just the ‘vertices’ of the trapezoid depicted in Figure 1.1. Among these, the
vertex on the vertical axis, which corresponds to the estimate
}χK M‚δ f }L8ÑL2 Æ δ´pD´1q{2
(where notation Æ denotes À Cpεqδ´ε for some non-negative function C of ε and ar-
bitrarily small ε ą 0) can be dealt with in a relatively standard way using available
estimates for functions of a sub-Laplacian (these estimates in fact yield an L8 Ñ L8
estimate for the ‘global’ maximal operator M˚δ , from which follow both this estimate on
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M‚δ and the stronger L
p boundedness result of Theorem 1.3). The estimate correspond-
ing to the vertex on the horizontal axis,
}χK M‚δ f }L2Q{pQ´2{3qÑL2 Æ 1,
follows from weighted L2 estimates for M‚δ and requires instead a much more delicate
analysis. Through this thesis, we will reduce the problem of proving such an estimate
down to the problem of proving a better ‘Sobolev trace’ inequality given by Theorem
7.1.
To explain the idea, in addition to the sub-Laplacian L, we also fix an orthonormal
basis U1, . . . ,Un of the second layer g2 of the Lie algebra of the H-type group G, which
has coordinates pz, uq P Cm ˆ Rn. As discussed in [48], the operators L, and U j{i all
commute, so they admit a joint spectral resolution which allows us to make sense of
expressions such as mpL,U1{i, . . . ,Un{iq. We define the pseudo-differential operator
Λ :“ p´pU21 ` . . .` U2nqq1{2 (1.0.11)
and the spectral cut-off operator Mδ, j by
Mδ, j :“ χr1´δ,1spLqχr2 j,2 j`1qp2πL{Λq.
We wish to prove, for δ ď 1{4 and integers 1 ď j ď J, such that 2J´1 ď 10δ´1 ď 2J,
the estimate
}Mδ, j f }22 Æ p2´ jδq1{3} f }2L2p1`|¨|2{3K q, (1.0.12)
where |pz, uq|K “ p|z|4 ` 16|u|2q1{4 (|z| denotes the usual norm on Euclidean/complex
spaces).
Theorem 7.1 is a minor modification of this inequality, made for technical reasons.
A version of this statement (with different exponents on the constant and weight) also
appears in Gorges and Müller’s paper as Lemma 7, arising as a replacement on Heisen-
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berg groups for the Euclidean estimate
}χr1´δ,1spΔq f }22 Æ δ} f }2L2p|¨|q. (1.0.13)
The method of Carbery, Rubio de Francia and Vega reduces the proof of the Eu-
clidean case to an estimate such as this. It is this method that was adapted by Gorges
and Müller for use on Heisenberg groups (see Figure 1.3 for a graphical comparison
between applying this method to Rn and an H-type group G).
Let us briefly recall how one may prove (1.0.13). If we take the Fourier transform
of the contents of the norms on both sides, then by Plancherel’s Theorem the left-hand
side of (1.0.13) becomes the square of the L2 norm of the restriction of pf to the unit
sphere, thickened inwards by a width » δ, which leads to the δ constant appearing. In
particular, the integral over this annulus can be bounded above by a Sobolev norm of
order 1
2
by Lemma 3 of [8] with constant » δ| lnpδq|, which gives (1.0.13).
The method used by Gorges and Müller to prove their Lemma 7 involved consid-
ering negative and fractional powers of a difference-differential operator defined on the
Fourier-dual space to the Heisenberg group which corresponds on the group side to
the multiplication operator f pz, uq ÞÑ p|z|2 ´ 4iuq f pz, uq, and in Chapter 7 we attempt
to follow a similar idea in order to prove Theorem 7.1 (with p|z|2 ´ 4iuq replaced by
|pz, uq|4K “ |z|4 ` 16|u|2, since the former no longer makes sense for n ą 1). In the case
of a Heisenberg group, the method employed by Gorges and Müller to define these frac-
tional powers is to solve a first-order ordinary differential equation to obtain a Green’s
function for the difference-differential operator in question. The obtained Green’s func-
tion is then modified to give an integral kernel for arbitrary powers of the difference-
differential operator. The integral operator that arises from this has a polynomial kernel
which can be manipulated to obtain the desired estimates.
The ‘Green’s Function’ method appears to break down when attempting it on a more
general H-type group. Instead, we calculate integral kernels for such operators directly
from their definition in terms of weights and the group Fourier transform by exploiting,
11
Figure 1.3
Diagram demonstrating the similarity of the idea of using trace lemmas. On Rn, the
function {χr1´δ,1spΔq f “ χr1´δ,1sp|ξ|2q pf pξq is a function of Rn supported on a sphere of
thickness δ. On G, zMδ, j f (where Mδ, j “ R jχr1´δ,1spLq with R j “ χr2 j,2 j`1qp2πL{Λq)
instead is a function of pμ, kq P Rn ˆ N0 supported on the ‘Heisenberg fan’ (depicted by
the red lines) where yMδ, j becomes a cutoff in k and |μ|.
We also observe that, in the Euclidean case, we could use only trace lemmas that use
’partial weights’; e.g., on R2, by using only the weight |x1| in the east and west quadrants
and |x2| in the north and south quadrants, the trace lemma arising from using the full
weight |x| on the whole annulus may be obtained. Similarly, on G, we use a trace lemma
which uses only a first layer weight in the region defined by the cutoff Mδ,J and a trace














χr1´δ,1spLqRJ R1R2. . .
Decompositions of Fourier transforms of a function
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amongst other things, identities for special functions (in particular, Laguerre and Jacobi
polynomials). Once explicit formulae for these integral kernels are known, then, if we
assume that the function on the group f is radial (that is, depends only on |z|, u), then
the proof of the ‘trace lemma’ (1.0.12) essentially reduces to an application of Schur’s
test. For general functions f , a more sophisticated technique is required. This technique
is based on complex interpolation and is analogous to the method used by Gorges and
Müller.
While our method can be used to easily recover the formula obtained by Gorges and
Müller in the case of Heisenberg groups, when the second layer has dimension n ą 1,
the formulae for negative fractional powers of the full weight | ¨ |K become significantly
more complicated and, in particular, are harder to estimate. For this reason, noting
that |pz, uq|K » |z| ` |u|1{2, we instead consider the ‘fractional integration operators’
corresponding to multiplication on the group side by negative powers of |z| and |u|, i.e.,
pure first and second layer weights. While the resulting formulae remain substantially
more complicated than those used by Gorges and Müller in the Hm case, we nevertheless
manage to estimate them and use them to deduce (1.0.12).
Discussed in Section 7.2 is work on deriving and obtaining estimates from such
kernels related to using a pure first layer weight. These kernels are significantly simpler
to calculate and allow us to obtain our mixed Lp space result, but the resulting pure Lp
estimate, found by setting p “ q in Theorem 4.5, does not exceed the ‘Mauceri and
Meda type’ result given by Theorem 1.3.
As can be seen from Figure 1.4, the cutoff Mδ, j can be thought of as producing a
number of disjoint annuli on the ‘Euclidean dual’ of the second layer. As such, we
attempted to use purely Euclidean methods (specifically, a refinement of Lemma 3 of
Carbery, Rubio de Francia and Vega [8] where we consider multiple annuli at once in-
stead of a single annulus) to solve the problem. However, it turns out that these methods
are not sufficient to obtain an estimate of the type (1.0.12) for the full range 1 ď j ď J.
Instead, integral formulae are found that allow us to calculate explicitly the integral
kernel for fractional integration involving second layer weights in terms of Jacobi poly-
13
Figure 1.4
While Mδ, j consists of cutoffs on the Fourier transform side in k and p2k ` mq|μ|, combin-
ing both together and disregarding k produces a cutoff in μwhich is supported in annuli (in
the μ variable only, corresponding to a Euclidean Laplacian on the second layer) which,




χr1´δ,1spLqRJ R1R2. . .
pΛ0
Mδ, j
Demonstration of how annuli emerge from Fourier cutoffs
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nomials. While these provide a full result, it should be noted that these formulae are
trickier to estimate, in particular requiring a number of estimates on Jacobi polynomials
which had to be collected from the literature. Furthermore, some of these estimates were
not initially in the right form for us to use. The developments of purely Euclidean meth-
ods are included as they may be of independent interest, and they demonstrate clearly
the idea of using Schur’s test. Comparing these results also shows that using the full
‘joint spectral cut-off’ Mδ, j is more efficient than ‘neglecting’ a part of this to reduce to
a Euclidean problem.
In Chapter 2, we recall the definitions of stratified (and in particular H-type) groups
and discuss important features of analysis on them such as the standard measure and
distances, the definition of sub-Laplacians and the functional calculus of them and some
A2 theory. We then define the group Fourier transform in the particular case of H-type
groups, demonstrate a number of key features of how it interacts with convolution and
simplify it in the case of radial functions. Finally, we introduce a number of weights
we will be working with and see how they interact with convolution (so-called Leibniz
rules) and the Fourier transform.
In Chapter 3, we prove Theorem 1.3, which uses some more recent developments
on 2-step stratified groups to improve upon the result of Mauceri and Meda in this case.
In Chapter 4 we motivate the study of weighted L2 estimates of maximal operators
M‚δ :“ sup
0ăsă1
|mδpsLq| coming from the decomposition of the Bochner–Riesz multiplier
into pieces mδpLq by demonstrating that, if we can find particular weighted L2 estimates,
then these yield the almost-everywhere convergence results. The analogous results for
mixed Lp spaces are included here, and both of these results that reduce the problem to
weighted L2 estimates are given in terms of an arbitrary stratified group and sublinear
operator.
In Chapter 5 we reduce this problem further, by showing that, for a certain class
of weights w which will include the ones we will use, the weighted L2 estimates of
the maximal operators M‚δ can be obtained from estimating the weighted norm of just
15
mδpLq, rather than the maximal version. Specifically, we show
}M‚δ }2L2pwqÑL2pwq Æ p1 ` }mδpLq}L2pwqÑL2pwqqp1 ` }m̃δpLq}L2pwqÑL2pwqq,
where m̃δ is defined using mδ and also satisfies (1.0.7). As in the previous chapter, the
results in this chapter use only general theory of stratified groups, rather than structure
specific to H-type groups, and so this reduction is valid for analysing the Bochner–Riesz
multiplier defined on any stratified group. In particular, the work in this chapter simpli-
fies a similar discussion in the work of Gorges and Müller [24]. While the idea of reduc-
ing from estimates on the maximal operator to those for the nonmaximal operators is
already present in both the works of Carbery, Rubio de Francia and Vega [8] and Gorges
and Müller [24], an explicit estimate as above does not seem to appear in either work.
This estimate, which may be of independent interest, allows us to greatly streamline the
”reduction-to-trace-lemma” argument as presented in Gorges and Müller’s work.
In Chapter 6, we show how the weighted estimates of the operator norm of mδpLq
follows from a ‘trace lemma’ as discussed above. These trace lemmas are finally dis-
cussed in Chapter 7. As noted previously, while the main result of this chapter is to
prove Theorem 7.1, this chapter includes certain ‘inferior’ results, as they may be of
independent interest (work using purely Euclidean methods) or they demonstrate the
main ideas used to prove Theorem 7.1 in a simpler context (work using pure first layer
weights and work assuming that functions are radial).
Chapter 8 then explains how the key results proven throughout link together to prove
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
We conclude with Chapter 9, which contains the results regarding estimates of Ja-
cobi polynomials that are used in the work on second layer weights in Chapter 7. The
first result of this chapter is a lemma showing how such polynomials arise from an in-
tegral involving two Laguerre polynomials against an exponential and power weight. A
number of useful, uniform results found in existing literature precede a more delicate
pointwise result, derived from an asymptotic expansion of Jacobi polynomials in terms
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of Bessel functions.
Appendix A includes a number of results generally found elsewhere in the literature
which do not apply specifically to stratified groups or the functional calculus of sub-
Laplacians thereon, which are reproduced for the reader’s convenience.
1.1 Notation and Conventions
We briefly summarise some notation and conventions that will be of standard use in this
thesis. The letter ‘G’ will be reserved for the group under consideration at the time of its
use. The symbol ‘L’ will be reserved for sub-Laplacians, while ‘D’ and ‘Q’ will respec-
tively be reserved for denoting the topological/Euclidean and homogeneous dimensions
of the group G under consideration, respectively (these will be defined explicitly in the
following chapter, cf. (2.1.4), (2.1.2) and (2.1.5)).
We adopt the convention that N “ t1, 2, 3, . . .u is the set of strictly positive integers
and thatN0 “ t0, 1, 2, 3, . . .u is the set of non-negative integers. We also use the conven-
tion that R` “ p0,8q is the set of strictly positive real numbers and that R`
0
“ r0,8q
is the set of non-negative real numbers. We will denote the complex conjugate of a
complex number z by z.
The symbol ‘δ’ will be reserved for an element of the set D “ t2´k : k P N0u, while
‘mδ’ will denote one of the functions defined by (1.0.6) and (1.0.7).
For positive quantities A, B we will write ‘A À B’ and say that ‘A is majorised by B’
or ‘B majorises A’ to mean that there exists a non-negative constant C such that A ď CB
(analogously A Á B to mean A ě CB). We shall write ‘A » B’ to mean that both A À B
and A Á B. We may write A Àβ B to mean A ď CpβqB where C ą 0 has dependence
on β (and similarly for ‘»’). By convention, such constants C will not depend on δ with
any such dependence being written explicitly instead. The exception to this is if we can
prove an estimate of the form A Àε δ´εB for arbitrarily small ε ą 0, in which case we
shall instead write A Æ B. If there is additional dependence on δ in the bound which is
independent of ε, it will be written explicitly, as before. Since the function lnpxq grows
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slower than any positive power of x, then A À | lnpδq| implies that A Æ B.
Given two vector spaces X, Y and an operator T : X Ñ Y , we shall denote by ‘T :’
the adjoint operator T : : Y Ñ X. Similarly, if we have a dual pair pX, Y, x¨, ¨yq and an
operator T : X Ñ X, we shall denote by ‘T :’ the adjoint operator T : : Y Ñ Y such that
xT x, yy “ xx, T :yy for all x, P X, y P Y .
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CHAPTER 2
ANALYSIS ON H-TYPE GROUPS
2.1 Stratified Lie Groups
We briefly recall a number of standard definitions and results. For details, we refer
the reader to [22]. We first recall the definition of a stratified Lie group, and do so by
starting with the Lie algebra. Given a Lie algebra g with Lie bracket r¨, ¨s, we say that g





and where rga, gbs Ď ga`b and ga “ t0u for all a ą k. Moreover, we say that g is
stratified if rga, g1s “ ga`1, so that g1 generates the Lie algebra.
We then endow g with a group structure. Recall, for a Lie group G with Lie algebra
g, given the exponential map exp : g Ñ G, the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula is
given by
exppxq exppyq “ exppx ` y ` 1
2
rx, ys ` . . .q.
We then define the group multiplication law on g as
xy “ x ` y ` 1
2
rx, ys ` . . . , for all x, y P g,
where the right-hand side is given by the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula. Note
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that since the Lie algebra g is stratified with step k, then all terms of at least k nested Lie
brackets will be zero, so this group law is a polynomial. We refer to g with this group
law as the Lie group G. It can be checked that the Lie algebra of G is in fact g. For x P G
we may write
x “ px1, . . . , xkq (2.1.1)
where x j P g j (1 ď j ď kq. It is easily seen from the group multiplication law that we
have the group inverse law (written using the notation of (2.1.1))
x´1 “ p´x1, . . . ,´xkq.
We will equip G with its Haar measure, which is given by Lebesgue measure on the Lie





From now on, we exclusively use D to refer to the topological dimension of a stratified
Lie group G. Since the Lebesgue measure is left- and right-invariant, then stratified
Lie groups are unimodular, so we may consider Lp spaces. Recall that, for a measure
space pS ,Σ, μq, and 1 ď p ă 8, we define LppS , μq as the space of functions f :
S Ñ C for which şS | f |pdμ ă 8, with the usual extension to p “ 8. When the
measure on the space is a weighted Lebesgue measure (which will be true for e.g. G
or Rd) with weight w then we will write LppS ,wq instead (or omit the w if there is no
weight). Furthermore, we will omit writing the space when it is the group G (i.e. we
will abbreviate LppG,wpxqdxq to Lppwq).
We define the convolution of functions f , g P L1pGq as





We also define the involution of a function f P L1pGq by
f ˚pxq :“ f px´1q.
The following relation regarding convolutions is an immediate consequence of the fact
that G is unimodular.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a stratified Lie group and let f , g, h P L1pGq. Then,
ż
G
f pxqg ˚ hpxqdx “
ż
G
f ˚ h˚pxqgpxqdx. (2.1.3)
Proof. By the substitution w “ xy and the fact that G is a unimodular group, we have
ż
G
















Recall that the Lie algebra g of a group G may also be thought of as the space of
left-invariant vector fields on G. If we fix an inner product x¨, ¨y on the first layer g1
and take an orthonormal basis X1, . . . , Xd of g1, then we define a sub-Laplacian on G





Note that there is not a unique sub-Laplacian on a stratified Lie group; this definition
depends on the choice of inner product.
We may also consider the sub-Laplacian L via its spectral decomposition. Note
that L is positive and essentially self-adjoint on S pGq (compare [22], page 56). Its












Since L is left-invariant, then so is the operator mpLq. Thus, by the Schwartz Kernel
Theorem, mpLq is a convolution operator (compare [22], page 208). That is, there exists
K P S 1pGq such that mpLq f “ f ˚ K.
On any stratified Lie group G we have a family of dilations δr defined for x P G and
r ą 0 by
δr x “ δrpx1, . . . , xkq “ prx1, r2x2, . . . , rkxkq.




j dimpg jq. (2.1.5)
From now on, we reserve Q to be used for the homogeneous dimension of the group G
in question at the time.
A metric that occurs naturally on Lie groups is the Carnot–Carathéodory distance,
which we will denote by dCCpx, yq. The construction of this distance is described in
Section III.4 of [59]. In particular, note that it is left-invariant and induces a homoge-
neous norm |y´1x|CC “ dCCpx, yq (that is, for every r ą 0 and x P G we have that
|δr x|CC “ r|x|CC). In particular, |x|CC “ dCCpx, 0q. It should be noted that the construc-
tion of dCC depends on the choice of inner product on the first layer of the lie algebra
g1 of the group G, so when speaking of dCC we will mean ‘the Carnot–Carathéodory
distance corresponding to the inner product on g1’, but we shall in general suppress this
dependence in our notation. When speaking of balls in a stratified group, we will use the
notation Bpx, rq to refer to open balls with respect to the Carnot–Carathéodory distance.
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Recall that Bdpx, rq denotes the closed ball ty P G : dpx, yq ď ru. We omit the subscript
d when we are using the Carnot–Carathéodory distance.





where |x j| is the Euclidean norm of x j P g j » Rdimpg jq. This norm is equivalent to the
Carnot–Carathéodory norm, in the sense that there exist A, B ą 0 such that
A|x|S ď |x|CC ď B|x|S .
We now recall a number of geometric properties of spaces. A metric space pX, dq is
geometrically doubling if there exists a constant M ą 0 such that for all x P X and for
all r ą 0 the open ball
Bdpx, rq :“ ty P X : dpx, yq ă ru
may be covered by at most M disjoint balls of radius r
2
. A measure λ on a metric space
pX, dq is doubling if there exists C ą 0 such that for all x P X and for all r ą 0 we have
λpBdpx, 2rqq ď CλpBdpx, rqq.
Recall that a metric measure space pX, d, λq with a doubling measure is automatically a
geometrically doubling metric space (compare e.g. Section 2 of [31], [15]). We prove
that the Lebesgue measure on stratified Lie groups is doubling, and so stratified Lie
groups are also geometrically doubling.
Lemma 2.2. The Lebesgue measure on a stratified Lie group G is doubling.
Proof. Let λpS q denote the Lebesgue measure of a set S Ď G. By left-invariance and
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homogeneity of the Carnot–Carathéodory norm,







Hence, the Lebesgue measure is a doubling measure. 
Furthermore, recall that a weight on G is a non-negative locally integrable function
w : G Ñ R`
0
. The set of weights A2pGq is the set of weights for which the Hardy–
Littlewood maximal function on G is bounded on L2pwq. An equivalent characterisation










wpyq´1dy ă 8. (2.1.6)
Then we have the following results (comparable to Euclidean results found in Chapter
V of [55]).
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a stratified Lie group of homogeneous dimension Q and let | ¨ |
be a homogeneous norm on G. Then the weights | ¨ |a and p1 ` | ¨ |qa are A2 weights for
|a| ă Q.
Proof. Clearly the constant function f pxq ” 1 P A2 and A2 is closed under addition and
taking the reciprocal. Since p1 ` | ¨ |qa » 1 ` | ¨ |a, for a ě 0, then it suffices to prove
that | ¨ |a P A2 for 0 ă a ă Q.
Let







We must argue in two cases. First, suppose that r ď 1
2
|x|. Note that this implies that
0 R Bpx, rq. Therefore,
sup
yPBpx,rq
|y|a “ p|x| ` rqa, inf
yPBpx,rq
|y|a “ p|x| ´ rqa.
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Thus
Ipx, rq À r´2Qp|x| ` rqarQp|x| ´ rq´arQ “













Now suppose that r ą 1
2
|x|. In this case, observe that Bp0, 5rq Ě Bpx, rq. Therefore,
since r´2Q À p5rq´2Q, where the constant is independent of r, and since both integrands
are non-negative, it suffices to consider the case x “ 0. Indeed,













|y|´ady “ Ip0, 5rq.
Hence, we need only show that Ip0, rq is bounded uniformly in r. We now use Propo-
sition 1.15 in [22]. In particular, let S “ tx P G : |x| “ 1u. Then there exists a unique


























Note that the condition a ą ´Q is required for finiteness of the last integral. Hence, for
|a| ă Q we have
Ip0, rq » r´2QrQ`arQ´a “ 1
as required. 
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a stratified Lie group. The ’first layer’ weights wpxq “ |x1|a and
w̃pxq “ p1 ` |x1|qa are in A2 for |a| ă dimpg1q.
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Proof. As before, recall that f pxq ” 1 P A2 and A2 is closed under addition and taking
reciprocals and that p1 ` |x1|qa » 1 ` |x1|a for a ě 0, so we need only prove that
|x1|a P A2 for 0 ă a ă dimpg1q.
Let











u|x1|, where A ą 0 is a
constant such that for all x P G we have A ř |xi|1{i ď |x|CC. Note that this implies that
ty P G : |y1| “ 0u X Bpx, rq “ H. Indeed, observe
dCCpx, p0, y2, . . . , ykqq “ |p0, y2, . . . , ykq´1x|CC “ |px1, z2, . . . , zkq|CC
where zi are the expected terms from the group multiplication law (for instance, z2 “
´y2 ` x2 ` 12r0, x2s “ x2 ´ y2). Then,




|y1| ď |x1| ` r, inf
yPBpx,rq
|y1| ě |x1| ´ r.
Thus
Ipx, rq À r´2Qp|x1| ` rqarQp|x1| ´ rq´arQ
“




















u|x1|. We first consider a change of coordinates given
by the left-translation y Ñ pxx1qy, where x1 :“ p´x1, 0, . . . , 0q. Note that pxx1q1 “
x1 ´ x1 “ 0.. Then, since pxx1yq1 “ y1 and since dy is invariant under translations, we
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Now, let z P Bpx, rq, so that pxx1q´1z P pxx1q´1Bpx, rq. Then
dCCppxx1q´1z, px1q´1q “ |z´1xx1px1q´1|CC “ |z´1x|CC “ dCCpz, xq ă r
since z P Bpx, rq. This shows that pxx1q´1Bpx, rq Ď Bppx1q´1, rq. Since both integrands
are non-negative, then this implies that Ipx, rq ď Ippx1q´1, rq.
Now, since there exists B ą 0 such that |x|CC ď B ř |xi|1{i, then |x1|CC ď B|x1| “
B|x1| ă B maxt 2A , 2ur, by assumption, so then there exists E ą 0 depending only on
A, B such that Bp0, Erq Ě Bppx1q´1, rq. Therefore, since r´2Q À pErq´2Q, where the
constant is independent of r, and since both integrands are non-negative, we have













|y1|´ady “ Ip0, Erq.






|y1|ady1 . . . dyk » rQ`a,
where the condition a ą ´ dimpg1q is required for finiteness of the last integral. Hence,
for |a| ă dimpg1q we have




We now recall the definition of H-type groups. We start with a 2-step graded Lie algebra
g “ g1 ‘ g2. We assume further that we have an inner product x¨, ¨y on g such that g1
and g2 are orthogonal. For each μ P g˚2 » Rdimpg2q (the dual space of g2) we define the
skew-symmetric endomorphism Jμ of g1 by
xJμpzq, z1y “ μprz, z1sq @z, z1 P g1.
We then say that g is an H-type Lie algebra if for each μ P g˚2 we have
J2μ “ ´|μ|2Id.
As above, we endow g with the structure of a Lie group by defining the group law
pz, uqpy, vq “ pz ` y, u ` v ` 1
2
rz, ysq,
which implies the inverse law
pz, uq´1 “ p´z,´uq.
Note that the dimension of g1 is always even in an H-type Lie algebra. If we set 2m “
dimpg1q and n “ dimpg2q then G may be identified with Cm ˆ Rn in such a way that
the inner product on G is identified with the standard inner product on Cm ˆ Rn. As the
Lie bracket is antisymmetric and non-trivial, then in particular this cannot be an abelian
group.
Next, we let X1, . . . , X2m denote the left-invariant vector fields generated by the unit
vectors e1, . . . , e2m P R2m`n » T0G, the tangent space of G at the group identity, where
ei denotes the vector with standard coordinates 1 in the ith place and all others 0. The
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In addition to the Carnot–Carathéodory distance and norm, we will equip an H-type
group G with the ‘Koranyi norm’ given by
|pz, uq|K :“
`|z|4 ` 16|u|2˘1{4 , pz, uq P G.
As the Koranyi norm is sub-multiplicative, it induces a left-invariant metric on G given
by
dKpx, yq “ |y´1x|K . (2.1.7)
We will use the notation BKpx, rq to refer to balls with respect to this metric. Under the
group dilations δr, the Koranyi norm is a homogeneous norm.
Note that the two metrics dK and dCC are equivalent. That is, there exists some
constant A ą 0 depending only on G such that, for all x, y P G,
A´1dKpx, yq ď dCCpx, yq ď AdKpx, yq. (2.1.8)
2.1.2 The Functional Calculus of Sub-Laplacians
Here we briefly state a number of results concerning the functional calculus of sub-
Laplacians L on stratified groups. The majority of proofs will be omitted, with refer-
ences given to where they may be found.
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a stratified Lie group and L be a sub-Laplacian. Suppose a







p1 ` λqk|mp jqpλq| ă 8
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p1 ` |x|CCqQ`1 . (2.1.9)
The constant in ‘À1 does not depend on m. In particular, this holds for m P S pR`
0
q, the
space of Schwartz functions on R`
0
.
Proof. The proof is by combining Lemmas 1.2 and 2.4 of [30]. For a multi-index I “









|Kpxq|p1 ` |x|CCqa1 .
By Lemma 1.2 of [30], there exist a, b and c ą 0 that depends only on a1 such that
}K}a1,0,8 ď c}K}a,b,1. By Lemma 2.4 of [30], given a, b, there exist k, k1 sufficiently
large such that if
}m}˚k,k1 ă 8
then
}K}a,b,1 ď C}m}˚k,k1 ,




|Kpxq|p1 ` |x|CCqQ`1 ď cC}m}˚k,k1





as required. Note that if m P S then }m}˚k,k1 is bounded for arbitrarily large k, k1. 
A property of the sub-Laplacian L which we will use is that it has the ‘finite propa-
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gation speed’ property for the solution of the wave equation. This property is stated in
a form that will be useful to us in Lemma 2.6.
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a stratified group and L be a sub-Laplacian. Let t P R, let K
denote the convolution kernel of the operator cospt ?Lq. Then
supppKq Ď Bp0, |t|q,
where we recall that Bpx, rq is the closed ball centred at x of radius r with respect to the
Carnot–Carathéodory distance.
Proof. The original notion was proved in [46]. For the case of Lie groups, the result is
also shown in Section 8.2 of [54]. 
The following result is a collection of results of a well-studied problem concerning
bounding the kernel of an operator of the form mpLq.
Lemma 2.7. Let G be a stratified group and L be a sub-Laplacian. There exists a finite
constant N such that for every b ą N
2
, for every compact set U Ď R, for all functions




where K is the convolution kernel of mpLq, where the implicit constant in ‘À’ may




ˇ̌p1 ` |x|qb pmpxqˇ̌2 dx
on the L2 Sobolev space of order b. We denote by ηpLq the minimum of all such constants
N. Then ηpLq is known to equal D for H-type groups, is in the range D ď ηpLq ă Q
for a general 2-step stratified group, while for a general stratified group it is known that
D ď ηpLq ď Q.
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The case of H-type groups may be inferred from [28] (see also [49] for Heisenberg
groups) and may be found explicitly as Proposition 3 of [39]. The result that ηpLq “ D
has been proven for a number of 2-step stratified Lie groups such as those with D ď 7
or dim g2 ď 2 ([29], [38], [39], [40], [42]). The general 2-step result comes from [41].
The upper bound for an arbitrary stratified group can be found in [13], [45] while the
lower bound is found in [43].
Another result regarding the convolution kernel K in the above is the following.
Lemma 2.8. Let G be a stratified Lie group and L be a sub-Laplacian thereon. Suppose
that ϕ P C8pR`q and
sup
λą0
|λ jϕp jqpλq| ă C ă 8
for 0 ď j ď 3 ` 3Q
2
. Let K denote the convolution kernel of ϕpLq. Then K and XkK are
continuous on Gzt0u for 1 ď k ď 2m and K satisfies the estimates
|Kpxq| À 1|x|QCC
, |XkKpxq| À 1|x|Q`1CC
.
Furthermore, the constants in À depend only on C.
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 6.25 of [22]. 
Remark 2.9. In view of the results of Lemma 2.7, it is likely that the required number
of derivatives 3 ` 3Q
2
in Lemma 2.8 is not optimal. In our case, we do not require a
sharper result.
Note that if we define, for any measurable function f : G Ñ C,
frpxq “ r´Q{2 f pδr´1{2pxqq, r ą 0 (2.1.10)
then we have the following results.
Lemma 2.10. Let G be a stratified Lie group and L be a sub-Laplacian. Let m P CcpR`q
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and let K denote the convolution kernel of mpLq. Then, for r ą 0 we have
mprLq f “ f ˚ Kr “ pmpLq fr´1qr. (2.1.11)
Proof. This is Lemma 6.29 in [22] and its proof. 
The next lemma shows that, for operators defined on a stratified group G as in
(2.1.10) satisfying a certain estimate (which the previous results show, in particular, is
satisfied by operators mpLq for suitably well-behaved functions m and a sub-Laplacian
L on G), then the corresponding maximal operator is bounded by an analogue of the
Hardy–Littlewood maximal operator defined on stratified groups. This version is anal-
ogous to the Euclidean Hardy–Littlewood maximal operator and satisfies the same Lp
estimates for p ą 1.
Lemma 2.11. Let G be a stratified Lie group. Let T ˚ f be an operator defined on LppGq
by
T ˚ f :“ sup
rą0
| f ˚ Kr|
where the convolution kernel K satisfies the estimate
|Kpxq| ď Cp1 ` |x|CCqQ`ε
for some ε ą 0. Then
T ˚ f pxq À CM f pxq
where the constant in À depends only on G and ε and where M f denotes the Hardy–
Littlewood maximal operator on G given by







For p ą 1 M f satisfies the same Lp estimates as in the Euclidean case, so we have
}T ˚ f pxq}p À C} f }p
where the constant in À depends only on p and G.
Proof. This is Corollary 2.5 of [22]. 
The next lemma is a result regarding a square function associated to a Littlewood-
Paley decomposition for a sub-Laplacian. Here, we prove boundedness on weighted L2
spaces with respect to A2 weights. The result is analogous to Euclidean results found in,
for example, [55]; the proof is included for the reader’s convenience.
Lemma 2.12. Let G be a stratified Lie group and L be a sub-Laplacian thereon. Let
ϕ P C8c pR`q such that ÿ
lPZ
ϕp2´lλq “ 1, for λ ą 0
and let ω P A2. Then ÿ
lPZ
}ϕp2´lLq f }2L2pωq » } f }2L2pωq. (2.1.12)
Proof. Let ε :“ pεlqlPZ be a sequence with εl P t´1, 1u. Let Kε be the convolution kernel
of the operator




We will prove that, for all x, y P G we have
|Kεpxq| À 1|x|QCC
, (2.1.13)
|Kεpxq ´ Kεpxyq| À |y||x|Q`1CC
, if |x|CC Á |y|CC, (2.1.14)
|Kεpxq ´ Kεpyxq| À |y||x|Q`1CC
, if |x|CC Á |y|CC, (2.1.15)
and furthermore that the implicit constants involved do not depend on ε.
Observe that it suffices to show only (2.1.13) and (2.1.14). Indeed, suppose we had
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shown that (2.1.13) and (2.1.14) hold for the kernel Kε of the operator Tε . Since ϕ is
real-valued then Tε is self-adjoint and Kε “ Kε̊ . But since Kε̊ pxq “ Kεpx´1q then we
must have Kεpxq “ Kεpx´1q and so from (2.1.14) we have





We see that (2.1.13) and (2.1.14) are a consequence of Lemma 2.8. From the defini-













Since ϕ is compactly supported we have that 2´lλ ď b and so λt1εpλq is bounded uni-
formly in λ. By repeating this argument, we can show that tε satisfies the hypotheses of
Lemma 2.8 uniformly in ε and so (2.1.13) follows.
Then by the Stratified Mean Value Theorem (Theorem 1.41 of [22]) we have




From Lemma 2.8 we then have sup
1ď jď2m
|XjKεpxzq| À |xz|´Q´1CC . From the reverse triangle










Now, let C be a constant such that |z|CC ď C|y|CC. We will explicitly assume that
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|x|CC ´ |z|CC .
This bound on |z|CC implies that the infimum is attained when |z|CC is maximised. With








By Lemma 2.2, G satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 of [50], which implies that
the operator Tε is bounded on L2pωq. Furthermore, as conditions (2.1.13), (2.1.14) and
(2.1.15) are satisfied uniformly in pεlqlPZ, then the operators Tε are bounded uniformly in
pεlq. Using Rademacher functions (see 5.2 of Section IV of [56]) with the boundedness
of Tε we can conclude therefore that
ÿ
lPZ
}ϕp2´lLq f }2L2pωq À sup
ε
}Tε f }2L2pωq À } f }2L2pωq. (2.1.17)
To show the opposite inequality, define Tl :“ ψp2´lLq, where ψ P C8c pRq is such that




q. Using Lemma 5.5 of [38] we know





















Note that we may repeat the argument used earlier to prove the boundedness of the
operators Tε with ϕ replaced by ψ to prove (2.1.18).
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}ϕp2´lLq f }2L2pωq (2.1.19)
as required. 
2.2 Representation Theory and the Fourier Transform
In this section, we will recall some facts regarding analysis on H-type groups. In par-
ticular, we will define a number of coordinate systems on such groups, recall some
properties of such groups as topological spaces and develop the representation theory
and Fourier transform on these groups.
We let G be an arbitrary H-type group. We fix a basis of the first layer as in,
for example, [1]. For each μ P g˚2 zt0u » Rnzt0u there exists an orthonormal basis
E1pμq, . . . , Empμq, Ẽ1pμq, . . . , Ẽmpμq P g1 such that
JμEipμq “ |μ|Ẽipμq and JμẼipμq “ ´|μ|Eipμq.
For brevity, from now on we shall write
Ek`mpμq :“ Ẽkpμq for k “ 1, . . . ,m. (2.2.1)
For convenience, for x, y P Rd, for any d, we write xy “ x ¨ y “ ř j x jy j. We can now






This decomposition naturally applies to G and gives us global coordinates for G for each
μ P g˚2 zt0u. We define
zpreqpμq “ pzpreq
1
pμq, . . . , zpreqm pμqq :“ pz1pμq, . . . , zmpμqq, (2.2.2)
zpimqpμq “ pzpimq
1
pμq, . . . , zpimqm pμqq :“ pzm`1pμq, . . . , z2mpμqq, (2.2.3)
zpRqpμq :“ pz1pμq, . . . , z2mpμqq (2.2.4)
zpμq “ pzpCq
1
pμq, . . . , zpCqm pμqq :“ pzpreq1 pμq ` izpimq1 pμq, . . . , zpreqm pμq ` izpimqm pμqq.
(2.2.5)
Sometimes we will wish to write this basis or the coordinates it defines in terms of a
different μ. Let Mpμ, μ1q be the change of coordinates matrix with entries
pMpμ, μ1qq j,k :“ mj,kpμ, μ1q (2.2.6)
such that
zpRqpμ1qT “ Mpμ, μ1qzpRqpμqT . (2.2.7)





Then Npμ, μ1q “ Mpμ, μ1q.










Observe from (2.2.9) that
Npμ, μ1qT “ Mpμ1, μq “ Mpμ, μ1q´1.
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Hence, since Mpμ, μ1q is an orthogonal matrix, we have
Npμ, μ1q “ pMpμ, μ1q´1qT “ Mpμ, μ1q.

It will often be convenient to consider functions that depend only on |z| and u. We
shall call such functions radial. That is, f pz, uq is radial if there exists a function F such
that f pz, uq “ Fp|z|, uq.
The group Fourier transform of f P L1pGq is the operator-valued function given by
r pf pμqsϕpxq “ ż
G
f pgqπμpgqϕpxqdg
where πμ is the irreducible unitary representation G Ñ L pL2pRmqq, given by the
bounded linear operators on L2pRmq defined as
rπμpz, uqϕspxq “ e2πipμu`|μ|pzpimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqqϕpzpreqpμq ` xq. (2.2.10)
The following basic properties of the Fourier transform hold (see, for instance, [20]).
Note that f ˚pxq :“ f px´1q and T : denotes the adjoint operator.
Lemma 2.14. We have the identities
zf ˚ gpμq “ pf pμqpgpμq (2.2.11)
xf ˚pμq “ r pf pμqs: (2.2.12)
x f , gyG :“
ż
G
f pz, uqgpz, uqdzdu “
ż
Rn
trp pf pμqrpgpμqs:q|μ|mdμ “: x pf ,pgy (2.2.13)
} f }22 “
ż
Rn
} pf pμq}2HS |μ|mdμ. (2.2.14)
From this, we can obtain an estimate on the L2 norm of convolution of functions.
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Lemma 2.15. We have
} f ˚ g}22 ď } f }22 sup
μPRn
}pgpμq}2L2ÑL2 . (2.2.15)
Proof. From (2.2.14) we have
} f ˚ g}22 “
ż
Rn
}zf ˚ gpμq}2HS |μ|mdμ ď ż
Rn
} pf pμq}2HS psup
μPRn
}pgpμq}2L2ÑL2q|μ|mdμ




As in [24], we consider re-normalised Hermite functions. We start by defining Her-
mite functions on the real line by





, x P R, k P N0.
These are then normalised by
hkpxq :“ p2kk! ?πq´1{2Hkpxq, x P R.




hα jpx jq, x P Rd, k P Nd0.
These normalised Hermite functions form an orthonormal basis of L2pRdq. We then
renormalise these Hermite functions by defining
hμαpxq :“ p2π|μ|qd{4hαpp2π|μ|q1{2xq, x P Rd. (2.2.16)
For each μ P Rd the family phμαqαPNd
0
forms an orthonormal basis of L2pRdq.
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For a weight ω we define the operator Bω by
Bω pf pμq :“ xω f pμq. (2.2.17)
We will specifically be interested in these operators for the following weights. We define
ζμ, jpz, uq “ zpCqj pμq (2.2.18)
ζμ, jpz, uq “ zpCqj pμq
ρpz, uq “ |z|
ψlpz, uq “ ul
ψpz, uq “ |u|.
In order to calculate operators, such as Bζμ, j and Bζμ, j , we must first understand how
these Hermite functions interact with differentiation with respect to and multiplication
by components of their inputs. This is realised via the identities
2p2π|μ|q1{2x jhμαpxq “ 2α j1{2hμα´e jpxq ` p2α j ` 2q1{2hμα`e jpxq (2.2.19)
and
2p2π|μ|q´1{2Bx jhμαpxq “ 2α j1{2hμα´e jpxq ´ p2α j ` 2q1{2hμα`e jpxq. (2.2.20)
Having such a basis of L2pRmq will allow us to consider the ‘matrix components’ of the
group-Fourier transform of a function. For f P L1pGq, μ P Rn and α, β P Nn0 these are
defined by
pf pμ, α, βq :“ x pf pμqhμα, hμβyRm :“ ż
G
f pgqxπμpgqhμα, hμβyRmdg. (2.2.21)
With these matrix components, similarly to (2.2.12), there is a relation between the
matrix components of a function and its involution.
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Lemma 2.16. For f P L1pGq we have the relation
xf ˚pμ, α, βq “ pf pμ, β, αq. (2.2.22)
Proof. By definition (2.2.21) and (2.2.12) we have
xf ˚pμ, α, βq “ xxf ˚pμqhμα, hμβyRm “ x pf pμqhμβ, hμαyRm “ pf pμ, β, αq.

We also have an identity on the components of a convolution.
Lemma 2.17. For f , g P L1pGq we have
zf ˚ gpμ, α, βq “ ÿ
γPNm
0
pgpμ, α, γq pf pμ, γ, βq.
Proof. Since the Hermite functions hμα form an orthonormal basis of Rm, we use (2.2.11)
to see that
zf ˚ gpμ, α, βq “ x pf pμqpgpμqhμα, hμβyRm













pgpμ, α, γq pf pμ, γ, βq.

It may sometimes be necessary to consider the above expression subject to operators
that may map α or β to multi-indices contained in Zm rather than Nm0 . We therefore
extend the function pf pμ, α, βq from Rn ˆ Nm0 ˆ Nm0 to Rn ˆ Zm ˆ Zm by setting
pf pμ, α, βq :“ 0 for all pα, βq R Nm0 ˆ Nm0 .
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One can show that these Hermite functions are eigenfunctions of pLpμq, the group-
Fourier transform of the sub-Laplacian, with eigenvalue
cp|α|q|μ| :“ 2πp2|α| ` mq|μ|. (2.2.23)
That is, pLpμqhμα “ cp|α|q|μ|hμα.
The Fourier transform is also compatible with the spectral decomposition and functional
calculus of L, and so we have
{mpLq f pμ, α, βq “ mpcp|α|q|μ|q pf pμ, α, βq. (2.2.24)
As noted in, for example, [52], the matrix components with respect to the Hermite
basis have a connection to special Hermite functions. Although written in the case of
Heisenberg groups, Chapter IV of [52] may be extended to H-type groups, which we







e2πixq|μ|hμapx ` 12 pqhμbpx ´ 12 pqdx.
That is, they are the Fourier-Wigner transform of Hermite functions. We then expand
this definition to higher dimensions. For α, β P Nd
0









px j, y jq.
Now, we can write our matrix components in terms of special Hermite functions. In-
deed, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.18. For f P L1pGq we have
pf pμ, α, βq “ ż
G
e2πiμu f pz, uqΦμα,βpzpreqpμq, zpimqpμqqdzdu.
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Proof. We have
pf pμ, α, βq “ ż
G


















e2πiμu f pz, uqΦμα,βpzpreqpμq, zpimqpμqqdzdu.

In the particular case that f is radial, certain simplifications occur. We find that in
such a case, off-diagonal matrix components are zero, and furthermore that they are
dependent only on the magnitude of α. In order words, we have
pf pμ, α, βq “ δα,β pf pμ, |α|e1, |α|e1q. (2.2.25)
In this case, we adopt the notation
pf pμ, kq “ pf pμ, ke1, ke1q
and (2.2.23) becomes
|μ|cpkq “ |μ|2πp2k ` mq.
That is, pf pμ, α, βq reduces to a function defined on Rn ˆ N0. We recall that Laguerre







pe´xxk`aq, x P R.
Similarly to Hermite functions, Laguerre polynomials satisfy a number of recurrence
relations, linking polynomials of different types and degrees, as well as their derivatives
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and polynomials multiplied by their inputs. Given the number of identities available,
for clarity of reading these will be stated where they are first needed.
Now, special Hermite functions can be expressed in terms of Laguerre functions. In
the case that f is radial, we can then rewrite the matrix components as the inner product
of the Euclidean inverse Fourier transform of the function f pz, uq taken in the u variable
only with a Laguerre function. The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving
this fact.
To begin with, we will demonstrate some vector fields that may be used to shift the
indices of special Hermite functions.


























































2β j ` 2Φμα,β`e jpp, qq (2.2.27)
ZjΦ
μ




α,β´e jpp, qq (2.2.28)
Z̃ jΦ
μ
α,βpp, qq “ ´
a
2α j ` 2Φμα`e j,βpp, qq (2.2.29)
Proof. Since special Hermite functions in dimensions d ą 1 are defined as products of
1-dimensional special Hermite functions, it suffices to consider the case d “ 1. Noting
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that 2x “ px ` 1
2
pq ` px ´ 1
2







a,bpp, qq “ p2π|μ|q´1{2
ż
R
e2πixq|μ|phμaq1px ` 12 pqhμbpx ´ 12 pq´














pqhμapx ` 12 pqhμbpx ´ 12 pq`
e2πixq|μ|hμapx ` 12 pqpx ´ 12 pqhμbpx ´ 12 pqdx
Note that from (2.2.19) and (2.2.20) we have










2a ` 2hμa`1pxq. (2.2.31)








































Furthermore, noting that p “ px ` 1
2
pq ´ px ´ 1
2
pq, we have





pqhμapx ` 12 pqhμbpx ´ 12 pq
´ e2πixq|μ|hμapx ` 12 pqpx ´ 12 pqhμbpx ´ 12 pqdx.
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Using integration by parts we have that
p2π|μ|q1{2iqΦμa,bpp, qq “ ´p2π|μ|q´1{2
ż
R
e2πixq|μ|phμaq1px ` 12 pqhμbpx ´ 12 pq
` e2πixq|μ|hμapx ` 12 pqphμbq1px ´ 12 pqdx.
We can combine these as before to obtain
p2π|μ|q1{2wΦμa,bpp, qq “
?








2b ` 2Φμa,b`1pp, qq. (2.2.35)
The desired formulae follow from combining these expressions so that the left-hand side
becomes one of the operators in question. 
The next tool we will develop will be the connection between special Hermite func-
tions and Laguerre functions. First, we show that special Hermite functions with match-
ing indices are Laguerre functions. The calculations may be found in [58], however, we
are required to renormalise them for use with our Hermite functions. It suffices to con-
sider only the 1-dimensional case.
Lemma 2.20. Let k P N0 and p, q P R. Then
Φ
μ
k,kpp, qq “ Lkpπ|μ|pp2 ` q2qqe´
π|μ|pp2`q2q
2 . (2.2.36)
Proof. We start with Mehler’s formula [58] given, for |w| ă 1, by
ÿ
kPN0




1´w2 px2`y2q`2π|μ| 2w1´w2 xy. (2.2.37)
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If we set x “ z ` 1
2









4 `2π|μ| 1´w1`w z2 .











The right-hand side becomes
ż
R
e2πizq|μ|p2π|μ|q1{2π´1{2p1 ´ w2q´1{2e´2π|μ| 1`w1´w p24 `2π|μ| 1´w1`w z2























4 ´π2q2|μ|2 1`w1´w 12π|μ|
“ p1 ´ wq´1e´2π|μ| 1`w1´w p2`q24 “ p1 ´ wq´1e ´w1´wπ|μ|pp2`q2qe π|μ|pp
2`q2q
2 .
From equation (1.1.45) in [58] This may be expressed in terms of Laguerre functions as
ÿ
kPN0
Lkpπ|μ|pp2 ` q2qqwke´ π|μ|pp
2`q2q
2 .
Comparing coefficients, we see that
Φ
μ





We can now combine these two Lemmas to obtain a general formula expressing spe-
cial Hermite functions as a product of Laguerre functions. We will explicitly deal with
the 1-dimensional case. As usual, we can take the product of these to obtain expressions
for higher dimensional cases.
Lemma 2.21. Let z “ x ` iy P C and let a, h P N0. The following formulae hold:
Φ
μ
















˙1{2 `´pπ|μ|q1{2z˘h Lhapπ|μ||z|2q. (2.2.40)
Proof. Note that it suffices to prove only (2.2.39) as
Φ
μ
a,a`hpx, yq “ Φμa`h,ap´x,´yq.
We proceed by induction on h. The case h “ 0 is proven in Lemma 2.20. Assume




















Then, using (2.2.39) with indices a, h ´ 1, ddx Lakpxq “ ´La`1k´1pxq, Bz|z|2 “ z and noting
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˙1{2 `pπ|μ|q1{2z˘h ?2Lhapπ|μ||z|2qe´ π|μ||z|22 .
















Before we prove the next theorem, we will make an observation regarding the choice
of coordinates in Lemma 2.18. While it is necessary to use our μ-dependent coordi-
nate system in general, if f is a radial function (so there exists a function F such that
f pz, uq “ Fp|z|, uq then we may in fact use standard coordinates. Define Mpμq as the
R-linear operator on Cm such that
Mpμqz “ zpμq, for z P Cm.
Recall that Mpμq is multiplication of the canonical coordinates z by an orthogonal ma-
trix. In particular, this matrix (which we again denote by Mpμq) is invertible and has
determinant either 1 or ´1. Furthermore, the Jacobian matrix of Mpμq is the matrix
Mpμq. Also, for standard coordinates z “ x ` iy set Φ̃μα,βpzq “ Φμα,βpx, yq. Then, by the
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standard change of coordinates formula we have
ż
G












e2πiμu f pz, uqΦ̃μα,βpzqdzdu.
Hence, for any calculations with the assumption that f is a radial function, we can
assume we are working in the standard coordinates of z, which from now on we will
always denote by z “ x ` iy. This gives us the following result.
Lemma 2.22. For radial functions f we have
ż
G




e2πiμu f pz, uqΦμα,βpx, yqdzdu “
ż
G
e2πiμu f pz, uqΦ̃μα,βpzqdzdu,
where z “ x ` iy are the standard coordinates of z.
With this, we can now show that radial functions have diagonal matrix components.
Theorem 2.23. Let f be radial. Then
pf pμ, α, βq “ δα.β pf pμ, α, αq.
Proof. For z P Cm let z j,θ “ pz1, . . . , eiθz j, . . . , zmq. Since f is radial, then f pz, uq “
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f pz j,θ, uq for any θ P R. Then from Lemma 2.18 and Lemma 2.22 we have
pf pμ, α, βq “ ż
G








e2πiμu f pz, uqΦ̃μα,βpz j,´θqdzdu
By (2.2.39) and (2.2.40) we have that
Φ̃
μ
α,βpz j,´θq “ e´iθpα j´β jqΦ̃μα,βpzq
and hence pf pμ, α, βq “ e´iθpα j´β jq pf pμ, α, βq.
Clearly if α j ‰ β j it follows that pf pμ, α, βq “ 0. As j was chosen arbitrarily, it follows
that pf pμ, α, βq is zero for α ‰ β. 
The next step is to prove that the matrix components of radial functions depend only
on the magnitude of the index.






















Given indices j and k, then, if f is a radial function, we find that
Z jZ̃k f “ ZkZ̃ j f .
Proof. First, write f pz, uq “ Fp|z|, uq. Then, for any j we have that
B





Clearly the purely-differential operators commute with each other, as do the pure mul-
tiplier operators. Furthermore, multipliers and differential operators commute if they


































z jzk f ` z j BBzk f ´ zk
B
Bz j f .






1 “ zk BBz j f .





















Bz j f ´
π|μ|
2
zkz j f ` zk BBz j f ´ z j
B
Bzk f
“ ZkZ̃ j f .

We now have the tools we need to show the first of the main results of this section.
Theorem 2.25. If f is radial, then pf pμ, α, βq “ δα,β pf pμ, |α|e1, |α|e1q.
Proof. Since f is radial, its matrix components are diagonal by Theorem 2.23. Using
integration by parts twice and Lemma 2.19 we have that
rZkZ̃ j f sppμ, α´ e j, α` ekq “ ż
G




e2πiμu f pz, uqZkZ̃ jΦ̃μα´e j,α`ekpzqdzdu
“ 2
b
α jpαk ` 1q pf pμ, α, αq
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and similarly
rZjZ̃k f sppμ, β´ ek, β` e jq “ 2 bβkpβ j ` 1q pf pμ, β, βq.
Now, fix j ‰ k and take α, β such that α` ek “ β` e j. By Lemma 2.24 and the choice
of α, β the left-hand sides are equal. By our choice of α, β the coefficients of the right-
hand sides are equal. Hence, we must have that pf pμ, α, αq “ pf pμ, β, βq. Since j, k were
arbitrary, we can use this to pass between any two multi-indices with the same size and,
upon doing so, the matrix components do not change value. 
Now, our use of the notation pf pμ, kq makes sense for radial functions. Our final
goal for this section will be to show that, in such a case we may write these matrix
components in terms of Laguerre functions.
Theorem 2.26. For f P S pGq radial we have




e2πiμu f pz, uqLm´1k pπ|μ||z|2qe´
π|μ||z|2
2 dzdu. (2.2.42)
Proof. Fix k P N0 and let α “ pk, 0, . . . , 0q P Nm0 . We start with Lemma 2.18,
pf pμ, kq “ ż
G
e2πiμu f pz, uqΦ̃μα,αpzqdzdu
Now, from page 30 of [58] we have
ÿ
|α|“k
Φ̃μα,αpzq “ Lm´1k pπ|μ||z|2qe´
π|μ||z|2
2 . (2.2.43)
This may be proved by induction on m using Lemma 2.20 and the well-known formula




Since f is radial, then any matrix components pf pμ, β, βq with |β| “ k are equal to
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pf pμ, α, αq by Theorem 2.25. Thus we obtain




pf pμ, β, βq
“
ˆ










which, using (2.2.43), becomes
ˆ








This now gives us an alternative Plancherel theorem and inversion formula for radial
functions, which may also be found in [48]. Specifically, if f P L2pGq is radial, then






k ` m ´ 1
k
˙
| pf pμ, kq|2|μ|mdμ (2.2.44)
and if f P S pGq is radial then





pf pμ, kqe´2πiμuLm´1k pπ|μ||z|2qe´ π|μ||z|22 |μ|mdμ (2.2.45)
2.3 Leibniz Rules and Difference-Differential Operators
In this section, we will develop some of the analysis that occurs on the (Fourier-) dual
spaces of H-type groups. We will calculate formulae for the difference-differential oper-
ators that arise on the dual spaces that correspond to multiplying by some of the weights
in (2.2.18) on the group side. Similarly to the Leibniz rule that arises from ordinary dif-
ferentiation on a product of functions on R, these difference-differential operators will
have formulae explaining how they act upon a product of functions on the dual space,
which corresponds to a convolution of functions on the group G multiplied by a weight.
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It is on the group side that these ’Leibniz’ rules will be understood.
The work in the section will extend Leibniz rule formulae given in [24] from Heisen-
berg groups Hm to H-type groups (compare also [17], [23], [44], [49]). The notion of
such formulae on stratified groups has been widely studied, for instance in Proposition
5.2.10 of [19], although we need more specific formulae for our application to H-type
groups than are found in this much more general treatment of Leibniz rules.
We begin this section by calculating the effects of the operators Bζμ, j and Bζμ, j (recall
(2.2.17) and (2.2.18)) upon matrix components of the Fourier transform of a function.
Theorem 2.27. For f P S pGq we have
p2π|μ|q1{2Bζμ, j pf pμ, α, βq “ p2α j ` 2q1{2 pf pμ, α` e j, βq ´ 2β j1{2 pf pμ, α, β´ e jq (2.3.1)
and
p2π|μ|q1{2Bζμ, j pf pμ, α, βq “ 2α j1{2 pf pμ, α´ e j, βq ´ p2β j ` 2q1{2 pf pμ, α, β` e jq. (2.3.2)
Proof. Fix μ P Rnzt0u and f P S pGq. Then by adding and subtracting x j we have
p2π|μ|q1{2pz jpμq ` iz̃ jpμqqe2πipμu`|μ|pzpimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqqhμαpzpreqpμq ` xqhμβpxq
“ p2π|μ|q1{2e2πipμu`|μ|pzpimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqqpz jpμq ` x jqhμαpzpreqpμq ` xqhμβpxq
´ p2π|μ|q1{2e2πipμu`|μ|pzpimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqqx jhμαpzpreqpμq ` xqhμβpxq
` p2π|μ|q1{2iz̃ jpμqe2πipμu`|μ|pzpimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqqhμαpzpreqpμq ` xqhμβpxq.
Now, by the chain rule,




pimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqqhμαpzpreqpμq ` xqhμβpxq
¯
´ p2π|μ|q´1{2e2πipμu`|μ|pzpimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqqB jhμαpzpreqpμq ` xqhμβpxq
´ p2π|μ|q´1{2e2πipμu`|μ|pzpimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqqhμαpzpreqpμq ` xqBx jhμβpxq
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Hence, we have
p2π|μ|q1{2pz jpμq ` iz̃ jpμqqe2πipμu`|μ|pzpimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqqhμαpzpreqpμq ` xqhμβpxq (2.3.3)
“ e2πipμu`|μ|pzpimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqq¨`p2π|μ|q1{2pz jpμq ` x jq ´ p2π|μ|q´1{2Bx j˘ hμαpzpreqpμq ` xqhμβpxq
´ e2πipμu`|μ|pzpimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqq¨
hμαpzpreqpμq ` xq




pimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqqhμαpzpreqpμq ` xqhμβpxq
¯
.






pimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqqhμαpzpreqpμq ` xqhμβpxq
¯
dx











e2πi|μ|z̃kpμqxkhμαkpzkpμq ` xkqhμβkpxkqdxk “ 0.
Hence, taking the integral of (2.3.3) and using (2.2.30) and (2.2.31), we can conclude
that
p2π|μ|q1{2Bζμ, j pf pμ, α, βq “ p2α j ` 2q1{2 pf pμ, α` e j, βq ´ 2β j1{2 pf pμ, α, β´ e jq.
The proof for (2.3.2) follows analogously by considering
p2π|μ|q1{2pz jpμq ´ iz̃ jpμqqe2πipμu`|μ|pzpimqpμqx` 12 zpreqpμqzpimqpμqqqhμαpzpreqpμq ` xqhμβpxq.

By combining these operators and summing over j we thus obtain a formula for the
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difference-differential operator Bρ2 (recall (2.2.18)) for radial functions, specifically
Bρ2 pf pμ, kq “ 1
π|μ| rp2k ` mq pf pμ, kq ´ k pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mq pf pμ, k ` 1qs. (2.3.4)
We can also combine the Bζμ, j operators so that the μ in Bζμ, j does not have to match the
μ in pf pμ, α, βq.
Lemma 2.28. Let μ1, μ P Rnzt0u. Then there exist constants Ci, j,kpμ, μ1q pi “ 1, 2q such
that
Bζμ1 , j pf pμ, α, βq “ mÿ
k“1
C1, j,kpμ, μ1qBζμ,k pf pμ, α, βq ` C2, j,kBζμ,k pf pμ, α, βq (2.3.5)
where |Ci, j,kpμ, μ1q| is bounded uniformly in i, j, k, μ, μ1. An analogous formula holds for
Bζμ1 , j pf pμ, α, βq.
Proof. Recall the definition of mj,kpμ, μ1q given by (2.2.6). By linearity of the Fourier
transform we have
Bζμ1 , j pf pμ, α, βq “ mÿ
k“1
mj,kpμ, μ1q


















Bζμ,k pf pμ, α, βq ´ Bζμ,k pf pμ, α, βq
2i
.
Now, recall from Lemma 2.13 that Mpμ, μ1q is an orthogonal matrix. In particular, since
Mpμ, μ1qMpμ, μ1qT “ Id then each entry mj,kpμ, μ1q must have absolute value at most
1. 
We can also derive a formula for the operator Bψ j (recall (2.2.18)) acting on radial
functions.
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Theorem 2.29. For f P S pGq radial we have
4πiBψ j pf pμ, kq “ 2 BBμ j pf pμ, kq` μ j|μ|2 rm pf pμ, kq`k pf pμ, k´1q´pk`mq pf pμ, k`1qs. (2.3.6)
Proof. We differentiate (2.2.42) with respect to μ j. Now, from the product rule and the
identity ddx L
a
kpxq “ ´La`1k´1pxq we find that
Bμ j
ˆ













uje2πiμu f pz, uqLm´1k pπ|μ||z|2qe´
π|μ||z|2
2 dzdu
´ π μ j|μ|
ˆ
















|z|2e2πiμu f pz, uqLm´1k pπ|μ||z|2qe´
π|μ||z|2
2 dzdu.
Note we may freely pass the derivative through the integral as neither z nor u depends
on μ. We multiply the middle line by |μ|{|μ| to obtain
Bμ j
ˆ


































|z|2e2πiμu f pz, uqLm´1k pπ|μ||z|2qe´
π|μ||z|2
2 dzdu.
Now, for Laguerre functions we have the identity
xLmk´1pxq “ pk ` m ´ 1qLm´1k´1 pxq ´ kLm´1k pxq.
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Using matrix component notation and noting that
pk ` m ´ 1q
ˆ










Bμ j pf pμ, kq “ 2πiBψ j pf pμ, kq ` k μ j|μ|2 pf pμ, kq ´ k μ j|μ|2 pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ π2 μ j|μ|Bρ2 pf pμ, kq.
Using (2.3.4) this expands to






π|μ| rp2k ` mq pf pμ, kq ´ k pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mq pf pμ, k ` 1qs
“ 2πiBψ j pf pμ, kq ` k μ j|μ|2 pf pμ, kq ´ k μ j|μ|2 pf pμ, k ´ 1q´
μ j
2|μ|2 rp2k ` mq pf pμ, kq ´ k pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mq pf pμ, k ` 1qs
After multiplying by 2, this simplifies to
4πiBψ j pf pμ, kq ` 2k μ j|μ|2 pf pμ, kq ´ 2k μ j|μ|2 pf pμ, k ´ 1q´
μ j
|μ|2 rp2k ` mq pf pμ, kq ´ k pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mq pf pμ, k ` 1qs
“ 4πiBψ j pf pμ, kq ´ μ j|μ|2 rm pf pμ, kq ` k pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mq pf pμ, k ` 1qs
Hence,
4πiBψ j pf pμ, kq “ 2Bμ j pf pμ, kq ` μ j|μ|2 rm pf pμ, kq ` k pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mq pf pμ, k ` 1qs
as required. 
We remark that we could have also calculated (2.3.4) using this method of using
(2.2.42). Indeed, doing so leads to the same formula.
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We can also compound these formulae. Indeed, calculating the squares of these
operators, Bρ4 and Bψ2j will be useful.
Lemma 2.30. For radial functions f P S pGq we have
Bρ4 pf pμ, kq “ 1pπ|μ|q2
„
pp2k ` mq2 ` pk ` mqp2k ` 1q ´ kq pf pμ, kq (2.3.7)
´ 2kp2k ` m ´ 1q pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ 2pk ` mqp2k ` m ` 1q pf pμ, k ` 1q
` kpk ´ 1q pf pμ, k ´ 2q ` pk ` mqpk ` 1 ` mq pf pμ, k ` 2qj.
and
´16π2Bψ2j “ 4B2μ j pf pμ, kq ` 4 μ j|μ|2 rmBμ j pf pμ, kq ` kBμ j pf pμ, k ´ 1q














pm2 ´ pk ` mqp2k ` 1q ` kq pf pμ, kq ` 2km pf pμ, k ´ 1q
´ 2mpk ` mq pf pμ, k ` 1q ` kpk ´ 1q pf pμ, k ´ 2q
` pk ` mqpk ` m ` 1q pf pμ, k ` 2qı. (2.3.8)
which combine to give
B|¨|4K pf pμ, kq (2.3.9)
“ 2pπ|μ|q2
„
p4k2 ` mp4k ´ n ` 3qq pf pμ, kq
´ kp2k ` 2m ` n ´ 3q pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mqp2k ´ n ` 3q pf pμ, k ` 1qj
´ 4
π2
Δμ pf pμ, kq ´ 4pπ|μ|q2 pμ ¨ ∇μqrm pf pμ, kq ` k pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mq pf pμ, k ` 1qs.
Proof. Since |pz, uq|4K “ |z|4 ` 16
ř |uj|2, then by linearity, we may calculate the op-




and B2ψ j . So, from (2.3.4), by applying Bρ2 to Bρ2 pf pμ, kq we have
Bρ4 pf pμ, kq “ 1
π|μ| rp2k ` mqBρ2 pf pμ, kq ´ kBρ2 pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mqBρ2 pf pμ, k ` 1qs.




p2k ` mqrp2k ` mq pf pμ, kq ´ k pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mq pf pμ, k ` 1qs
´ krp2k ` m ´ 2q pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ´ 1q pf pμ, k ´ 2q ´ pk ` m ´ 1q pf pμ, kqs
´ pk ` mqrp2k ` m ` 2q pf pμ, k ` 1q ´ pk ` 1q pf pμ, kq
´ pk ` m ` 1q pf pμ, k ` 2qsj.
Collecting terms together gives (2.3.7).
Similarly, for 16Bψ2j , by (2.3.6) we have
´16π2Bψ2j pf pμ, kq “ 2Bμ jp4πiBψ j pf pμ, kqq ` μ j|μ|2 rm4πiBψ j pf pμ, kq
` k4πiBψ j pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mq4πiBψ j pf pμ, k ` 1qs.
We now calculate each of these terms separately. By (2.3.6) the first term expands to
2
“








rm pf pμ, kq ` k pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mq pf pμ, k ` 1qs‰.
The second term expands to
2m
μ j
|μ|2 Bμ j pf pμ, kq ` m μ
2
j
|μ|4 rm pf pμ, kq ` k pf pμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mq pf pμ, k ` 1qs‰.
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The third term expands to
2k
μ j




|μ|4 rm pf pμ, k ´ 1q ` pk ´ 1q pf pμ, k ´ 2q ´ pk ´ 1 ` mq pf pμ, kqs.
Finally, the last term expands to
´2pk ` mq μ j|μ|2 Bμ j pf pμ, k ` 1q
´ pk ` mq μ
2
j
|μ|4 rm pf pμ, k ` 1q ` pk ` 1q pf pμ, kq ´ pk ` 1 ` mq pf pμ, k ` 2qs.
Summing these together yields (2.3.8).
Summing (2.3.8) over j (noting that we must divide all the terms corresponding to
Bψ j by π2 and that
ř
μ2j “ |μ|2) and subtracting this from (2.3.7) gives (2.3.9). 
We now proceed to calculate Leibniz rules for our weights. A simple calculation
demonstrates the following result.
Lemma 2.31. For functions f , g P L1pGq we have
ρ2p f ˚ gq “ pρ2 f q ˚ g ` f ˚ pρ2gq `
mÿ
j“1
pζμ, j f q ˚ pζμ, jgq `
mÿ
j“1
pζμ, j f q ˚ pζμ, jgq. (2.3.10)
The rule for ψl requires more work and we shall spend the remainder of this section
developing it. We use the notation pXql to denote the lth component of the vector X.
Lemma 2.32. Let f , g P L1pGq and define cplqμ,k, j :“ prEkpμq, E jpμqsql{4i, where tEkpμqu
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is the basis described in (2.2.1). Then






pcplqμ,k, j`m ` cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ` icplqμ,k`m, j`mqpζμ,k f q ˚ pζμ, jgq
` p´cplqμ,k, j`m ` cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ´ icplqμ,k`m, j`mqpζμ,k f q ˚ pζμ, jgq
` pcplqμ,k, j`m ´ cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ´ icplqμ,k`m, j`mqpζμ,k f q ˚ pζμ, jgq
` p´cplqμ,k, j`m ´ cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ` icplqμ,k`m, j`mqpζμ,k f q ˚ pζμ, jgq.
Proof. Recall that




ψlpz, uq “ ψlppz, uqpy, vq´1q ` ψlpy, vq ` 1
2
prz, ysql, (2.3.12)
The first two terms on the right hand side are in a suitable form that we can apply this to
a convolution of functions, however, the term coming from the Lie bracket associated to









zpreqk pμqypreqj pμqrEkpμq, E jpμqs `
1
4i
zpreqk pμqypimqj pμqrEkpμq, E j`mpμqs
` 1
4i
zpimqk pμqypreqj pμqrEk`mpμq, E jpμqs ´
1
4
zpimqk pμqypimqj pμqrEk`mpμq, E j`mpμqs.
Since G is an H-type group, each of these Lie brackets will be equal to either a multiple
of some basis vector U j of the second layer or to zero if the E js commute, but a priori
we have no way of knowing exactly what each Lie bracket evaluates to. Hence, our
terms will contain the ‘structure constants’ cplqμ,k, j. This is also still not in a suitable
form to apply to convolutions. Indeed, we must rewrite this in terms of products of
ρ2ppz, uqpy, vq´1q, ζμ, jppz, uqpy, vq´1q and ζμ, jpy, vq, that is, |zpμq´ypμq|2, zpCqj pμq´ypCqj pμq
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and ypCqj pμq and their conjugates. The first term may be expanded out as
zpreqk pμqypreqj pμq “ pzpCqk pμq ` zpCqk pμqqpypCqj pμq ` ypCqj pμqq
“ pzpCqk pμq ´ ypCqk pμqqypCqj pμq ` pzpCqk pμq ´ ypCqk pμqqypCqj pμq
` pzpCqk pμq ´ ypCqk pμqqypCqj pμq ` pzpCqk pμq ´ ypCqk pμqqypCqj pμq
` ypCqk pμqypCqj pμq ` ypCqk pμqypCqj pμq ` ypCqk pμqypCqj pμq ` ypCqk pμqypCqj pμq.
The other terms may be expanded similarly. Combining these terms and rearranging,
we obtain the following rule for ψl:






pcplqμ,k, j`m ` cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ` icplqμ,k`m, j`mqpζμ,k f q ˚ pζμ, jgq
` p´cplqμ,k, j`m ` cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ´ icplqμ,k`m, j`mqpζμ,k f q ˚ pζμ, jgq
` pcplqμ,k, j`m ´ cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ´ icplqμ,k`m, j`mqpζμ,k f q ˚ pζμ, jgq
` p´cplqμ,k, j`m ´ cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ` icplqμ,k`m, j`mqpζμ,k f q ˚ pζμ, jgq
` pcplqμ,k, j`m ` cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ` icplqμ,k`m, j`mq f ˚ pζμ,kζμ, jgq
` p´cplqμ,k, j`m ` cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ´ icplqμ,k`m, j`mq f ˚ pζμ,kζμ, jgq
` pcplqμ,k, j`m ´ cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ´ icplqμ,k`m, j`mq f ˚ pζμ,kζμ, jgq
` p´cplqμ,k, j`m ´ cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ` icplqμ,k`m, j`mq f ˚ pζμ,kζμ, jgq.
We remark that there are some symmetries in the last four lines. By using the antisym-
metry of the structure constants in j and k and the commutativity of ζμ,k and ζμ, j when
they are both on the same side of the convolution operator (that is, f ˚ pζμ,kζμ, jgq “
f ˚ pζμ, jζμ,kgq), we may eliminate these lines as follows.
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First, suppose that k ‰ j. Then
pcplqμ,k, j`m ` cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ` icplqμ,k`m, j`mq f ˚ pζμ,kζμ, jgq
` pcplqj,k`m ` cplqj`m,k ` icplqj,k ` icplqj`m,k`mq f ˚ pζμ,kζμ, jgq
“ pcplqμ,k, j`m ` cplqj`m,k ` cplqμ,k`m, j ` cplqj,k`m ` icplqμ,k, j`
icplqj,k ` icplqμ,k`m, j`m ` icplqj`m,k`mq f ˚ pζμ,kζμ, jgq “ 0.
On the other hand, if k “ j, then we have
pcplqμ,k,k`m ` cplqμ,k`m,k ` icplqμ,k,k ` icplqμ,k`m,k`mq f ˚ pζμ,kζμ,kgq “ 0.
Hence, the sum over k and j of the fifth line in (2.3.13) is zero. A similar analysis shows
that the last line in (2.3.13) also sums to zero. We can also similarly eliminate lines six
and seven, however we must consider them together. In particular, first let k ‰ j. Then
p´cplqμ,k, j`m ` cplqμ,k`m, j ` icplqμ,k, j ´ icplqμ,k`m, j`mq f ˚ pζμ,kζμ, jgq
` pcplqj,k`m ´ cplqj`m,k ` icplqj,k ´ icplqj`m,k`mq f ˚ pζμ, jζμ,kgq
“ p´cplqμ,k, j`m ´ cplqj`m,k ` cplqμ,k`m, j ` cplqj,k`m`
icplqμ,k, j ` icplqj,k ´ icplqμ,k`m, j`m ´ icplqj`m,k`mq f ˚ pζμ,kζμ, jgq “ 0.
Furthermore, if k “ j then we have
p´cplqμ,k,k`m ` cplqμ,k`m,kq f ˚ pζμ, jζμ, jgq ` pcplqμ,k,k`m ´ cplqμ,k`m,kq f ˚ pζμ,kζμ,kgq “ 0.
These cancellations give the desired formula. 
We should remark that the left-hand sides of (2.3.10) and (2.3.11) are independent
of μ. It therefore follows that these formulae hold regardless of the choice of μ.
In general, no further cancellation in (2.3.11) (beyond the k “ j terms again being
zero) is possible, as the non-commutative nature of convolution on H-type groups means
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that terms corresponding to swapping j and k around do not cancel out. We can, how-
ever, essentially ignore the structure constants, provided we are dealing with positive
things. For brevity, we employ some new notation. Define
ζμ,p,0 :“ ζμ,p and ζμ,p,1 :“ ζμ,p. (2.3.14)
Corollary 2.33. Let f , g P L1pGq. Then







|pζμ,p,α f q ˚ pζμ,q,βgq| (2.3.15)
where the implicit constant here does not depend on μ.
Proof. First, recall the change-of-coordinates matrix Mpμ1, μq defined by (2.2.6) for any
μ, μ1 P Rnzt0u. Then, by Lemma 2.13, the matrix representing the change of basis from




mk, jpμ1, μqEkpμ1q. (2.3.16)
Then, by bilinearity of the Lie bracket we have that














mp, jpμ1, μqmq,kpμ1, μqrEppμ1q, Eqpμ1qs.
Recall further that the matrix entries ma,bpμ1, μq are bounded in absolute value by 1,
uniformly in a, b, μ1, μ. We now choose (arbitrarily) to set μ1 “ p1, . . . , 1q. Then, for







Observe that this bound is uniform in μ, j, k, indeed depending only on μ1 which we
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have fixed to depend only on G. Consequently, by the triangle inequality, we obtain the
‘Leibniz inequality’ (2.3.13) as required. 
Corollary 2.34. Let f , g P L1pGq. Then

















|pζμ,p,γζμ,s,α f q ˚ pζμ,q,εζμ,t,βgq|
¯
.
Proof. The result follows by applying (2.3.11) twice, recalling that multiplication oper-
ators here commute, and using (2.3.17) to uniformly bound the constants. 
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CHAPTER 3
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
In this chapter, we prove Theorem 1.3. This theorem is valid in a smaller range of
p than Theorem 1.1, but where it is valid, it proves something stronger than almost-
everywhere convergence, instead proving full Lp boundedness of the maximal Bochner–
Riesz operator.
Recall (1.0.6) and (1.0.8). Let Kδ be the convolution kernel of mδpLq. Note that, by
Lemma 2.10,
mδprLq f “ f ˚ pKδqr. (3.0.1)
Note that for each δ P D, the operator M˚δ is bounded on Lp by Lemma 2.5 and Lemma
2.11, so it suffices to consider only the terms with δ ď 1
4
.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a stratified Lie group with sub-Laplacian L and let ηpLq be the
constant described in Lemma 2.7. Let Kδ be the convolution kernel of mδpLq. For every
b ą ηpLq´1
2
, δ ď 1
2
and r ą 0 we have
ż
G
|pKδpxqqr|dx À }mδ}L2b`1{2pRq À δ´b (3.0.2)
and
}mδprLq f }8 À δ´b} f }8. (3.0.3)
where the implicit constant in ‘À’ may depend on b but does not depend on r or δ.
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The first inequality in (3.0.2) then follows from Lemma 2.7. The second inequality
comes from estimating this Sobolev norm. In particular, let j :“ b ` 1
2
P N0. Then from











































pδ´1 ´ 1q2 .
Since δ ď 1
2
then δ´1 ´ 1 ě 1 and so the above estimate is bounded by δ´2b. Taking
square roots gives the required estimate for b ` 1
2
P N0 and interpolation gives the
estimate for any b ą ηpLq´1
2
. That is, for non-integer b ą ηpLq´1
2
write b ` 1
2
“ a ` 1
2
` θ
for a ` 1
2




À δ´ap1´θqδ´pa`1qθ “ δ´pa`θq “ δ´b.
We then obtain (3.0.3) from Young’s inequality for convolutions and (3.0.2). 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1 is the result
}M˚δ }L8ÑL8 À δ´b (3.0.4)
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for b ą ηpLq´1
2
.
We now proceed to consider boundedness on L2. First, we will need the following
pointwise almost-everywhere equality for the global and local maximal operators of a
function, M˚δ f pxq and M‚δ f pxq, resulting from the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.
Lemma 3.2. We have, almost-everywhere in G,
|M˚δ f pxq|2 ď 2δ´1
8ż
0
|mδptLq f pxq||m̃δptLq f pxq|dtt (3.0.5)
and
|M‚δ f pxq|2 ď 2δ´1
1ż
0
|mδptLq f pxq||m̃δptLq f pxq|dtt . (3.0.6)
where
m̃δpζq :“ δζm1δpζq, ζ ą 0. (3.0.7)
Proof. Consider pmδprLq f pxqq2 as a function of r ą 0. Then, from the functional cal-
culus of L, we have
d
dr



















“ 2δ´1mδprLq f pxqm̃δprLq f pxq.
Hence, by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus we have, almost-everywhere in G and
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for r ą 0,




mδptLq f pxqm̃δptLq f pxqdtt .
Note that mδp0Lq f “ 0 from the functional calculus of L, since mδp0q “ 0. Hence,
taking absolute values, taking these inside the integral and taking the supremum, we
obtain the required results. 
We now use the preceding lemma to bound the L2 Ñ L2 operator norms of the local
and global maximal operators M‚δ and M
˚
δ .
Lemma 3.3. We have
}M‚δ }L2ÑL2 À }M˚δ }L2ÑL2 À 1.
Proof. The first inequality is obvious. Let X, pL be, respectively, the space and operator



















À δ} f }22, (3.0.8)
where the last inequality follows from the conditions on mδ. In particular, from the

















Since δ ď 1
2






Note that this also holds with mδ replaced by m̃δ.
Now, integrating (3.0.5) from Lemma 3.2 over G yields





|mδptLq f pxq||m̃δptLq f pxq|dtt dx.
Now, by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the double integral followed by






















À } f }22.
Hence,
}M˚δ f }22 À } f }22.

Finally, we present the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By complex interpolation of the results (3.0.4) and Lemma 3.3,
we get
}M˚δ }LpÑLp À δp2{p´1qb
for p, b satisfying
b ą ηpLq ´ 1
2
and p ě 2.
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In particular, note from [6] that the Riesz–Thorin interpolation theorem extends to sub-





` 1 ´ θ8
we get
}M˚δ }LpθÑLpθ À δ´bp1´θq.









so that pθ “ p. Hence,
}M˚δ }LpÑLp À δ´bp1´θq “ δ´bp1´2{pq “ δp2{p´1qb.
Now, for each δ P D the operator M˚δ is bounded on Lp by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.11, so in
the following sum it suffices to consider only the terms with δ ď 1
4
, as there are only
finitely many terms with δ ą 1
4
.
By the triangle inequality, we have









































pηpLq ´ 1q ą 0
where the second inequality is satisfied by assumption, concluding the proof. 
There are other ways in which this result may be proved. For instance, in [45], by
replacing Lemma 1.2 with Lemma 3.1 and suitably modifying Lemma 2.2, Theorem
2.6(ii) and Corollary 2.8(ii) one may prove Lp boundedness of the maximal Bochner–
Riesz operator in the same range we have done.
We should note that in the range λ ą pηpLq ´ 1qp1
2
´ 1pq, we have proved Lp bound-
edness of the maximal Bochner–Riesz operator T λ˚. In the larger range in which we
will prove almost-everywhere convergence, we will only be able to prove a weaker, but
still sufficient, statement, namely boundedness from Lp0 to L2loc of the local maximal





In this chapter, we motivate the study of weighted L2 estimates of the maximal operators
M‚δ . We begin with the proof of the ‘standard’ 3-epsilon argument used to reduce the
problem of almost-everywhere convergence to proving finiteness of }χKT λ‚ }LpÑL2 .
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a stratified group, let λ ą 0 and let p ě 1. If
}χKT λ‚ }LpÑL2 ă 8
for all compact sets K Ď G, then for all f P Lp we have
T λr f pxq Ñ f pxq almost-everywhere as r Ñ 0.
Proof. Let f P LppGq be arbitrary. We may find a sequence p fnqnPN Ď C8c pGq such that
} fn ´ f }p Ñ 0. Also, by Proposition A.2, we have
}T λr fn ´ fn}22 “
ż
|p1 ´ rpLpζqqλ` pfnpζq ´ pfnpζq|2dμpζq.
Since p1 ´ rpLpζqqλ` pfnpζq ´ pfnpζq Ñ 0 as r Ñ 0, then by Dominated convergence, for
each fixed n we have,
}T λr fn ´ fn}2 Ñ 0 as r Ñ 0.
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Now, we have that
|T λr f ´ f | ď |T λr f ´ T λr fn| ` |T λr fn ´ fn| ` | fn ´ f |.
The last term is trivial. By assumption, fn Ñ f in Lp, so there is a subsequence of p fnq
for which we have convergence point-wise almost-everywhere. We now assume we are
working on this subsequence.
To deal with the first term, first we fix K Ď G compact. We note that, by linearity of
T λr , the definition of the maximal operator and assumption, we have
}χKpT λr f ´ T λr fnq}2 “ }χKT λr p f ´ fnq}2 ď }χKT λ‚ p f ´ fnq}2 À } f ´ fn}p.
Hence, by again extracting a subsequence we have that χK|T λ‚ p f ´ fnq| Ñ 0 pointwise
almost-everywhere as n Ñ 8 inside the compact set K. Define S K as the subset of K of
full measure in which we have pointwise convergence.
Now, fix n P N and let k ą Q
2
. Note that the operators T λr and p1 ` Lqk commute and
that if fn P C8c then p1 ` Lqk fn P C8c . By Theorem 5.15 in [21] we have that
}T λr fn ´ fn}8 À }p1 ` LqkpT λr fn ´ fnq}2 “ }T λr pp1 ` Lqk fnq ´ p1 ` Lqk fn}2.
Since p1 ` Lqk fn P C8c then we know from above that the L2 norm tends to 0 as r Ñ 0,
so for each fixed n we have T λr fn Ñ fn uniformly as r Ñ 0.
Now, fix x P S K and ε ą 0. We may choose n sufficiently large so that for all r ą 0
χK|T λr f pxq ´ T λr fnpxq|, | fnpxq ´ f pxq| ă ε
and hence
χK|T λr f pxq ´ f pxq| ď |T λr fnpxq ´ fnpxq| ` 2ε.
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Now, for this n we may choose R such that, for r ă R we have
|T λr fnpxq ´ fnpxq| ă ε
by uniform convergence. Hence for r ă R we have
χK|T λr f pxq ´ f pxq| ď 3ε.
As x P S K and ε were arbitrary, we have pointwise almost-everywhere convergence as
r Ñ 0 inside the compact set K. Now, we note that G is σ-compact. If we consider the
expression of G as a countable union of compact sets, then we have T λr f Ñ f pointwise
almost-everywhere as r Ñ 0 inside each of these compact sets. The union of the null-
subset of each compact set in which convergence fails is still a null-set, so we have
convergence pointwise almost-everywhere in G. 
The next result demonstrates how we may use Hölder’s inequality to reduce the
problem from locally bounding an operator from some Lp0 to L2 to instead proving a
weighted and unweighted L2 bound.
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a stratified group. Suppose T is a sublinear operator that is
bounded on L2pp1 ` | ¨ |q´Aq for A “ 0, a for some a ą 0. Then we can show that
}χKT}Lp0 ÑL2 À max
APt0,au
}T}L2pp1`|¨|q´AqÑL2pp1`|¨|q´Aq





ą Q ´ a
2Q
.
The implicit constant may depend on K but does not depend on T .
Proof. Let
B :“ tx P G : |x| ď 1u.
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Using Hölder’s inequality we see that for 1
2
ě 1p0 ą Q´a2Q we have
}χGzB f }L2p|¨|´aq ` }χB f }2 À } f }p0 .
Also, for α P R and any compact set K, we have
}χKT f }2 » }χKT f }L2pp1`|¨|q´αq.
Writing
f pxq “ χBpxq f pxq ` χGzBpxq f pxq
and using sublinearity of T we have
}χKT f }22 À }χKTχB f }22 ` }χKTχGzB f }22
Combining these facts and our initial estimate, we can deduce
}χKT f }22 À }χKTχB f }22 ` }χKTχGzB f }22
» }χKTχB f }22 ` }χKTχGzB f }2L2pp1`|¨|q´aq
ď }T}L2ÑL2}χB f }22 ` }T}L2pp1`|¨|q´aqÑL2pp1`|¨|q´aq}χGzB f }2L2pp1`|¨|q´aq
ď max
APt0,au
}T}L2pp1`|¨|q´AqÑL2pp1`|¨|q´Aq} f }2p0 .

This leads to the following convergence result.
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a stratified group and L be a sub-Laplacian on G. Suppose that
}M‚δ }L2pp1`|¨|q´AqÑL2pp1`|¨|q´Aq Æ 1
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then for all f P LppGq we have
T λr f pxq Ñ f pxq almost-everywhere as r Ñ 0.
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.1, it suffices to prove that
}χKT λ‚ f }2 À } f }p,
for p, λ as stated and K an arbitrary compact set.
Recall (1.0.6), (1.0.7) and (3.0.1). Recall from (3.0.4) that }M‚δ }L8ÑL8 À δ´b for
b ą ηpLq´1
2
. Since χK M‚δ f has compact support, then we can further deduce that
}χK M‚δ f }2 À }M‚δ f }8 À δ´b} f }8.
From Lemma 4.2 we know that }χK M‚δ }Lp0 ÑL2 Àε δ´ε for arbitrary ε ą 0 and for
1
2
ě 1p0 ą Q´a2Q . Then by complex interpolation, we get
}χK M‚δ }LpÑL2 Æ δpp0{p´1qb´εp0{p
for p0, p, b satisfying
b ą ηpLq ´ 1
2




ą Q ´ a
2Q
.





` 1 ´ θ8
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we get
}χK M‚δ }LpθÑL2 Æ δ´bp1´θqδ´εθ.









so that pθ “ p. The corresponding operator bound is then
}χK M‚δ }LpθÑL2 Æ δ´bp1´θqδ´εθ “ δ´bp1´p0{pqδ´εp0{p “ δpp0{p´1qb´εp0{p.
Now, for each δ P D the operator M˚δ is bounded on Lp by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.11, so it
suffices to consider only the terms with δ ď 1
4
.
By the triangle inequality, we have

























b ´ ε p0
p
ą 0.














b ´ ε p0
p
“ λ´ ε ą 0
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as required.











ðñ λQ ´ a
2Q
2
ηpLq ´ 1 `
1
p
´ Q ´ a
2Q
ą 0




























. Hence we may choose b ą ηpLq´1
2
,







b ´ ε p0
p
ą 0.
as required. In particular, such a choice of p0 is valid since p ě 2QQ´a implies that
p ą p0. 
In order to apply this result, we require the estimate
}M‚δ }L2pp1`|¨|q´AqÑL2pp1`|¨|q´Aq Æ 1
for A “ 0 and for some a ą 0. While A “ 0 is relatively trivial, the problem of
obtaining this for A “ a is more involved.
Rather than considering | ¨ |, we can obtain a result of a similar flavour by replacing
| ¨ | by a pure first-layer weight |x1| (which, as with H-type groups, we will denote by
ρ. In order to state the relevant analogues of Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, we must
introduce some new terminology.
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For a stratified Lie group G, we define






| f px1, . . . , xkq|qdx2 . . . dxk‚̨
p{q




for 1 ď p, q ă 8 and the usual extension to p or q being 8 (a ‘mixed Lebesgue norm’
where we distinguish between the first layer and the others). The space of functions for
which } f }pp,qq ă 8 is denoted by Lpp,qqpGq. In the particular case that G is an H-type
group, we will write Lpp,qqpGq :“ LppCm, LqpRnqq. Clearly Lpp,pqpGq “ LppGq. Where
the group in question is unambiguous, we will omit the ‘pGq’ from the notation.
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a stratified group with dimpg1q “ d and let ρpxq “ |x1| for x P G.
Suppose T is a sublinear operator that is bounded on L2pp1 ` ρq´Aq for A “ 0, a for
some a ą 0. Then we can show that
}χKT}Lpp0 ,2qÑL2 À max
APt0,au
}T}L2pp1`ρq´AqÑL2pp1`ρq´Aq





ą d ´ a
2d
.
The implicit constant may depend on K but does not depend on T .
Proof. Let
B :“ tx P G : ρ ď 1u.
Using Hölder’s inequality we see that
ż
g1zB









where 2p0 ` 1q “ 1 and we must necessarily have qa ą d for finiteness of the right-hand
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side. Hence,




















dx2 . . . dxk
‹̨‚
1{2
» } f }pp0,2q.
where 1p0 ą d´a2d . Thus,
}χGzB f }L2pρ´aq ` }χB f }2 À } f }pp0,2q.
Furthermore, for a P R and any compact set K, we have
}χKT f }2 » }χKT f }L2pp1`ρq´aq.
Writing
f pxq “ χBpxq f pxq ` χGzBpxq f pxq
and using sublinearity of T we have
}χKT f }22 À }χKTχB f }22 ` }χKTχGzB f }22
Combining these facts and our initial estimate, we can deduce
}χKT f }22 À }χKTχB f }22 ` }χKTχGzB f }22
» }χKTχB f }22 ` }χKTχGzB f }2L2pp1`ρq´aq






Theorem 4.5. Let G be a stratified group with sub-Laplacian L. Suppose
}M‚δ }L2pp1`ρq´AqÑL2pp1`ρq´Aq Æ 1



















then for all f P Lpp,qqpGq we have
T λr f pxq Ñ f pxq almost-everywhere as r Ñ 0.
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.1 (with the Lp condition replaced by Lpp,qq), it suffices to
prove that
}χKT λ‚ f }2 À } f }pp,qq,
for p, q, λ as stated and K an arbitrary compact set.
Recall (1.0.6), (1.0.7) and (3.0.1). From Young’s inequality for convolutions and
Lemma 3.1, we have, for b ą ηpLq´1
2
, that
}mδprLq f }8 À }pKδqr}1} f }8 À δ´b} f }p8,8q.
Since χK M‚δ f has compact support, then we can further deduce that
}χK M‚δ f }2 À }M‚δ f }p8,8q À δ´b} f }p8,8q.
From Lemma 4.4, since M‚δ is sublinear, we know that }χK M‚δ }Lpp0 ,2qÑL2 Àε δ´ε for
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arbitrary ε ą 0 and for 1
2
ě 1p0 :“ q2p ą d´a2d . Since L8 “ Lp8,8q, then by complex
interpolation, we get
}χK M‚δ }Lpp,2p{p0qÑL2 Æ δpp0{p´1qb´ε
p0
p
for p0, p, b satisfying
b ą ηpLq ´ 1
2




ą d ´ a
2d
.










` 1 ´ θ8
we get
}χK M‚δ }Lppθp1q,pθp2qqÑL2 Æ δ´bp1´θqδ´εθ.

















so that pθp1q “ p and pθp2q “ r. The corresponding operator bound is then
}χK M‚δ }Lppθp1q,pθp2qqÑL2 Æ δ´bp1´θqδ´εθ “ δ´bp1´p0{pqδ´εp0{p “ δpp0{p´1qb´εp0{p.
Now, observe that the Hardy–Littlewood Maximal function is bounded from Lpp,qq to
L2loc by Lemmas 2.4 and 4.4 and then following the same interpolation argument we
have just used. Hence, 2.11 is easily modified to give the required boundedness (the
hypotheses of Lemma 2.11 are satisfied due to Lemma 2.5).
Hence, for each δ P D the operator M‚δ is bounded on Lpp,qq, so it suffices to consider
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only the terms with δ ď 1
4
. By the triangle inequality, we have



































b ´ ε 2
q
ą 0,
First, clearly if q “ 2, we can choose λ ą ε ą 0. So suppose now that q ą 2. We























Now, the set of points pb, εq P R2 such that
λ` p2q ´ 1qb ´ ε 2q ą 0
is open and contains the point p ηpLq´1
2
, 0q. Hence, we can find b ą ηpLq´1
2
and ε ą 0 such
that




THE SQUARE FUNCTION ARGUMENT
In this chapter, we consider any stratified Lie group G with sub-Laplacian L. We will
show that, in some cases, in order to obtain weighted L2 estimate for the local maxi-
mal operator M‚δ , it suffices to prove an analogous estimate on just mδpLq. The idea is
implicit in [8] and [24]. Here, we explicitly prove this as a stand-alone result in this
general setting.
Definition 5.1. The set of admissible weights AdmpGq is the set of non-negative locally
integrable functions w P A2pGq such that there exists some non-negative function w0
and some a ě 0 such that w » p1 ` w0q´a, w0 is 1-homogeneous with respect to group
dilations and w0 is Hölder continuous with respect to the distance dCC.
These properties will be necessary in order to prove the following result, which is
the main result of this chapter (cf. Lemma 3.2 for the definition of m̃δ).
Theorem 5.2. For w P AdmpGq we have
}M‚δ }2L2pwqÑL2pwq Æ p1 ` }mδpLq}L2pwqÑL2pwqqp1 ` }m̃δpLq}L2pwqÑL2pwqq. (5.0.1)
This chapter will be devoted to the proof of results leading up to the proof of The-
orem 5.2. The homogeneity property of weights w P AdmpGq will be used in Lemma
5.4, the fact that w P A2pGq will be required for Lemma 5.7, while Hölder continuity is
used in Lemma 5.8.
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If we define the operator Tδ : f ÞÑ pmδptLq f qtPp0,1q (i.e. Tδ maps a function f to a
family of functions pmδptLq f qtPp0,1q), then, in order to prove Theorem 5.9 (from which






Observe that the adjoint operator T :δ is defined, for families of functions pϕsqsPp0,1q by
T :δ pϕsqs “
1ż
0
mδpsLqϕs dss . (5.0.3)
Hence, (5.0.2) is equivalent to





We start by proving (5.0.2) in the unweighted case. This is a simple consequence of the
spectral theorem, as the next statement shows.
Theorem 5.3. Let L be a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H and pϕsqsPI be a
family of elements of H defined on I Ă R`. Let m P CcpR`q be a function with support































Let A :“ supppmq. Then by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Fubini’s Theorem,
















yielding the first required inequality. The second follows trivially. 
In particular, taking L to be the sub-Laplacian on G, I “ p0, 1q and m to be mδ,
Theorem 5.3 gives
}T :δ pϕsqs}22 À δ
1ż
0




which implies (5.0.2) for a “ 0.
Recall that T :δ is defined in terms of an integral over the interval r0, 1s. We now use
a Littlewood–Paley decomposition and a dilation argument to bound the operator norm
of T :δ by operator norms of analogously defined operators involving an integral over
the interval r 1
8
, 1s.
Lemma 5.4. For w P AdmpGq we have







mδpsLqϕs dss . (5.0.7)




ψp2´k sq, s ą 0.
Now, by considering support conditions we observe that
mδptLqψp2´kLq “ 0 for t R r2´3´k, 2´ks. (5.0.8)
Specifically, ψp2´kζq “ 0 if ζ R p2k, 2k`2q. As we are assuming that δ ď 1
2
then
mδptζq “ 0 for tζ R r2´1, 20s. Combining these gives (5.0.8).
Using Lemma 2.12, the fact that w P A2 and (5.0.8) (note that for k ď ´4 the
intervals r2´k´k, 2´ks and r0, 1s are disjoint) we deduce
































We now use a dilation argument. Define Fr as in (2.1.10). Then using Lemma 2.10 we
see that
mδp2´k sLq f “ p f2k ˚ Ksq2´k “ pmδpsLq f2kq2´k .
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À 2Qk{22´ka{2}T :δ,0ppgsq2kqs}2L2p1{wq ` 2Qk{2}T :δ,0ppgsq2kqs}2L2pGq.





























since 2´ka{2 ď ?8a. Hence,






where we use that 1w ě 1.














This completes the proof. 
In what follows, we will wish to bound the operator norm of an operator mpsLq on
the unweighted space L2pGq by its norm as an operator on a weighted space L2pwq. For
weights w where w and 1w are both weights (such as A2pGq weights, and hence weights
w P AdmpGq), this is an easy consequence of the fact that operators of the form mpsLq
are self-adjoint on L2pGq.
Lemma 5.5. For 0 ă s ď 1, any m P CcpR`q and any weight w such that 1w is also a
weight, we have
}mpsLq}L2pwqÑL2pwq “ }mpsLq}L2p1{wqÑL2p1{wq (5.0.10)
and so
}mpsLq}L2pGqÑL2pGq ď }mpsLq}L2pwqÑL2pwq. (5.0.11)
Proof. Let X1 “ L2pwq and X2 “ L2p1{wq. Since mpsLq is self-adjoint on L2pGq, then
xmpsLq f , gyX1,X2 “ xmpsLq f , gy “ x f ,mpsLqgy “ x f ,mpsLqgyX1,X2 .
Thus, if we consider the operator mpsLq : X1 Ñ X1, then the adjoint operator rmpsLqs: :




The second result follows from the first result by interpolation between the spaces
X1 and X2 at θ “ 12 . Specifically, pL2pwq, L2p1{wqq1{2 “ L2pGq, which yields
}mpsLq}L2pGqÑL2pGq ď }mpsLq}1{2L2pwqÑL2pwq}mδpsLq}1{2L2p1{wqÑL2p1{wq.
Applying (5.0.10) to this gives (5.0.11). 
The following is an immediate application of Lemma 5.5.
Corollary 5.6. For any weight w such that 1w is also a weight, we have
}T :δ,0}2L2pp0,1q,ds{sqL2pGqÑL2pGq À δ sup
sPp0,1q
}mδpsLq}2L2p1{wqÑL2p1{wq.
Proof. From (5.0.6), we have
}T :δ,0}2L2pp0,1q,ds{sqL2pGqÑL2pGq À δ sup
sPp0,1q
}mδpsLq}2L2pGqÑL2pGq.
Applying (5.0.11) with m “ mδ completes the proof. 
Let χ P C8pRq satisfy
supppχq Ď p´2, 2q, χpλq “ χp´λq for λ P R, χpλq “ 1 for λ P p´1, 1q.
Define, for λ P R, nδpλq “ mδpλ2q and
pnIδpλq :“ χpδ2λq pnδpλq, xnIIδ pλq :“ p1 ´ χpδ2λqq pnδpλq.
Then, via the spectral decomposition of mδptLq we have
mδptLq “ nIδp
?
tLq ` nIIδ p
?
tLq.











Then we have the estimates






sLq f }2L2p1{wq Àk δk} f }2L2p1{wq
for all k P N and for all w P A2.
Proof. Let nδ “ n`δ `n´δ where supppn`δ q Ď p0,8q and supppn´δ q Ď p´8, 0q. Then each
Schwartz semi-norm of Nδpλq :“ n`δ pδλ ` 1q is bounded independently of δ. Indeed,
first note that supppn`δ q Ď r
?
1 ´ δ, 1s so
supppNδq P r´δ´1p1 ´
?














›››λampcqδ pλ2q›››8 À }mpbqδ pλ2q}8, (5.0.14)
by (1.0.7). Thus, by combining (5.0.13), (5.0.14) and (1.0.7) we have
}Npbqδ }8 À δbδ´b “ 1.
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À }Npbqδ }8 À 1.
As the Fourier transform maps Schwartz functions to Schwartz functions, the same
estimate applies to xNδ. Now, each Schwartz semi-norm of the function









“ p1 ´ χpδλqqδe´2πiλδ´1 xNδpλq, λ P R,
is majorised by δk for every k P N with a constant depending on the corresponding
Schwartz semi-norm and N. Since differentiation does not increase supports and since
1 ´ χpδ¨q is supported outside the ball BRp0, δ´1q, then in what follows we have δ´1 ď
|λ|. We have that


















δm}p1 ´ χqpmqpδ¨qxNδplqp¨q}a`k`n´1,l À δk.
Note that the δ factors are arranged so as to keep the power of δ inside the semi-norm
negative, so that we may estimate them by multiplication by the function argument. The
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above arguments also apply to n´δ . By writing
} {δnIIδ pδ¨q}a,b “ }xnIIδ pδ´1¨q}a,b
“ }p1 ´ χpδqqrxn`δ pδ´1¨q ` xn´δ pδ´1¨qs}a,b
ď }p1 ´ χpδqqxn´δ pδ´1¨q}a,b ` }p1 ´ χpδqqxn`δ pδ´1¨q}a,b
we see that every Schwartz semi-norm of δnIIδ pδ¨q is bounded by any given power of δ.
Note that nIIδ is even. By Lemma A.1 we see that n
II
δ p
?¨q is Schwartz, and furthermore
that each of its Schwartz semi-norms can be bounded by any given power of δ. Hence
nIIδ p
?¨q satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5, where the quantity }m}˚k,k1 may majorised
by any positive power of δ. Hence we may apply Lemma 2.11. Hence we have, for all
t ą 0 and for all N P N, the estimate
|nIIδ p
?
sLq f pxq| Àk δkM f pxq a.e.
where M denotes the Littlewood-Hardy maximal operator on G and the implicit constant
in À does not depend on t or δ but may depend on N. Since 1w P A2 and M is bounded

















































|M f pxq|2 dx
wpxq





and the second result follows by taking this supremum over s P p0, 1q. 
We shall now combine the results established in this chapter to prove (5.0.4), which
we recall is equivalent to (5.0.2).
Lemma 5.8. We have (5.0.4) for w P AdmpGq, that is,











χpδ2sq pnIδpsq cosps ?tLqδ0pxqds, (5.0.16)
where cosps ?tLqδ0pxq is the convolution kernel of the operator cosps
?
tLq. By finite
propagation speed (Lemma 2.6) for t ď 1 the support of cosps ?tLqδ0pxq is contained
within the ball Bp0, sq and hence, due to the bump function χ, we have
supppKδ,tq Ď Bp0, 2δ´2q. (5.0.17)
Define








Al :“ supppϕs,lq “ tx P G : 2l´1 ď 1 ` w0pxq ď 2lu (5.0.18)
for l ě 1.




























and analogously for j. Since xy´1 P Ak and since y P Bp0, 2δ´2q by (5.0.17), then
we have that Ik is supported in a 2δ´2-neighbourhood of the set Ak. Hence, for any
z P supppIkq, there exists x P Ak such that dpx, zq ď 2δ´2.
Recall that w0 is Hölder continuous, so there exist C, α ą 0 such that |w0pxq ´
w0pzq| ď CdCCpx, zqα. Hence,
|1 ` w0pxq|
|1 ` w0pzq| ď
|1 ` w0pzq| ` |w0pxq ´ w0pzq|
|1 ` w0pzq| ď 1 ` CdCCpx, zq
α. (5.0.20)
In particular, this shows that if dCCpx, zq ď R, then
1 ` w0pxq À Rαp1 ` w0pzqq.
Choose R “ 2δ´2. Then, for every z P supppIkq, there exists x P AK such that
p2δ´2q´αp1 ` w0pxqq ď 1 ` w0pzq ď p2δ´2qαp1 ` w0pxqq.
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Thus,
supppIkq Ď tx P G : p2δ´2q´α2k´1 ď 1 ` w0pxq ď p2δ´2qα2ku.
Clearly, if we choose k, j so that 2k, 2 j ě p2δ´2qα, then supppIkq will intersect at most
finitely many supppI jq. We have k » α lnp2δ´2q many summands below this. Note
that since lnpδ´1q grows slower than δ´ε then in particular, A À lnpδ´1qB implies that





























Now, taking L to be the sub-Laplacian on G, I “ p 1
8








































Now by Lemma 5.4 and Corollary 5.6, we have






Furthermore, by (5.0.21) and Lemma 5.7,
































































Combining, we therefore have, for all N P N,
}T :δ,0}2L2pp0,1q,ds{sqL2p1{wqÑL2p1{wq ÆN δp sup
sPp0,1q
}mδpsLq}2L2p1{wqÑL2p1{wq ` δN ` δN´1q
and so
}T :δ }2L2pp0,1q,ds{sqL2p1{wqÑL2p1{wq ÆN δp sup
sPp0,1q
}mδpsLq}2L2p1{wqÑL2p1{wq ` 1q,
which is equivalent to (5.0.4) as required. 
Now that (5.0.2) is proved, we may combine it with Lemma 3.2 to obtain the
penultimate result of this section, which will allow us to bound }M‚δ }2L2pwqÑL2pwq using
sup
0ără1
}mδprLq}L2pwqÑL2pwq and the corresponding operator norm for m̃δprLq.
Theorem 5.9. For w P AdmpGq we have






Proof. Recall from Lemma 3.2, we have
|M‚δ f pxq|2 ď 2δ´1
1ż
0
|mδptLq f pxq||m̃δptLq f pxq|dtt .
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Taking the weighted L2 norm and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives
}M‚δ f pxq}2L2pwq ď 2δ´1}mδptLq f }L2pp0,1q,dt{tqL2pwq}m̃δptLq f }L2pp0,1q,dt{tqL2pwq.
Applying (5.0.2) completes the proof (note that since m̃δ satisfies the same support con-
ditions and norm estimates as mδ, then (5.0.2) holds when mδ is replaced by m̃δ). 
Finally, we use a dilation argument to deduce Theorem 5.2 from Theorem 5.9.




and similarly for m̃δ, then applying this to Theorem 5.9 completes the proof. Recall
from (5.0.10) that
}mδpsLq}L2pwqÑL2pwq “ }mδpsLq}L2p1{wqÑL2p1{wq,
so it suffices to prove that }mδpsLq}L2p1{wqÑL2p1{wq À }mδpLq}L2p1{wqÑL2p1{wq with the con-
stant in À independent of s.
By Lemma 2.10, we have
mδpsLq f “ pmδpLqp f qs´1qs.
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Now,
}mδpsLq f }2L2p1{wq »
ż
G








|mδpLq fs´1pxq|2p1 ` s1{2w0pxqqasQ{2dx
» s´Q{2sa{2}mδpLq fs´1}2L2pwa
0
q ` s´Q{2}mδpLq fs´1}2L2pGq
À s´Q{2sa{2}mδpLq fs´1}2L2p1{wq ` s´Q{2}mδpLq fs´1}2L2pGq
ď s´Q{2sa{2}mδpLq}2L2p1{wqÑL2p1{wq} fs´1}2L2p1{wq
` s´Q{2}mδpLq}2L2pGqÑL2pGq} fs´1}2L2pGq.








| f pxq|2p1 ` s´1{2w0pxqqas´Q{2dx À sQ{2s´a{2} f }2L2p1{wq,
where, in the penultimate step, we have used that 0 ă s ă 1. Hence, since 1w ě 1,
s´Q{2sa{2}mδpLq}2L2p1{wqÑL2p1{wq} fs´1}2L2p1{wq ` s´Q{2}mδpLq}2L2pGqÑL2pGq} fs´1}2L2pGq
ď }mδpLq}2L2p1{wqÑL2p1{wq} f }2L2p1{wq ` }mδpLq}2L2pGqÑL2pGq} f }2L2pGq
ď `}mδpLq}2L2pp1{wqÑL2p1{w ` }mδpLq}2L2pGqÑL2pGq˘} f }2L2p1{wq
By (5.0.11), this is bounded by
2}mδpLq}2L2pp1{wqÑL2p1{wq} f }2L2p1{wq,
as required. The calculation for m̃δpsLq is essentially identical. 
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CHAPTER 6
REDUCTION TO TRACE LEMMAS
From now on, we will be working with an H-type group G and sub-Laplacian L thereon.
In this chapter, we will show how proving suitable ’trace lemma’ results allows us to
deduce boundedness of the operators mδpLq on weighted L2 spaces, which, as shown in
the previous chapter, is sufficient to deduce boundedness of the corresponding maximal
operators M‚δ .
We begin by further decomposing our multiplier. We choose J P N such that
2J´1 ď 10δ´1 ď 2J (6.0.1)
and define operators Rj on L2pGq by
yRj f pμ, α, βq :“ χr2 j,2 j`1qpcp|α|qq pf pμ, α, βq, for f P L2pGq, j “ 1, . . . , J ´ 1, (6.0.2)
and yRJ f pμ, α, βq :“ χr2J ,8qpcp|α|qq pf pμ, α, βq, for f P L2pGq. (6.0.3)
The following result motivates the subsequent developments.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that for a weight wpz, uq and N ą 1 we have, for all 1 ď j ď J
and for all 0 ă δ ď 1
2
, the estimates
}RjmδpLq f }22 Æ C} f }2L2pwq (6.0.4)
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and
}RjmδpLq f }2L2pwNq Æ C1´N} f }2L2pwq ` } f }2L2pwNq (6.0.5)
where C “ Cp j, δq ą 0. Then this implies that
}mδpLq}2L2pwqÑL2pwq Æ 1. (6.0.6)
Proof. We let S :“ tpz, uq P G : Cwpz, uq ă 1u. Now, note that, for pz, uq P S we have
wpz, uq ă C´1 and so wpz, uqN´1 ă C1´N . Hence,
}χS f }2L2pwNq À C1´N}χS f }2L2pwq
which turns (6.0.5) into
}RjmδpLqχS f }2L2pwNq Æ C1´N}χS f }2L2pwq. (6.0.7)
We can now interpolate this with (6.0.4) at θ “ 1N to give
}RjmδpLqχS f }2L2pwq Æ }χS f }2L2pwq. (6.0.8)
For pz, uq R S we have C´1 ď wpz, uq and so C1´Nwpz, uq ď wpz, uqN . Hence,
C1´N}χGzS f }2L2pwq À }χGzS f }2L2pwNq
which turns (6.0.5) into
}RjmδpLqχGzS f }2L2pwNq Æ }χGzS f }2L2pwNq. (6.0.9)
We can now interpolate this with the trivial L2 estimate at θ “ 1N to give
}RjmδpLqχGzS f }2L2pwq Æ }χGzS f }2L2pwq. (6.0.10)
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We can sum (6.0.8) and (6.0.10) to obtain
}RjmδpLq f }2L2pwq Æ } f }2L2pwq. (6.0.11)
Finally, since the number of Rj is J » | lnpδq|, then this estimate holds if Rjmδ is replaced
by just mδ, giving the required result. 
The aim of this chapter will then be to reduce proving the estimates we need, that is
(6.0.4) and (6.0.5), to proving the following two ‘trace lemmas’. We set
bpkq :“ cpk ` γq for γ P t´1, 0, 1u,
and define operators Mγδ, j, for γ “ 0, 1,´1, j “ 1, . . . , J ´ 1 and f P S pGq, by
zMγδ, j f pμ, α, βq :“ χr1´δ,1spbp|α|q|μ|qχr2 j,2 j`1qpbp|α|qq pf pμ, α, βq
and for j “ J, with γ, f as before, by
zMγδ,J f pμ, α, βq :“ χr1´δ,1spbp|α|q|μ|qχr2J ,8qpbp|α|qq pf pμ, α, βq.
Then the ‘trace lemmas’ we need will be the estimates
}Mγδ, j f }22 Æ p2´ jqa} f }2L2p1`ρaq, (6.0.12)
and
}Mγδ, j f }22 Æ p2´ jδqa{2} f }2L2p1`|¨|aq, (6.0.13)
for 1 ď j ď J and γ “ 0, 1,´1.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose (6.0.12) for 1 ď j ď J, γ P t´1, 0, 1u and for some a P p0, 2s.
Then we can deduce the estimates (6.0.4) and (6.0.5) with w “ 1 ` ρa and C “ p2´ jqa
for N “ 4a .
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Lemma 6.3. Suppose (6.0.13) for 1 ď j ď J, γ P t´1, 0, 1u and for some a P p0, 2s.
Then we can deduce the estimates (6.0.4) and (6.0.5) with w “ 1`|¨|a and C “ p2´ jδqa{2
for N “ 4a .
The proofs of these lemmas are long and technical, so we pause to explain the idea
of the proof before going into details.
First, for Lemma 6.2, it is obvious that the estimate (6.0.12) with γ “ 0 yields
(6.0.4). Meanwhile, the left-hand side of (6.0.5) will be bounded by the unweighted L2
norm, and the L2pρ4q norm (observe that ρaN “ ρ4). This is the same as the unweighted
L2 norm of ρ2RjmδpLq f , and since RjmδpLq is a convolution operator, then we can use
the previously-developed Leibniz rules to expand this out and estimate the pieces so-
obtained separately.
The proof of Lemma 6.3 is essentially analogous to Lemma 6.2. In particular, note
that
}RjmδpLq f }2L2p|¨|4q “ }RjmδpLq f }2L2pρ4q ` 16
nÿ
l“1
}RjmδpLq f }2L2pψ2l q,
where N was chosen such that aN “ 4. We then see that the first term is bounded by
the same working done for Lemma 6.2. The other term will then follow from analogous
working, modified as necessary by replacing the Leibniz rule for ρ2 and formula for Bρ2
developed in Section 2.3 with the analogous rule for ψl and formula for Bψl .
As we have noted, RjmδpLq is a convolution operator and we will be using the pre-
viously developed Leibniz rules. We therefore set Kδ, j to be the convolution kernel of
RjmδpLq and furthermore recall that by (2.2.24) we have
yKδ, jpμ, kq “
$’’&’’%
χr2 j,2 j`1qpcpkqqmδp|μ|cpkqq for j “ 1, . . . , J ´ 1,
χr2J ,8qpcpkqqmδp|μ|cpkqq for j “ J.
(6.0.14)
First, some technical lemmas that will be required. We will need a lemma regarding
matrix operators. This is a specific case of Schur’s Test for matrices, which may be
found in [26]. Note that if we let # denote the counting measure, then for an index set I
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we write lppIq :“ LppI, #q. We also call a matrix M ‘finitely off-diagonal’ if all entries
are 0 except for those on a finite number of diagonals.
Lemma 6.4. Denote by L pHq the space of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space
H. Let T P L pHq and let M :“ pmα,βqα,β be the matrix obtained from isometrically
isomorphically identifying L pHq with L pl2pIqq by fixing a choice of basis teαuαPI and





where the constant in À depends on the number of non-zero diagonals in M.
Proof. Note that
}T}HÑH “ }M}l2pIqÑl2pIq.





















This next lemma demonstrates how the operators Bρ2 and Bψl interact with the Fourier
transform of Kδ, j, in particular demonstrating how the support shifts and L8 norm ofyKδ, j increases. The different constants appearing after application of the two different
operators Bρ2 and Bψl highlights their differing behaviours.
Lemma 6.5. Let
Hδ, jpμ, kq :“ χr2 j,2 j`1qpcpkqqχr1´δ,1spcpkq|μ|q
for j ă J and
Hδ,Jpμ, kq :“ χr2J ,8qpcpkqqχr1´δ,1spcpkq|μ|q.
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For 1 ď j ď J, we have
|Bρ2yKδ, jpμ, kq| À 22 jpHδ, jpμ, k ´ 1q ` Hδ, jpμ, kq ` Hδ, jpμ, k ` 1qq (6.0.15)
and
|BψlyKδ, jpμ, kq| À δ´12 jpHδ, jpμ, k ´ 1q ` Hδ, jpμ, kq ` Hδ, jpμ, k ` 1qq. (6.0.16)
For j “ J we have that
pHδ,Jpμ, k ´ 1q ` Hδ,Jpμ, kq ` Hδ,Jpμ, k ` 1qq À χr2J´1,8qpcpkqqχr1´Aδ,1`Aδspcpkq|μ|q
for A “ 1 ` 4π
10
.
Proof. We will first demonstrate the calculations for the |Bρ2yKδ, jpμ, kq| case. We must
argue the cases 1 ď j ď J ´ 1 and j “ J separately.
Let j ă J. By applying (2.3.4) and estimating each summand individually, not-
ing from support and boundedness conditions of χr2 j,2 j`1q and mδ (see (1.0.7)) and the
definition of J (see (6.0.1)) that k » cpkq » |μ|´1 » 2 j we see that
|Bρ2yKδ, jpμ, kq| ď 1
π|μ| r|p2k ` mqχr2 j,2 j`1qpcpkqqmδp|μ|cpkqq| (6.0.17)
` |kχr2 j,2 j`1qpcpk ´ 1qqmδp|μ|cpk ´ 1qq|
` |pk ` mqχr2 j,2 j`1qpcpk ` 1qqmδp|μ|cpk ` 1qq|s
À 2 jr2 jHδ, jpμ, kq ` 2 jHδ, jpμ, k ´ 1q ` 2 jHδ, jpμ, k ` 1qs
À 22 jpHδ, jpμ, k ´ 1q ` Hδ, jpμ, kq ` Hδ, jpμ, k ` 1qq.
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For j “ J, recall that by (2.3.4) and by (6.0.14) we have
Bρ2 yKδ,Jpμ, kq “ 1
π|μ| rp2k ` mqχr2J ,8qpcpkqqmδp|μ|cpkqq (6.0.18)
´ kχr2J ,8qpcpk ´ 1qqmδp|μ|cpk ´ 1qq
´ pk ` mqχr2J ,8qpcpk ` 1qqmδp|μ|cpk ` 1qqs.
We argue three further sub-cases. First, suppose cpk ` 1q P r2J,8q but cpkq R r2J,8q.
Then k » cpkq » |μ|´1 » 2J´1 and (1.0.7) implies that
|Bρ2 yKδ,Jpμ, kq| “ 1
π|μ| pk ` mqχr2J ,8qpcpk ` 1qq|mδp|μ|cpk ` 1qq| À 2
2JHδ, jpμ, k ` 1q.
Similarly, suppose cpkq P r2J,8q but cpk ´ 1q R r2J,8q. Then k » cpkq » |μ|´1 » 2J
and so from (1.0.7) we have
|Bρ2 yKδ,Jpμ, kq| ď 1
π|μ| rp2k ` mqχr2J ,8qpcpkqq|mδp|μ|cpkqq|
` pk ` mqχr2J ,8qpcpk ` 1qq|mδp|μ|cpk ` 1qq|s
À 2Jr2JHδ, jpμ, kq ` 2JHδ, jpμ, k ` 1qs
“ 22JpHδ, jpμ, kq ` Hδ, jpμ, k ` 1qq.
For the final case, where cpk ´ 1q P r2J,8q we expand Bρ2yKδ, jpμ, kq as a Taylor series.
For some 0 ď θ1, θ2 ď 4π we have, by Taylor’s Theorem,
mδp|μ|cpk ´ 1qq “ mδp|μ|cpkqq ` |μ|m1δp|μ|cpkqqp´4πq ` |μ|2m2δp|μ|pcpkq ` θ1qqp´4πq2
and
mδp|μ|cpk ` 1qq “ mδp|μ|cpkqq ` |μ|m1δp|μ|cpkqqp4πq ` |μ|2m2δp|μ|pcpkq ` θ2qqp4πq2.
Substituting these into (6.0.18), and noting that under our assumptions all the character-
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istic functions evaluate to 1, gives
Bρ2 yKδ,Jpμ, kq “ 1
π|μ| rp2k ` mqmδp|μ|cpkqq ´ kpmδp|μ|cpkqq (6.0.19)
` |μ|m1δp|μ|cpkqqp´4πq ` |μ|2m2δp|μ|pcpkq ` θ1qqp´4πq2q
´ pk ` mqpmδp|μ|cpkqq ` |μ|m1δp|μ|cpkqqp4πq
` |μ|2m2δp|μ|pcpkq ` θ2qqp4πq2qs
“ ´p4mqm1δp|μ|cpkqq
´ 16kπ|μ|m2δp|μ|pcpkq ` θ1qq ´ 16πpk ` mq|μ|m2δp|μ|pcpkq ` θ2qq.
Under our assumptions and with the support condition of mδ given in (1.0.7), we have
k » cpkq » |μ|´1 and 2J » δ´1. Using also the boundedness conditions in (1.0.7)
and the facts that cpkq ď cpkq ` θi ď cpk ` 1q for i “ 1, 2 and that for k this large,
Hδ, jpμ, kq ` Hδ, jpμ, k ` 1q Á yKδ,Jpμ, k ` θiq, this implies that
|Bρ2 yKδ,Jpμ, kq| À δ´1 ` 1δ´2 ` 1δ´2
» 22JpHδ, jpμ, kq ` Hδ, jpμ, k ` 1qq
as required.
Now, for the Bψl , for j ă J case, note that μl|μ|2 À 1|μ| . Considering (2.3.6), it therefore
suffices to show that |BμlyKδ, jpμ, kq| À 2 jδ´1Hδ, jpμ, kq. The bound on the remaining terms
then follows as in the Bρ2 case.
By (6.0.14) and (1.0.7) we have,
|BμlyKδ, jpμ, kq| “ |χr2 j,2 j`1qpcpkqqcpkq μl|μ|m1δp|μ|cpkqq|
À |Hδ, jpμ, kqcpkqδ´1| À 2 jδ´1Hδ, jpμ, kq.
For j “ J, if cpkq is close to 2J then similar working to the Bρ2 case gives us the desired
bound. We assume now that cpk ´ 1q P r2J,8q. In this case, by (2.3.6) and (6.0.14),
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noting that we have assumed all the characteristic functions are identically 1, we have
BψlyKδ, jpμ, kq “2cpkq μl|μ|m1δp|μ|cpkqq ` μl|μ|2 rpmqmδp|μ|cpkqq
` kmδp|μ|cpk ´ 1qq ´ pk ` mqmδp|μ|cpk ` 1qqs.




δp|μ|cpkqq ´ μl|μ|2 rp2k ` mq|μ|m
1
δp|μ|cpkqqp4πqs
` μlrkm2δp|μ|pcpkq ` θ1qqp4πq2 ´ pk ` mqm2δp|μ|pcpkq ` θ2qqp4πq2qs
Now, note that |μl|k À |μ|cpkq » 1, so by (1.0.7) the second-order terms are majorised









δp|μ|cpkqq ´ 2cpkqm1δp|μ|cpkqqs “ 0.
As before, note that everything remains supported on Hδ,Jpμ, k ´ 1q ` Hδ,Jpμ, kq `
Hδ,Jpμ, k ` 1q.
Finally, note that in the case j “ J, for γ P t´1, 0, 1u, we have cpk ` γq ě 2J ě
10δ´1. Since cpk ` γq|μ| ď 1 then we have |μ| ă δ
10
. Hence, if 1 ´ δ ď cpk ` γq|μ| “
cpkq|μ| ` 4πγ|μ| ď 1, then 1 ´ δ ´ 4πγ|μ| ď cpkq|μ| ď 1 ´ 4πγ|μ|. Clearly we can
therefore choose A “ 1 ` 4π
10
such that 1 ´ Aδ ď cpkq|μ| ď 1 ` Aδ. This completes the
proof. 
We now state the proofs of Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3.
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Clearly, (6.0.12) with γ “ 0 implies (6.0.4).
For (6.0.5), we have, recalling that N “ 4a ,
}RjmδpLq f }2L2pp1`ρaqNq » }RjmδpLq f }22 ` }RjmδpLq f }2L2pρ4q.
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Since 1 ď 1 ` |z|4 then clearly it suffices to prove the appropriate bound for the second
term. Now,
}RjmδpLq f }2L2pρ4q “ }ρ2p f ˚ Kδ, jq}22.
If we apply (2.3.10) to ρ2p f ˚ Kδ, jq, then using the triangle inequality, we will get
}RjmδpLq f }2L2pρ4q À } f ˚ pρ2Kδ,kq}22 ` }pρ2 f q ˚ Kδ, j}22
` }ρ2p f ˚ Kδ, jq ´ pρ2 f q ˚ Kδ, j ´ f ˚ pρ2Kδ, jq}22.
Note that we trivially have
}pρ2 f q ˚ Kδ, j}22 À } f }2L2pρ4q
since RjmδpLq is bounded on L2.
Next, recall from (2.3.10) that, for some fixed μ1 P Rn,











}pζμ1,k f q ˚ pζμ1, jKδ, jq}22 ` }pζμ1,k f q ˚ pζμ1, jKδ, jq}22.
For brevity, we will only display calculations involving Bζμ,k as the analogous results for
Bζμ,k are essentially identical. Now, by (2.3.1) we have
Bζμ,pyKδ, jpμ, α, βq “
d
2αp ` 2
2π|μ| yKδ, jpμ, α` ep, βq ´
d
2βp
2π|μ|yKδ, jpμ, α, β´ epq. (6.0.20)
Since Kδ, j is radial, then by Theorem 2.25, {ζμ,pKδ, jpμ, α, βq “ 0 if β ‰ α ` ep. Fur-
thermore, for 1 ď j ă J, by (6.0.14), on the support of Bζμ,pyKδ, jpμ, α, βq we have that
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|α| » |β| » |μ|´1 » 2 j. If instead j “ J then we have
Bζμ,pyKδ, jpμ, α, α` epq “ 2
d
2αp ` 2
2π|μ| pyKδ, jpμ, α` ep, α` epq ´ yKδ, jpμ, α, αqq
Expanding yKδ, jpμ, α ` ep, α ` epq “ χr2J ,8qpcp|α| ` 1qqmδp|μ|cp|α| ` 1qq as a Taylor
series, we get, for some 0 ď θ ď 4π,
χr2J ,8qpcp|α| ` 1qqmδp|μ|cp|α| ` 1qq ´ χr2J ,8qpcp|α|qqmδp|μ|cp|α|qq
“ χr2J ,8qpcp|α| ` 1qqmδp|μ|cp|α|q ` |μ|m1δp|μ|cp|α|qqp4πq
` |μ|2m2δp|μ|pcp|α|q ` θqqp4πq2q ´ χr2J ,8qpcp|α|qqmδp|μ|cp|α|qq.
This gives us ˇ̌ {ζμ,pKδ, jpμ, α, βqˇ̌ À 2 j for 1 ď j ď J.
By (2.3.5) we have ˇ̌ {ζμ1,pKδ, jpμ, α, βqˇ̌ À 2 j for 1 ď j ď J
for any μ, μ1 P Rn. Furthermore, if |α ´ β| ě 2 then {ζμ1,pKδ, jpμ, α, βq “ 0 (because{ζμ1,pKδ, jpμ, α, βq is a sum of terms which will all be zero if α and β differ in more than
one digit or by more than 1 in one digit). Lemma 6.4 then gives us that
} {ζμ1,pKδ, jpμq}L2pRmqÑL2pRmq À 2 j for 1 ď j ď J (6.0.21)
for any μ, μ1 P Rn.
Fix some μ1. Then by Plancherel’s theorem we have
}pζμ1,k f q ˚ pζμ1,pKδ, jq}22 “
ż
Rn




} {ζμ1,pKδ, jpμq}2L2pRmqÑL2pRmq} zζμ1,k f pμq}2HS |μ|mdμ
À 22 j} f }2L2pρ2q.
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This gives us the estimate
}ρ2p f ˚ Kδ, jq ´ pρ2 f q ˚ Kδ, j ´ f ˚ pρ2Kδ, jq}22 À 22 j} f }2L2pρ2q. (6.0.22)
Next, for j ă J, by applying Plancherel’s theorem, using (6.0.15) and then Plancherel’s
theorem again, we get













|22 j zMγδ, j f pμ, α, βq|2|μ|mdμ
À 24 jp}M0δ, j f }22 ` }M1δ, j f }22 ` }M´1δ, j f }22q
Applying (6.0.12) gives us
} f ˚ pρ2Kδ, jq}22 Æ 2p4´aq j} f }2L2p1`ρaq (6.0.23)
as required. For j “ J, using Plancherel’s Theorem and considering support conditions,
(6.0.15) gives us, for some A ą 0











24Jχr1´Aδ,1sp|μ|cp|α|qqχr2J ,8qpcp|α|qq| pf pμ, α, βq|2|μ|mdμ
À 24J}χr1´Aδ,1spLqRJ f }22
Again, applying (6.0.12) to (6.0.24) gives
} f ˚ pρ2Kδ,Jq}22 Æ 2p4´aqJ} f pz, uq}2L2p1`ρaq.
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Combining everything gives
}RjmδpLq f }2L2pρ4q Æ 2p4´aq j} f }2L2p1`ρaq ` } f }2L2pρ4q ` 22 j} f }2L2pρ2q.
Now, if a “ 2 then the proof is complete. Otherwise, let
S :“ tpz, uq P G : ρ2pz, uq ď 22 ju
and write f “ χS f ` p1 ´ χS q f . Then
22 j} f }2L2pρ2q “ 22 j}χS f }2L2pρ2q ` 22 j}p1 ´ χS q f }2L2pρ2q
where (since for a P p0, 2q, ρ2pz, uq ď 22 j implies that ρ2pz, uq1´a{2 ď 2p2´aq j)
22 j}χS f }2L2pρ2q ď 2p4´aq j} f }2L2p1`ρaq
and
22 j}p1 ´ χS q f }2L2pρ2q ď } f }2L2pρ4q.
This concludes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 6.3. The proof is analogous to Lemma 6.2. In particular, note that
}RjmδpLq f }2L2p|¨|4q “ }RjmδpLq f }2L2pρ4q ` 16
nÿ
l“1
}RjmδpLq f }2L2pψ2l q.
Then the proof of Lemma 6.2 bounds the first term (note that 2 j ď ?2 jδ´1, and the
proof may be modified by replacing various uses of the Leibniz rule (2.3.10) for ρ2 with
the analogous rule (2.3.15) for ψl, uses of (6.0.15) with (6.0.16) and uses of (6.0.12)
with (6.0.13). Note that these will produce instances of constants
?
2 jδ´1 instead of 2 j
at various stages of the modified proof, but these will combine in the same way as the




First, recall that cpkq is defined in (2.2.23). Recall that we define
bpkq :“ cpk ` γq for γ P t´1, 0, 1u, (7.0.1)
and Mγδ, j, for γ “ 0, 1,´1, j “ 1, . . . , J ´ 1 and f P S pGq, by
zMγδ, j f pμ, α, βq :“ χr1´δ,1spbp|α|q|μ|qχr2 j,2 j`1qpbp|α|qq pf pμ, α, βq (7.0.2)
and for j “ J, with γ, f as before, by
zMγδ,J f pμ, α, βq :“ χr1´δ,1spbp|α|q|μ|qχr2J ,8qpbp|α|qq pf pμ, α, βq. (7.0.3)
The main result of this section is the following:
Theorem 7.1. We have, for all 1 ď j ď J, for all γ P t´1, 0, 1u and for a P r0, 2
3
s,
}Mγδ, j f }22 Æ p2´ jδqa{2} f }2L2p1`|¨|aKq. (7.0.4)
The proof of this ‘trace lemma’ is technical, and so in this chapter we present a
number of other results whose development lead up to this, before concluding with the
proof as Section 7.3.3.
The first section of this chapter, Section 7.1, deals with some of the general theory
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that is used; in particular, we obtain formulae for the integral kernels that correspond to
fractional integration on the dual of H-type groups corresponding to fractional powers
of pure first or second layer weights on the group side.
The j “ J case of Theorem 7.1 requires only pure first layer weights and does not
invoke any fractional integration formulae, and is a consequence of Theorem 7.2 below.
The ideas used to prove the 1 ď j ă J cases of Theorem 7.1 were first developed
in the context of pure first layer weights, due to the relative simplicity of the formula
for the integral kernel of fractional integration corresponding to such weights. These
first layer results are presented as they demonstrate the ideas behind the proof of the
1 ď j ă J cases of Theorem 7.1 in a simpler context. First, the radial case is shown, as
this leads to many further simplifications, before the method that allows us to remove
this assumption is demonstrated. This culminates in the following result, which may
be used to prove an almost-everywhere convergence result for functions in mixed Lp
spaces.
Theorem 7.2. We have, for all 1 ď j ď J, for all γ P t0, 1,´1u and for a P r0, 1s,
}Mγδ, j f }22 Æ p2´ jqa} f }2L2p1`ρaq.
Finally, the work to prove Theorem 7.1 for j ă J is given in Section 7.3. Although
the ideas behind the proof of Theorem 7.1 are the same as in the pure first-layer case,
the integral kernels are very different and are more complicated to study. When using
a pure first layer weight, the quantity we ultimately are required to estimate is a sum
of ratios of gamma functions. When moving to second layer weights, we are instead
required to estimate Jacobi polynomials. As in the first layer case, we first prove the
result for radial functions only. Unlike in the first layer case, the radial case of Theorem
7.1, for j ă J only, is slightly stronger than the full result, in that the final trace lemma
contains only a pure second layer weight ψ rather than the full weight | ¨ |K .
Proposition 7.3. Let f be a radial function. We have, for all 1 ď j ă J, for all
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γ P t´1, 0, 1u and a P r0, 2
3
s,
}Mγδ, j f }22 Æ p2´ jδqa{2} f }2L2p1`ψaq. (7.0.5)
The reason for this is the need to apply a Leibniz rule for the second layer weight ψ
in the general case that does not occur in the radial case. Recall that applying a second
layer Leibniz rule ((2.3.11) or (2.3.18)) generates both first and second layer terms, and
bounding both of these may only be done by using the full weight.
We remarked earlier that the j “ J case of Theorem 7.1 is a consequence of Theorem
7.2. Recall that we defined J such that 2´J » δ, so in particular p2´Jδqa{2 » p2´Jqa.
That is, for j “ J the constants appearing in Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 are essentially the
same. Away from j “ J, the two constants will instead differ non-trivially, reflecting
the differing nature of using first and second layer weights. Recall (2.3.4) and (2.3.6).
Observe that (2.3.4) acts only on the discrete ‘Fourier’ variable k while (2.3.6) acts on
both ‘Fourier’ variables μ and k. Recall also that the cutoff Mγδ, j is the product of one
cutoff of length 2 j in the discrete variable only and a second cutoff of length δ on bpkq|μ|.
It should perhaps therefore not be surprising to see the type of constants that we do see
in Theorems 7.1 and 7.2.
There are some indications that a stronger trace lemma than Theorem 7.1 holds. For
1 ď j ď J and γ “ 0, 1,´1, the estimate
}Mγδ, j f }22 Æ
?
2´ jδ} f }2L2p1`|¨|Kq. (7.0.6)
(which, if proven, would give Theorem 7.1 for a P r0, 1s and a consequent improvement
in Theorem 1.1) is fully proven in the specific case of Heisenberg groups in [24]. Thus,
given (7.0.6), one could use our previous reduction results to obtain a simplification of
the proof of almost-everywhere convergence result in [24]. On general H-type groups,
with the methods we employ, we could only manage to verify (7.0.6) for the restricted
range of j given by 1 ď j ď 3J
4
and for j “ J (see Remark 7.31). Given the estimates
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available for Jacobi polynomials, it seems likely that this result is impossible to prove
using pure second layer weights (see Remark 7.25) and would instead require analysis of
integral kernels arising from a weight involving both first and second layer components.
This would be different to the Euclidean case, where we recall from Figure 1.3 that
partial weights are sufficient to recover the full result.
Before discussing the proofs of the ‘trace lemmas’, Theorems 7.1 and 7.2, we shall
prove a small lemma that will be of use in both the first and second layer cases.
Lemma 7.4. Let k P Z and x P N0. If cpkq ą 0, then cpk`xqcpkq P r1, 1 ` 2xs. If additionally
cpk ´ xq ą 0, then cpk´xqcpkq P r 11`2x , 1s.
Proof. For the first inclusion, since cpkq ą 0 then cpkq ě 2π, so we have
1 ď cpk ` xq
cpkq “ 1 `
4πx
cpkq “ 1 `
4πx
2π
ď 1 ` 2x. (7.0.7)
If cpk ´ xq ą 0, then let l :“ k ´ x. Then cplq ą 0, so applying the first result of this
Lemma gives
cpkq
cpk ´ xq “
cpl ` xq
cplq P r1, 1 ` 2xs, (7.0.8)
which gives the second result. 
7.1 Fractional Integration of Radial Functions on the
Dual
In this section, we will define fractional powers of difference-differential operators on
the dual space arising from multiplying by weights on the group side via their heat
kernels.
Let f p|z|, uq by a radial function on G and let ωp|z|, uq be a radial weight. Then by
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definition we have (cf. (2.2.42))
Bω pf pμ, kq “ ˆk ` m ´ 1k
˙´1 ż
G




which, by (2.2.45) and our identification of G as Cm ˆ Rn is then equal to
ˆ



















(note that this is the partial Euclidean Fourier transform of ωp|z|, uq in the u variable









ωp ?t, zν´ μq pf pν, lqLm´1l pπ|ν|tqLm´1k pπ|μ|tqe´ πp|ν|`|μ|qt2 tm´1dt|ν|mdν.
Hence, we have that Bω pf pμ, kq is an integral operator



















Now, if we wish to prove an estimate of the form
}ωT f }22 À Cωpδq} f }22
for radial functions f P L2pGq, some radial weight ωp|z|, uq and operator T wherexT f pμ, kq “ tpμ, kq pf pμ, kq and t is real valued, then by taking the Fourier transform,
this is equivalent to
}Bωptgq}22 À Cωpδq}g}22




#pkq|μ|mdμq. Now, by the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality and then Lemma A.3, we have











tpμ, kq|Kω2pν, l; μ, kq|tpν, lq
ˆ












tpμ, kq|Kω2pν, l; μ, kq|tpν, lq
ˆ




Note that since ω2 ą 0, then the operator f ÞÑ ω2 f is self-adjoint on L2pGq. Conse-





Kω2pν, l; μ, kq “ Kω2pμ, k; ν, lq.
It follows that both integrals in (7.1.5) are equal, and so this reduces to






tpμ, kq|Kω2pν, l; μ, kq|tpν, lq
ˆ




If we assume that ωp|z|, uq is a function of only |z| or u then simplifications occur in the
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formula for Kωpν, l; μ, kq.
Lemma 7.5. If ωp|z|, uq “ wp|z|q, then






wp ?tqLm´1l pπ|ν|tqLm´1k pπ|ν|tqe´π|ν|ttm´1dt. (7.1.7)




The result is then immediate from (7.1.4). 
Lemma 7.6. If ωp|z|, uq “ wpuq, then, for k ě l we have
Kωpν, l; μ, kq » pwpν´ μq`l`m´1
l
˘p|ν| ` |μ|qm p2 |ν||μ|`|ν| ´ 1qk´lPpk´l,m´1ql p1 ´ 2p1 ´ 2 |ν||μ|`|ν|q2q
(7.1.8)
and for k ă l we have
Kωpν, l; μ, kq » pwpν´ μq`k`m´1
k
˘p|ν| ` |μ|qm p1 ´ 2 |ν||μ|`|ν|ql´kPpl´k,m´1qk p1 ´ 2p1 ´ 2 |ν||μ|`|ν|q2q,
(7.1.9)
where Ppa,bqn are Jacobi polynomials.
Proof. Since ωp|z|, zν´ μq “ pwpν´ μq, then (7.1.4) becomes









If we set u “ πtp|ν| ` |μ|q, then







Lm´1l p |ν||ν|`|μ|uqLm´1k p |μ||ν|`|μ|uqe´u{2um´1du.
The result is then immediate using Lemma 9.1, specifically (9.0.3). 
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7.2 First Layer Trace Lemmas
7.2.1 Proof of Theorem 7.2 for j “ J










Ωpμ, kq :“ Ξpcpkq|μ|q. (7.2.2)
Then there exists A1 ą 0 such that
Bρ2Ωpμ, kq ` A1δ ě 0
and if 2 j ď cpkq, then
χr1´Aδ,1`Aδspcpkq|μ|q À 2´ jδ´1Bρ2Ωpμ, kq ` A12´ j. (7.2.3)
Proof. If k ě 1 then, recalling that cpk ˘ 1q “ cpkq ˘ 4π, by (2.3.4) we have
Bρ2Ωpμ, kq “ k
π|μ| r2Ξpcpkq|μ|q ´ Ξpcpkq|μ| ´ 4π|μ|q ´ Ξpcpkq|μ| ` 4π|μ|qs
` m
π|μ| rΞpcpkq|μ|q ´ Ξpcpkq|μ| ` 4π|μ|qs .
Now,
k







χr1´Aδ,1`Aδspcpkq|μ| ´ 4πsr|μ|qdrds ě 0,
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and
cpkq|μ| ` 4π|μ| ě cpkq|μ| ě cpkq ´ 4π|μ| ě 0.
The k “ 0 estimate is trivial. Furthermore, by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus,
ˇ̌̌̌
m
π|μ| rΞpcpkq|μ|q ´ Ξpcpkq|μ| ` 4π|μ|qs
ˇ̌̌̌









for all k P N0 (recall that c » 1). This implies that Bρ2Ωpμ, kq ` A1δ ě 0.
Now, suppose 1 ´ A
2
















































This implies that Bρ2Ωpμ, kq Á 2 jδ for 1 ´ Aδ ď cpkq|μ| ď 1 ` Aδ and so proves
(7.2.3). 
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ϕ2kptq for t ą 0, where ϕkptq :“ ϕp2´ktq for k ě 1. (7.2.4)
Furthermore, define Λk f pz, uq :“ ϕkp|z|q f pz, uq.
Theorem 7.8. Let K denote the kernel of ΞpLq (where Ξ is defined as in (7.2.1)). Then,




|z|1´εKpz, uq|z|arpΛk f q˚ ˚ pΛk f qspz, uqdzdu
ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌ Æ Aδ}2ak{2 f }22
for all a P C such that 0 ď Repaq ď 2.
Proof. By interpolation, it suffices to prove this for a “ iθ, 2 ` iθ for all θ P R. Set




pΘpξqe2πiξ?Lδ0dξ “ 2 8ż
0
pΘpξqPξdξ. (7.2.5)
where Pξ :“ cosp2πξ
?
Lqδ0 is the convolution kernel of cosp2πξ
?
Lq. Recall that we
have the finite propagation speed property (Lemma 2.6), so that
supppPξq Ď Bp0, 2πξq. (7.2.6)

































siθ´εds, for z P Cm. (7.2.8)









tiθ´ε |z|iθ´ε |z|dt “ |z|1´ε`iθ (7.2.9)
provided |z| ď 2πξ (as ϕθp1t q is supported in p 14π , 12πq).
Recall that a Herz-Schur multiplier is a function K such that for all F P S 1pGq the
operator TF on L2 defined by TF f :“ f ˚ F satisfies
}TF}L2ÑL2 “ }TKF}L2ÑL2 . (7.2.10)
Note that the characters χη : pz, uq ÞÑ e2πiηz are Herz-Schur multipliers for all η P R2m,
since
f ˚ pχηFq “ χη rpχ´η f q ˚ Fs
and since |χη| “ 1.
Now, note that by Hölder’s inequality we have
} {ϕθp| ¨ |q}L1pR2mq À }p1 ` | ¨ |2qm`1 {ϕθp| ¨ |q}L2pR2mq “ }p1 ´ Δqm`1ϕθp| ¨ |q}L2pR2mq,
where Δ is the usual Euclidean Laplacian and | ¨ | here is the usual Euclidean distance
on R2m. Since ϕ is supported in p2π, 4πq then








p1 ` |θ|q2m`2|x|iθ|Bbk pϕp|x|qq|
À p1 ` |θ|q2m`2χp2π,4πqp|x|q
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and thus
}p1 ´ Δqm`1ϕθp| ¨ |q}L2pR2mq À p1 ` |θ|q2m`2.
Hence, we conclude that
ż
R2m
| {ϕθp| ¨ |qpηq|dη À p1 ` |θ|q2m`2. (7.2.11)








{ϕθp| ¨ |qpηqχη{spz, uqdη, for pz, uq P G, s P R`
and so, using (7.2.11) with Fubini’s theorem we have
T
ϕθp |z|s qF f pz, uq “
ż
R2m
{ϕθp| ¨ |qpηq ż
G
f ppz, uqpy, vq´1qχη{spy, vqFpy, vqdydvdη
À p1 ` |θ|q2m`2Tχη{sF f pz, uq
which implies that
}Tϕθp|z|{sqF}L2ÑL2 À p1 ` |θ|q2m`2}TF}L2ÑL2 .




s´ε}Tϕθp|z|{sqF}L2ÑL2ds À |ξ|1´εp1 ` |θ|q2m`2}TF}L2ÑL2 . (7.2.12)


























































p1 ` |ξ|2q|pΘpξq| À δ` |xΘ2pξq| À δ (7.2.14)
After dividing through by p1 ` |ξ|2q, by substitution into (7.2.13) this yields




p1 ` ξq2 dξ À δp1 ` |θ|q
2m`2. (7.2.15)
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Now, let a “ iθ. Then, using Lemma 2.1, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the fact that










|rKθ ˚ pΛk f q˚spz, uq||pΛk f q˚pz, uq|dzdu
À e´θ2}Kθ ˚ pΛk f q˚}2}pΛk f q}2
À δp1 ` |θ|q2m`2e´θ2}Λk f }22 À δ} f }22.











Kθpz, uq|z|2rpΛk f q˚ ˚ pΛk f qspz, uqdzdu
ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌
À δp1 ` |θ|q2m`2e´θ2p}νΛk f }2}Λk f }2 ` }ν1{2Λk f }22q À δ}2k f }22.
Since |2iθk{2| “ 1 and |2p2`iθqk{2| “ 2k then interpolation concludes the proof. 
Although we will only require the j “ J case of the following lemma, is simple to
extend the proof to cover j ă J and so we do so here.
Lemma 7.9. For 1 ď j ď J we have
}χr1´Aδ,1`AδspLqRj f }22 Æ 2´ j} f }2L2p1`ρq.
Proof. By the Plancherel theorem, for 1 ď j ă J (recalling the definition of Rj in
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(6.0.3) and the estimate (6.0.1)) and then Lemma 7.7 we see that














Bρ2Ωpμ, |α|q|yΛk f pμ, α, βq|2|μ|mdμ
ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌ ` 2´ j} f }22.
(7.2.16)
This also applies to the case j “ J, but with the summation now over 2J ď cp|α|q. Now,




















Bρ2 pKpμ, |α|q|yΛk f pμ, α, βq|2|μ|mdμ.
Hence, (7.2.16) is majorised by




|z|2Kpz, uqrpΛk f q˚ ˚ pΛk f qspz, uqdzdu
ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌ .
Combining this with Theorem 7.8 (where we set a “ 1 ` ε) gives
}χr1´Aδ,1`AδspLqRJΛk f }22 À 2´ j}2kp1`εq{2 f }22. (7.2.17)
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Then, we have











Due to the support condition of ϕ0 we have the estimate
2kp1`2εq|Λk f |2 À p1 ` |z|q1`2ε |Λk f |2 (7.2.18)


















| f pz, uq|2p1 ` |z|q1`2εdzdu.
Interpolation with the trivial L2 estimate then completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 7.2, j “ J. By interpolation, it suffices to prove Theorem 7.2 for a “
1. Recall from Lemma 6.5 that
M´1δ,J ` M0δ,J ` M1δ,J À RJχr1´Aδ,1`AδspLq
for A “ 1 ` 4π
10
. Then applying Lemma 7.9 for j “ J completes the proof. 
Remark 7.10. Observe that Lemma 7.9 is essentially a proof of Theorem 7.2 for j ă
J but only in the case γ “ 0 (since }M0δ, j f }2 ď }χr1´Aδ,1`AδspLqRj f }2). For j ă J,
the annuli defined by Mγδ, j are disjoint for fixed j and different choices of γ and far
enough apart that they cannot be covered by a thickened annulus χr1´Aδ,1`AδspLqRj for c
independent of δ.
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7.2.2 Proof of Theorem 7.2 for j ă J and Radial Functions
We first present a proof of Theorem 7.2 valid specifically in the case that f is a radial
function. The methods employed for this case follow from an approach using Schur’s
Lemma, similar to the method employed in [8]. The general case is presented in the
section after this.
First, the following estimate will be useful.
Lemma 7.11. Let x P N0, let m P N and let a P p1, 2mq. Then
xÿ
p“0
px ´ p ` 1qa´2pp ` 1qm´a{2´1 À p1 ` xqm`a{2´2. (7.2.20)
If instead a “ 1 then we have
xÿ
p“0
px ´ p ` 1qa´2pp ` 1qm´a{2´1 À lnp2 ` xqp1 ` xqm`a{2´2. (7.2.21)
The implicit constants here may depend on m, a but do not depend on x.
Proof. The case of x “ 0 is trivial, so in what follows we assume that x ą 0. Since
this and our assumption means that x P N, then in what follows, x ` 1 » x. We must
consider several cases. First, we assume that m ě 2.
Assume further that 1 ă a ă 2. Then a ´ 2 ă 0 and m ´ a{2 ´ 1 ą 0. That is, the
summands in (7.2.20) are monotone increasing, so that
xÿ
p“0
px ´ p ` 1qa´2pp ` 1qm´a{2´1 (7.2.22)
À px ` 1qa´2 `
xż
0
px ´ pqa´2 pm´a{2´1dp ` xm´a{2´1
À xa´2 ` xa{2´2`m
1ż
0
p1 ´ sqa´2sm´a{2´1ds ` xm´a{2´1
» xa´2 ` xa{2´2`m ` xm´a{2´1.
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Note that the integral is finite since m ´ a{2 ´ 1 ą 0 and a ă 2 implies that a ´ 2 ą ´1.
Observe that
a{2 ´ 2 ` m ą m ´ a{2 ´ 1 ðñ a ą 1
and
a{2 ´ 2 ` m ą a ´ 2 ðñ a ă 2m.
Thus, in this case we have xa´2 ` xa{2´2`mxm´a{2´1 » xm`a{2´2.
If 2m ´ 2 ă a ă 2m then both terms in the summands are now monotone decreasing.
The calculation is then identical to the previous case.
Now suppose 2 ď a ď 2m ´ 2. Then a ´ 2 ą 0 and m ´ a{2 ´ 1 ą 0, so that
xÿ
p“0
px ´ p ` 1qa´2pp ` 1qm´a{2´1 ď xpx ` 1qa´2px ` 1qm´a{2´1 » xm`a{2´2.
If a “ 1 we have instead
xÿ
p“0
px ´ p ` 1q´1pp ` 1qm´3{2
À px ` 1q´1 `
xż
0




p1 ´ s ` 1xq´1ds ` xm´3{2
» lnp2 ` xqxm´3{2 ` xm´3{2 À lnp2 ` xqxm´3{2.
We now assume m “ 1, which necessarily means 1 ď a ă 2. Then a ´ 2 ă 0 and
m ´ a{2 ´ 1 “ ´a ă 0. Define
f ppq :“ px ´ p ` 1qa´2pp ` 1qm´a{2´1.
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Then
f 1ppq : “ p2 ´ aqpx ´ p ` 1qa´3pp ` 1q´a{2
´ a
2
px ´ p ` 1qa´2pp ` 1q´a{2´1
“ px ´ p ` 1qa´3pp ` 1q´a{2´1
¨ rp2 ´ aqpp ` 1q ´ a
2
px ´ p ` 1qs
“ px ´ p ` 1qa´3pp ` 1q´a{2´1
¨ rpp2 ´ aq ` 2 ´ 3a{2 ´ ax{2s.
Now, sgnp f 1ppqq “ sgnppp2 ´ a{2q ` 2 ´ 3a{2 ´ ax{2q. In particular,
f 1ppq “ 0 ðñ p “ px ` 3qa{2 ´ 2
2 ´ a{2 .
Furthermore, clearly f 1ppq is negative for values of p below this and positive for values




px ´ p ` 1qa´2pp ` 1qm´a{2´1
À px ` 1qa´2 `
xż
0
px ´ pqa´2 pm´a{2´1dp ` xm´a{2´1,
and so the calculations in (7.2.22) apply here and give the desired result.
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For a “ 1 we instead have
xÿ
p“0








p1 ´ s ` 1xq´1s´1{2ds ` x´1{2
“ 2 coth
´1p ?1 ` x´1q?
1 ` x´1 x
´1{2 ` x´1{2.
Since p1 ` x´1q´1{2 ď 1, since
2 coth´1p
a
1 ` x´1q “ ln
ˆ ?
1 ` x´1 ` 1?
1 ` x´1 ´ 1
˙
À lnp2 ` xq
and since ´1
2
“ 1 ´ 1
2
´ 1 “ m ` a
2
´ 2, then we are done. 
In order to prove Theorem 7.2, it suffices to prove the case a “ 1. We will not be
able to prove this case directly, but in the following lemma we show that we have the
result for a ą 1 but arbitrarily close to 1. Interpolation may then be used to obtain the
a “ 1 case of Theorem 7.2.
Lemma 7.12. Recall (7.0.1) and (7.0.2). For radial functions f pz, uq P L2pGq, 1 ď j ă
J, γ P t´1, 0, 1u and 1 ă a ă 2m we have
}Mγδ, j f }22 À 2´ j} f }2L2pρaq. (7.2.23)
Proof. First, by duality and then taking the Fourier transform, (7.2.23) is equivalent to
}Bρ´a{2 yMγδ, jg}22 À 2´ j}g}22 (7.2.24)
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#pkq|μ|mdμq. Thus, by (7.1.6), we have






yMγδ, jpμ, kqKρ´apν, l; μ, kqyMγδ, jpν, lqˆl ` m ´ 1l
˙
|ν|mdν
Now, let ωp ?t, uq “ wp ?tq “ t´a{2. Then, from Lemma 7.1.7, we have















Lm´1l ptqLm´1k ptqe´ttm´1´a{2dt. (7.2.25)









on both of the Laguerre polynomials, followed by the orthogonality property of La-










a{2 ` k ´ p ´ 1
k ´ p
˙ˆ
a{2 ` l ´ q ´ 1
l ´ q
˙






Γpa{2 ` k ´ pqΓpa{2 ` l ´ pqΓpp ` m ´ a{2q
Γpk ´ p ` 1qΓpl ´ p ` 1qpΓpa{2qq2 p! .
Hence, we have







Γpa{2 ` k ´ pqΓpa{2 ` l ´ pqΓpp ` m ´ a{2q
Γpk ´ p ` 1qΓpl ´ p ` 1qpΓpa{2qq2 p!
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Γpa{2 ` k ´ pqΓpa{2 ` l ´ pqΓpp ` m ´ a{2q
Γpk ´ p ` 1qΓpl ´ p ` 1qpΓpa{2qq2 p!
χr1´δ,1spbplq|ν|qχr2 j,2 j`1qpbplqq
ˆ




Notice that, since k, l P r2 j, 2 j`1q and j ă J, then χr1´δ,1spbpkq|μ|qχr1´δ,1spbplq|μ|q “
0 for k ‰ l (since bpk ` 1q|μ| is more than δ´far away from bpkq|μ|). Hence, this









Γpa{2 ` k ´ pq
Γpk ´ p ` 1q
˙2








Γpk ´ p ` a{2q
Γpk ´ p ` 1q
˙2






«ˆpk ´ p ` a{2qk´p`a{2´1{2ek´p`1
pk ´ p ` 1qk´p`1´1{2ek´p`a{2





Notice that any instances of ep and ek cancel out, so we may take out the remaining
powers of e as an implicit constant. Furthermore,
pp ` m ´ a{2qp`m´a{2´1{2
pp ` 1qp`1´1{2 (7.2.29)
“ pp ` 1qm´a{2´1
ˆ
p ` m ´ a{2
p ` 1
˙p`m´a{2´1{2
“ pp ` 1qm´a{2´1
ˆ
1 ` m ´ a{2 ´ 1
p ` 1
˙p`1 ˆ
1 ` m ´ a{2 ´ 1
p ` 1
˙m´a{2´3{2
ď pp ` 1qm´a{2´1em´a{2´1pm ´ a{2qm´a{2´3{2 » pp ` 1qm´a{2´1.
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Hence, (7.2.28) is majorised by
kÿ
p“0
pk ´ p ` 1q2a{2´2pp ` 1qm´a{2´1. (7.2.30)
By Lemma 7.11, for all 1 ă a ă 2m, we have that this is majorised by km`a{2´2 »
p2 jqm`a{2´2, so (7.2.27) is majorised by
p2´ jqa{2`m´1p2´ jq2´a{2´m “ 2´ j (7.2.31)
as required. 
Corollary 7.13. For radial functions f P L2pGq and 1 ď j ă J, we have
}Mγδ, j f }22 Æ 2´ j} f }2L2pρq. (7.2.32)
Proof. By Lemma 7.12, with a “ 1 ` ε we have
}Mγδ, j f }22 À p2´ jq} f }2L2pρ1`εq. (7.2.33)
We interpolate this with the trivial estimate at θ “ 1
1`ε and use
1
1`ε “ 1 ´ ε1`ε to get
}Mγδ, j f }22 Àε p2´ jq1´
ε
1`ε } f }2L2pρq. (7.2.34)
Since ε 1 :“ ε
1`ε may be made arbitrarily small, this completes the proof. 
7.2.3 Proof of Theorem 7.2 for j ă J
Let Kγδ, j denote the convolution kernel of M
γ
δ, j. Let ϕr, where r P N0, be the functions
defined in (7.2.4) and let Λr f pz, uq :“ ϕrp|z|q f pz, uq. We also fix some Ψ P C8c pR`q
with Ψpxq “ 1 for x P r 1
6
, 3s. We recall from (2.2.13), Lemma 2.17 and Lemma 2.16
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that
x f , gyG “ x pf ,pgy “ ż
Rn














pf pμ, β, αqpgpμ, β, αq|μ|mdμ.
Observe that, if one of f , g is a radial function, then the only non-zero terms would be
the diagonal ones, where α “ β. Thus, if one of f , g is radial, then





pf pμ, α, αqpgpμ, α, αq|μ|mdμ. (7.2.36)











|pgpμ, α, βq|| pf pμ, β, αq||μ|mdμ ď } f }2}g}2.
(7.2.37)
Lemma 7.14. Recall (7.0.1) and (7.0.2). Suppose we have
|ea2xBρayKγδ, j, rΨpLqrpΛr f q ˚ pΛr f q˚sspy| Æ 2´ j}2pa`1qr{2 f }22 (7.2.38)
for ´1 ď Repaq ď 1 and for all r P N0, where the implicit constant does not depend on
r or θ :“ Impaq. Then for f pz, uq P L2pGq, 1 ď j ă J and γ P t´1, 0, 1u we have
}Mγδ, j f }22 Æ 2´ j} f }2L2p1`ρq. (7.2.39)
That is, proving (7.2.38) would prove Theorem 7.2 for j ă J, a “ 1.
Proof. Choose a “ 0 in (7.2.38). Then, by assumptions and the Cauchy-Schwarz in-
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equality,
}Mγδ, j f }2 ď
8ÿ
r“0

















Àε 2´ j{2} f }L2pp1`ρq1`εq.
Interpolation with the trivial L2 estimate completes the proof. Note that we may in-
troduce ΨpLq in this way, since yKγδ, jpμ, kq “ χr1´δ,1spbpkq|μ|qχr2 j,2 j`1qpbpkqq, pΨpμ, kq “







by Lemma 7.4. 
Hence, by interpolation, it remains only to prove (7.2.38) for a “ ´1 ` iθ and
a “ 1 ` iθ, with θ P R.We begin by uniformly bounding e´θ2Bρ´ayKγδ, j.
Lemma 7.15. Let j ă J and I Ď p0,8q be a compact interval. For a P C with




|e´θ2Bρ´ayKγδ, jpμ, kq| À 2´ j. (7.2.40)




|e´θ2Bρ´ayKγδ, jpμ, kq| Æ 2´ j. (7.2.41)
Furthermore, the implicit constants are independent of θ but will depend on the choice
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of interval I.
Proof. Recall that the integral kernel Kρ´a of Bρ´a is given by (7.2.25) and note that the
identity (7.2.26) holds for α, β P C with Repαq,Repβq ą ´1 by analytic continuation.
Hence, we have







Γpa{2 ` k ´ pqΓpa{2 ` l ´ pqΓpp ` m ´ a{2q
Γpk ´ p ` 1qΓpl ´ p ` 1qpΓpa{2qq2 p!














˘χr1´δ,1spbplq|ν|qχr2 j,2 j`1qpbplqq (7.2.42)
mintk,luÿ
p“0
Γpa{2 ` k ´ pqΓpa{2 ` l ´ pqΓpp ` m ´ a{2q
Γpk ´ p ` 1qΓpl ´ p ` 1qpΓpa{2qq2 p!
ˆ


















Γpa{2 ` k ´ pqΓpa{2 ` l ´ pqΓpp ` m ´ a{2q
Γpk ´ p ` 1qΓpl ´ p ` 1qpΓpa{2qq2 p!
ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ
Recall that, for bplq P r2 j, 2 j`1q with j ă J, the annuli
tμ P Rn : 1´δbplq ď |μ| ď 1bplqu
are disjoint. Therefore, for fixed |μ|, there exists at most one lμ with bplμq P r2 j, 2 j`1q
such that χr1´δ,1spbplμq|μ|q ‰ 0. Furthermore, since cpkq|μ| P I, then 1 ` k » |μ|´1 »
1 ` l » 2 j, allowing us to estimate
|μ|Repa{2q
ˆ
k ` m ´ 1
k
˙´1









Γpa{2 ` k ´ pqΓpa{2 ` lμ ´ pqΓpp ` m ´ a{2q




From (1.4.16) in [35] we have the estimate






ˇ À e´θ2eπ|θ| À 1. (7.2.44)
Furthermore, for Repzq ą 0, we have
|Γpzq| ď ΓpRepzqq,
which is easily seen from the definition of the Gamma function. Hence,
ˇ̌̌̌
Γpk ´ p ` a{2q




Γpk ´ p ` Repa{2qq
Γpk ´ p ` 1q
ˇ̌̌̌
À pk ´ p ` 1qRepa{2q´1. (7.2.45)
The calculation with the term where k is replaced by lμ is identical. Similarly, (cf
(7.2.29))
ˇ̌̌̌





Γpp ` m ´ Repa{2qq
Γpp ` 1q
ˇ̌̌̌
À pp ` 1qm´Repa{2q´1. (7.2.46)







Γpa{2 ` k ´ pqΓpa{2 ` lμ ´ pqΓpp ` m ´ a{2q






pk ´ p ` 1qRepa{2q´1plμ ´ p ` 1qRepa{2q´1pp ` 1qm´Repa{2q´1, (7.2.47)
Now, first suppose that 1 ď Repaq ă 2. Define x “ xpk, lμq :“ mintk, lμu and observe
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px ´ p ` 1q2 Repa{2q´2pp ` 1qm´Repa{2q´1 (7.2.48)
since 1 ď Repaq ă 2 implies that Repaq ´ 2 ă 0.








py ´ p ` 1qRepaq´2pp ` 1qm´a{2´1.
By Lemma 7.11, we therefore have that (7.2.47) is majorised by
jp1 ` xqm`Repaq{2´2 for Repaq “ 1
p1 ` xqm`Repaq{2´2 for Repaq P p1, 2q
p1 ` yqm`Repaq{2´2 for Repaq P r2, 2mq.
Since 1 ` x » 1 ` y » 2 j, then for all 1 ă Repaq ă 2m, we have that (7.2.43) is
majorised by
p2´ jqRepaq{2`m´1p2´ jq2´Repaq{2´m “ 2´ j (7.2.49)
and for Repaq “ 1 we have that (7.2.43) is majorised by
jp2´ jqRepaq{2`m´1p2´ jq2´Repaq{2´m Æ 2´ j (7.2.50)
as required. 
The Repaq “ ´1 case of (7.2.38) is then an easy corollary.
Corollary 7.16. We have
|ea2xBρayKγδ, j, rΨpLqrpΛr f q ˚ pΛr f q˚sspy| Æ 2´ j}2pa`1qr{2 f }22 (7.2.51)
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for a “ ´1 ` iθ, where the implicit constant does not depend on θ.
Proof. First, note that |ea2 | » |e´θ2 | and that |2pa`1qr{2| “ 1. Thus,








Bρ´1{2`iθ{2yKγδ, jpμ, |α|qΨp|μ|cp|α|qqrpΛr f q ˚ pΛr f q˚sppμ, α, αq|μ|mdμ
ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌
Since Ψ is compactly supported, then cp|α|q|μ| is in some compact interval, so applying
Lemma 7.15 with a “ 1 ´ iθ and (7.2.37) gives the estimate













|rpΛr f q ˚ pΛr f q˚sppμ, α, αq||μ|mdμ
À }Λr f }22 À } f }22
Since we used Lemma 7.15 then the implicit constants do not depend on θ; they will
depend on Ψ, however, we fixed Ψ at the start of this section, so we are done. 
The Repaq “ 1 case of (7.2.38) now follows by applying the Leibniz rule (2.3.10)
and estimating the terms it produces.
Lemma 7.17. We have
|ea2xBρayKγδ, j, rΨpLqrpΛr f q ˚ pΛr f q˚sspy| Æ 2´ j}2pa`1qr{2 f }22 (7.2.52)
for a “ 1 ` iθ, where the implicit constant does not depend on θ.
Proof. Note that |ea2 | “ |e1´θ2`i2θ| » e´θ2 and |2pa`1qr{2| “ 2r. Let K denote the
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convolution kernel of ΨpLq. Now, (recall (2.3.10))
|ep1`iθq2xBρ1`iθyKγδ, j, rΨpLqr f ˚ f ˚sspy|
» |e´θ2xBρ´1`iθyKγδ, j, rρ2pr f ˚ f ˚s ˚ Kqspy|
ď |e´θ2xBρ´1`iθyKγδ, j, rpρ2r f ˚ f ˚sq ˚ Kspy|








|e´θ2xBρ´1`iθyKγδ, j, rpζμ1,pr f ˚ f ˚sq ˚ pζμ1,pKqspy|,
for some fixed μ1 P Rn. We first estimate the terms involving pζμ,pr f ˚ f ˚sq ˚ pζμ,pKq.
Note that the case with pζμ,pr f ˚ f ˚sq ˚ pζμ,pKq instead will be essentially identical, with
uses of (2.3.2) replaced by (2.3.1).
Using (2.3.2) and the fact that pK is radial, we see that zζμ,pKpμ, α, βq “ 0 except for
when β “ α´ ep. For α ‰ 0 we have
|zζμ,pKpμ, α, α´ epq| “ ˇ̌̌̌ c αp
π|μ| pKpμ, α´ ep, α´ epq ´
c
αp











For α “ 0 we have
|zζμ,pKpμ, α, α´ epq| “ c αp
π|μ| | pKpμ, |α|q|
which is clearly 0 for α “ 0. This shows that the support of zζμ,pKpμ, α, βq does not
change in any significant way from pKpμα, βq (in particular, if this is non-zero, then




ζμ1,pKpμ, α, βq “ 0 if |α ´ β| ě 2 (since yζμ1,pKpμ, α, βq is a sum of
terms which will all be zero if α and β differ in more than one component or by more
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than 1 in one component). A simple calculation shows that
ζμ, jp f ˚ gq “ pζμ, j f q ˚ g ` f ˚ pζμ, jgq (7.2.54)
with an analogous formula for ζμ, j. Now, using the above support conditions of
{
ζμ1,pK
with Lemma 7.15 and Young’s inequality,








Bρ´1`iθyKγδ, jpμ, |α|q ÿ
βPNm
0


















r f ˚ ppζμ1,p f ˚q ˚ pζμ1,pKqqsppμ, α, αqˇ̌̌ |μ|mdμ
ď 2´ j
´




}ζμ1,p f }2} f ˚}2}ζμ1,pK}1 ` } f }2}ζμ1,p f ˚}2}ζμ,pK}1
¯
.
Since we chose Ψ to be smooth and compactly supported, then K is Schwartz, and so
the weighted L1 norms are uniformly bounded. (c.f. the proof of Lemma 2.5, where
the weighted L1 norm of K is bounded by }K}1,0,1 which in turn is bounded by the
supremum of its Schwartz semi-norms). If we replace f by Λr f in these calculations,
then we have that ζμ1,p À 2r, so this is majorised by the right-hand side of (7.2.52) as
required.
Next, we have







|e´θ2Bρ´1`iθyKγδ, jpμ, |α|q||Ψpcp|α|q|μ|q||pρ2r f ˚ f ˚sqppμ, α, αq||μ|mdμ
Since cp|α|q|μ| P supppΨq, which is a compact interval, then we can apply Lemma 7.15
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|pρ2r f ˚ f ˚sqppμ, α, αq||μ|mdμ.
By (2.3.10) and (7.2.37), we have































|rpζμ1, j f q ˚ pζμ1, j f ˚qsppμ, α, αq||μ|mdμ
À 2´ j `}ρ2 f }2} f }2 ` }ρ f }22˘ .
As in the previous case, replacing f with Λr f yields the desired result.
For the final case, using (2.3.4) we first see that
|Bρ2 pKpμ, kq| “ 1
π|μ| |p2k ` mqΨpcpkq|μ|q ´ kΨpcpk ´ 1q|μ|q ´ pk ` mqΨpcpk ` 1q|μ|q|
From this, we see that the support of Bρ2 pKpμ, kq is essentially the same as that of pKpμ, kq.
In particular, we have that cpkq|μ| is contained in some compact interval depending only
on Ψ. Hence, as in previous cases,














|e´θ2Bρ´1`iθyKγδ, jpμ, |α|q||Bρ2 pKpμ, |α|q||r f ˚ f ˚sppμ, α, αq||μ|mdμ.
Since we have shown that |Bρ2 pKpμ, |α|q| is supported in a compact interval and uniformly
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bounded in μ and |α|, then applying Lemma 7.15 shows that






|r f ˚ r f ˚ ˚ pρ2Kqssppμ, α, αq||μ|mdμ.
Applying (7.2.37) bounds the integral by } f }2} f ˚ ˚ pρ2Kq}2. By Young’s inequality, this
is bounded by } f }22}ρ2K}1, and as in previous cases, since K is Schwartz, this completes
the proof. 
Corollary 7.18. We have, for all 1 ď j ă J and for all γ P t´1, 0, 1u,
}Mγδ, j f }22 Æ 2´ j} f }2L2p1`ρq. (7.2.55)
Proof. Interpolation of Lemmas 7.16 and 7.17 yields the assumptions of Lemma 7.26,
the application of which completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 7.2. By interpolation, it suffices to prove Theorem 7.2 for a “ 1. The
1 ď j ă J case follows from Corollary 7.18, while the j “ J case was proved in Section
7.2.1. 
7.3 The Second Layer Trace Lemma
7.3.1 Estimates from Euclidean Methods
In this section, we will refine Lemma 3 in [8] in order to obtain better estimates in our
situation, where multiple annuli are considered at once, rather than just one as in [8].
First, we develop some technical estimates.
Lemma 7.19. Let x, y P Rn. Then |x ´ y| is equivalent to the distance
dNpx, yq :“ ||y| ´ |x|| ` mint|y|, |x|uθ,
where θ P r0, πq is the angle between the points x and y.
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Proof. First, write x “ rρ and y “ tτ, where r, t ą 0 and ρ, τ P S n´1. Then






The value of this quantity is invariant under rotations around the origin, so we rotate so
that ρ ÞÑ p1, 0, . . . , 0q. This sends τ to some σ where the angle between p1, 0, . . . , 0q
and σ is again θ. If we set s :“ r{t and P1 :“ ps, 0, . . . , 0q then we have shown that
|x ´ y| “ t|P1 ´ σ|.
Hence, if we can prove that |P1 ´ σ| is equivalent to dNpP1, σq, then this would imply
that
|x ´ y| » tp|1 ´ rt | ` mint1, rt uθq “ dnpx, yq.
Clearly dps, σq ď dNps, σq, so it suffices to find some C ą 0 independent of s, σ such
that dNps, σq ď Cdps, σq.
First, assume that s ě 1. Additionally assume that the angle between σ and P1 is at
most π
2
. If we project the point σ onto the line OP1 (where O is the origin) to the point
P2, then P1P2σ forms a right-angled triangle whose hypotenuse is dps, σq. Furthermore,
the side P1P2 clearly has length greater than |1 ´ s|, and in turn the hypotenuse is longer
than this side length, so that |1 ´ s| ď dps, σq. Also, the side P2σ has length sin θ
while the distance on the surface of S n´1 between the points σ and p1, 0 . . . , 0q, which
is the point where the side P1P2 intersects S n´1, has length θ, using basic geometry.
Since we assumed that θ ď π
2
then θ » sin θ ă dps, σq. Hence, in this case, we have
dNps, σq À dps, σq
If instead the angle between σ and P1 is larger than π2 , we consider the triangle
P1Oσ. Since the side P1σ is opposite an angle larger than π2 , then this is the largest
side, and by definition it has length dps, σq. Similar to before, the side OP1 has length
s ą |1 ´ s|, while the side Oσ has length 1. Since the arc on the surface of S n´1 from
p1, 0, . . . , 0q to σ has length θ ď π. Since we have individually shown that |1 ´ s| ď
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dps, σq and θ ď πdps, σq, then dNps, σq ď pπ` 1qdps, σq.
For the case 0 ă s ă 1 the process is essentially the same as above, except that
we instead project the point σ down onto the sphere of radius s. Together, these results
show that dNps, σq » dps, σq. 





|ps, 0, . . . , 0q ´ σ|n´2βdσ. (7.3.1)
Then for all s ą 0, we have
Fpsq À
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
p1 ` sq1´n|1 ´ s|2β´1 for β ă 1
2
p1 ` ln` 1|1´s|qp1 ` sq2β´n for β “ 12









|ps, 0, . . . , 0q ´ σ|n´2βdσ »
πż
0
sinn´2 θˇ̌|1 ´ s| ` mint1, suθˇ̌n´2βdθ,
where we have used that the surface area of S n´2 is cn sinn´2 θ (this may be seen by
splitting the sphere S n´1 into cylinders of small lengths dθ; each cylinder will have a
radius sin θ by basic geometry, so will have surface area cn sinn´2 θdθ).
Now, notice that the numerator is symmetric on p0, πq, while the denominator is
larger on pπ
2
, πq than on p0, π
2
q. Since θ » sin θ on p0, π
2
q, then Fpsq is majorised by
π{2ż
0
θn´2ˇ̌|1 ´ s| ` mint1, suθˇ̌n´2βdθ.
We again consider a number of different cases in order to estimate this. First, suppose
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0 ă s ď 1
2
or s ě 3
2
. In this case, since θ is bounded, then







θn´2dθ|1 ´ s|2β´n À |1 ´ s|2β´n. (7.3.3)
Now, we assume 1
2
ă s ă 3
2
. In this case, |1 ´ s| ď 1
2



















|1 ´ s|2β´1 for β ă 1
2ˇ̌
ln |1 ´ s|ˇ̌ for β “ 1
2




Note now that in all three cases, Kβ ě |1 ´ s|2β´1, so Fpsq À Kβ.
We now prove our claim. If β ă 1
2
, then, for s ď 1
2
we have p1 ` sq » 1 and so
this is approximately » |1 ´ s|2β´1 » |1 ´ s|2β´n, which we know majorises Fpsq from
(7.3.3). If 1
2
ď s ď 3
2
then p1 ` sq » 1, so this is approximately |1 ´ s|2β´1, which
we know majorises Fpsq by (7.3.4). Finally, if s ą 1
2
then p1 ` sq » |1 ´ s|, so this is
approximately |1 ´ s|1´n`2β´1 “ |1 ´ s|2β´n, which majorises Fpsq by (7.3.3). Similar
workings prove the other cases. 
Lemma 7.21. Define Apr, δq “
!







. For 0 ă β ă n
2




ppkq “ ℵk `  for k P N and ℵ, P R where ℵ ą maxt0,´u and 2 j À δ´1 we have
ż
Ť
ppkqPr2 j ,2 j`1q
Ap1{ppkq,δq






maxt2p1´2βq jδ, p2´ jδq2βu for β ă 1
2
δ| ln δ| for β “ 1
2
2p1´2βq jδ for 1
2
ă β ă n
2
.
The constant in À may depend on ℵ but not on .
Proof. By taking Euclidean Fourier transforms, (7.3.6) is equivalent to
ż
Ť
ppkqPr2 j ,2 j`1q
Ap1{ppkq,δq
| pf pxq|2dx À Cβpδq ż
Rn
| f pxq|x|2βdx, (7.3.7)
which, by duality, is equivalent to
ż
Rn
|pgpxq|2 dx|x|2β À Cβpδq
ż
Ť
ppkqPr2 j ,2 j`1q
Ap1{ppkq,δq
|gpxq|2dx (7.3.8)
for g supported in
Ť
ppkqPr2 j,2 j`1q






{pg ˚ g˚qpxq dx|x|2β »
ż
Rn








ppkqPr2 j ,2 j`1q
Ap1{ppkq,δq















ppkqPr2 j ,2 j`1q
Ap1{ppkq,δq
1














|pppkqr, 0, . . . , 0q ´ y|n´2βdy




|pt, 0, . . . , 0q ´ y|n´2βdy.






















|pt{r, 0, . . . , 0q ´ σ|n´2βdσr
2β´1dr.
By definition, this is (cf. Lemma 7.20)
1`δż
1´δ
Fp tr qr2β´1dr (7.3.10)
Using Lemma 7.20, for β ă 1
2
, (7.3.10) is majorised by
1`δż
1´δ
p1 ` tr q1´n|1 ´ tr |2β´1r2β´1dr “
1`δż
1´δ
|r ´ t|2β´1 r
n´1
pr ` tqn´1 dr.
First, suppose t ě 2. Then t is much larger than r, so we can approximate this integral
by δt2β´n.
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Now, suppose t ă 2 and |1 ´ t| ą 2δ. Then either t P p0, 1 ´ 2δq or t P p1 ` 2δ, 2q.
In the first case, we have (recall that 2β´ 1 ă 0)
|r ´ t|2β´1 “ pr ´ tq2β´1 ď p1 ´ δ´ tq2β´1.
Since t ă 1 ´ 2δ then 1 ´ δ´ t » 1 ´ t. The second case is analogous. Hence, we may
majorise the integral by δ|1 ´ t|2β´1.
Conversely, if |1 ´ t| ď 2δ, then
1`δż
1´δ
|r ´ t|2β´1 r
n´1







Hence, for β ă 1
2
, and t ă 2, (7.3.10) is majorised by δpδ` |1 ´ t|q2β´1.
For t ě 2 note that t » 1` t » δ`|1´ t| and so δt2β´n » δp1` tq1´npδ`|1´ t|q2β´1,





Fp tr qr2β´1dr À δp1 ` tq1´npδ` |1 ´ t|q2β´1. (7.3.11)











pδ` |1 ´ ppkqr|q2β´1
Notice that the summand is increasing on ppkq ď 1r and decreasing on ppkq ě 1r . We
will wish to estimate this sum by an integral; in order to do this, we must estimate
separately the terms 1r ´ 1 ď ppkq ď 1r ` 1 and all other terms.
First, note that
1
r ´ 1 ď ppkq ď 1r ` 1 ðñ 1 ´ r ď ppkqr ď 1 ` r ðñ |ppkqr ´ 1| ď r.
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Since 2β´ 1 ă 0, then in this range,
pδ` |1 ´ ppkqr|q2β´1 À δ2β´1.
Note that since the length of the interval r1r ´ 1, 1r ` 1s is 2 and ppk ˘ 1q “ bpkq ˘ ℵ,
then there are at most 1 ` 2t1{ℵu summands in this interval (in particular, if ℵ ą 1 then
there is only one summand in this interval).
Outside of this range, we have that pδ` |1 ´ ppkqr|q2β´1 is monotone increasing for

















pδ` |1 ´ ppkqr|q2β´1dk `
ż
ppkqPr 1r ,2 j`1q




pδ` |1 ´ ppkqr|q2β´1dk
Since |1 ´ ppkqr| ą r ě 2´ j ą δ here, we have
ż
ppkqPr2 j,2 j`1q




If r ě 2´ j then ppkqr ě 1, and we have
ż
ppkqPr2 j,2 j`1q









» r´1rp2 j`1r ´ 1q2β ´ p2 jr ´ 1q2βs
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since ppkq is linear in k. We have analogous workings in the cases r ď 2´ j´1 and












ppkqPr2 j ,2 j`1q
Ap1{ppkq,δq
1
|x ´ y|n´2βdy À 2
´2β jδp2 j ` δ2β´1q ď maxt2p1´2βq jδ, p2´ jδq2βu.
For β “ 1
2
, (7.3.10) is majorised by
1`δż
1´δ
p1 ` ln` 1|1 ´ tr |
qp1 ` tr q1´ndr.
Notice that ln` 1|1´t{r| “ 0 for t ě 2 ` 2δ, since in this case we have
1
|1 ´ tr |
ď 1t
1`δ ´ 1
which is less-than or equal to 1 if and only if t ě 2 ` 2δ. In this case, our integral is
majorised by δp1 ` tq1´n. For 0 ă t ď 2 we can take p1 ` tq1´n » 1, so we need only
deal now with the logarithmic term.
First, we estimate when ln` 1|1´ tr |









ď e ðñ e´1 ď t
r
´ 1 ðñ rpe´1 ` 1q ď t.
Hence, ln` 1|1´ tr |
ď 1 for p1 ` δqpe´1 ` 1q ď t ď 2 ` 2δ. Analogously, we have this for
0 ă t ď p1 ´ δqp1 ´ e´1q. In both of these ranges, we have t À 1 so that our integral is
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majorised by δ.
Finally, suppose p1 ´ δqp1 ´ e´1q ă t ă p1 ` δqp1 ` e´1q. Then p1 ` tr q » 1 and

















dr “ r ln r ` pt ´ rq lnpr ´ tq|ba for t ď a.






dr “ r ln r ` pt ´ rq lnpr ´ tq|1`δ
1´δ
“ ln 1 ` δ
1 ´ δ ` δ lnp1 ´ δ
2q ` pt ´ 1q ln 1 ´ t ` δ
1 ´ t ´ δ ´ δ lnpδ
2 ´ p1 ´ tq2q
» δ` pt ´ 1q ln 1 ´ t ` δ
1 ´ t ´ δ ´ δ lnpp1 ´ tq
2 ´ δ2q
À δ´ δ lnpp1 ´ tq2 ´ δ2q








dr “ r ln r ` pt ´ rq lnpt ´ rq|1`δ
1´δ
» δ` pt ´ 1q ln t ´ 1 ´ δ
t ´ 1 ` δ ´ δ lnppt ´ 1q
2 ´ δ2q
À δ´ δ lnppt ´ 1q2 ´ δ2q.
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“ pr ln r ` pt ´ rq lnpt ´ rqq|t1´δ ` pr ln r ` pt ´ rq lnpr ´ tqq|1`δt
» δ` pt ´ 1q ln δ` 1 ´ t
δ´ p1 ´ tq ´ δ lnpδ
2 ´ p1 ´ tq2q
À δ´ δ lnpδ2 ´ p1 ´ tq2q.
We note that ´δ ln |p1 ´ tq2 ´ δ2| is maximised at t “ 1, with value » δ| ln δ|, decaying
to δ as t approaches p1 ´ δqp1 ´ e´1q and p1 ` δqp1 ` e´1q. Therefore, we can majorise
(7.3.10) for β “ 1
2
and for all t ą 0 by δp1 ` tq1´n ` χrp1´δqp1´e´1q,p1`δqp1`e´1qsptqδ| ln δ|.











p1 ` ppkqrq1´n ` χrp1´δqp1´e´1q,p1`δqp1`e´1qspppkqrq| ln δ|
Since 1´n ď 0 this is clearly maximised when the largest number of ppkqr are contained
in rp1 ´ δqp1 ´ e´1q, p1 ` δqp1 ` e´1qs. If we choose r “ 2´ jp1 ´ e´1q then this is true
for all 2 j ď ppkq ď 2 j`1, so this sum is majorised by δ| ln δ|.
For β ą 1
2
, (7.3.10) is majorised by
1`δż
1´δ
p1 ` tr q2β´nr2β´1dr »
1`δż
1´δ
p1 ` tq2β´ndr » δp1 ` tq2β´n











Since 2β ´ n ă 1, then the summands would be maximised by taking r “ 0. As there
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are » 2 j summands, this yields
δ2p1´2βq j.

Lemma 7.22. Recall the definition of Mγδ, j f (cf. (7.0.1) and (7.0.2)) and let 0 ă a ă 2.
For γ P t´1, 0, 1u and 1 ď j ă Jp1 ´ a
2
q ` C we have
}Mγδ, j f }22 À p2´ jδqa{2} f }2L2pψa{2q.
For Jp1 ´ a
2
q ` C ď j ď J ´ 1 we have
}Mγδ, j f }22 À 2p1´a{2q jδ} f }2L2pψa{2q.
Note that the implicit constant depends on C.
Proof. We wish to apply Lemma 7.21 to Mγδ, j f with β “ a4 and ppkq “ bpkq. Define
Hγ “ 2πL{Λ` 4πγId, where Id is the identity operator. Then
























bpkqPr2 j ,2 j`1q
Apbpkq´1,δq
|pfzpz, uq|2dudz
where pfz denotes the Euclidean Fourier transform of the function f pz, uq in the u-variable
only. The last line here makes sense since the annuli Apbpkq´1, δq are disjoint. Indeed,
consider annuli Apbpkq´1, δq and Apbpk ` 1q´1, δq. If the upper boundary of the smaller
annulus is strictly smaller than the lower bound of the larger annulus, then they are
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disjoint. This condition is given by 1`δbpk`1q ă 1´δbpkq , or equivalently
p1 ` δqbpkq ă p1 ´ δqbpk ` 1q.
Since bpk ` 1q “ bpkq ` 4π, then rearranging gives the condition
δp4π` 2bpkqq ă 4π,
which is true since bpkq ă 2J.
Hence, Lemma 7.21 with β “ a
4
shows that this is majorised by






“ maxt2p1´a{2q jδ, p2´ jδqa{2u
ż
G
| f pz, uq|2|u|a{2dzdu.
That is,
}Mγδ, j f }22 À maxt2p1´a{2q jδ, p2´ jδqa{2u} f }2L2pψa{2q.
Now,
p2´ jδqa{2 Á 2p1´a{2q jδ ðñ 2 j À δa{2´1.
Recall that 2´J » δ, so the result follows. 
Remark 7.23. While this result does prove Theorem 7.1 (in fact something slightly
stronger, as the result proved would only use a pure second layer weight) for a partial
range of j (1 ď j ď 2J
3
), and can be used to prove the stronger result (7.0.6) in the range
1 ď j ď J
2
, observe that it cannot be used to prove a trace lemma
}Mγδ, j f }22 À p2´ jδqa{2} f }2L2pψa{2q
for the full range 1 ď j ď J for any exponent a ą 0. This necessitates the following
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developments that make use of the H-type group structure.
7.3.2 An Improved Estimate for Radial Functions
In the previous section, we essentially ignored the H-type group structure, which gave
simpler formulae to deal with, in order to obtain the result. Here, we instead use the
more ‘involved’ formulae developed in Lemma 7.6, with some of the tools developed
in the previous section and estimates for Jacobi polynomials developed in Chapter 9 to
obtain an improvement of Lemma 7.22, but only for radial functions.
Lemma 7.24. For radial functions f and a P p0,mint2, nuqzt2
3
u, if j ď 3Jp2´aq
4
and
j ă J then
}Mγδ, j f }22 À p2´ jδqa{2} f }2L2pψa{2q, (7.3.13)
while for 3Jp2´aq
4
ď j ă J then
}Mγδ, j f }22 À p2´ jqa{2´2{3δ} f }2L2pψa{2q. (7.3.14)
This result holds for a “ 2
3
provided ‘À’ is replaced by ‘Æ’.
Proof. First, by duality and then taking the Fourier transform, (7.3.13) and (7.3.14) are
equivalent to
}Bψ´a{4 yMγδ, jg}22 À Cδ, jpaq}g}22 (7.3.15)




#pkq|μ|mdμq and where Cδ, jpaq denotes the con-







χr1´δ,1spbpkq|μ|qχr2 j,2 j`1qpbpkqq|Kψ´a{2pν, l; μ, kq| (7.3.16)
χr1´δ,1spbplq|ν|qχr2 j,2 j`1qpbplqq
ˆ




Now, forωp|z|, uq “ wpuq “ |u|´a{2, where 0 ă a ă n, recall that pwpν´μq » |ν´μ|a{2´n.
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Hence we have (c.f. (7.1.8) and (7.1.9)), for k ě l, the formula
Kψ´a{2pν, l; μ, kq » |ν´ μ|
a{2´n`l`m´1
l
˘p|ν| ` |μ|qm p2 |ν||μ|`|ν| ´ 1qk´lPpk´l,m´1ql p1 ´ 2p1 ´ 2 |ν||μ|`|ν|q2q,
(7.3.17)
and for l ą k,
Kψ´a{2pν, l; μ, kq » |ν´ μ|
a{2´n`k`m´1
k
˘p|ν| ` |μ|qm p1 ´ 2 |ν||μ|`|ν|ql´kPpl´k,m´1qk p1 ´ 2p1 ´ 2 |ν||μ|`|ν|q2q.
(7.3.18)
We substitute (7.3.17) and (7.3.18) into (7.3.16) and change to spherical coordinates,






















































By Lemma 7.20, the integral over S n´1 is majorised by
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
p1 ` sr q1´n|1 ´ sr |a{2´1 for a ă 2
p1 ` ln` 1|1´s{r|qp1 ` sr qa{2´n for a “ 2
p1 ` sr qa{2´n for a ą 2.
(7.3.21)
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Notice that s, r are both of a similar size. Specifically, we have s P r 1´δbpkq , 1bpkqs and
r P r1´δbplq , 1bplqs where bpkq, bplq P r2 j, 2 j`1q. Hence (recall we assume δ ď 14 ),
3
8
ď p1 ´ δq2
j
2 j`1




ď bpkqp1 ´ δqbplq ď
2 j`1




Rearranging this shows that sr has the same bounds, so we may take
r
s » sr » 1, and so
1 ` sr » 1. Hence, (7.3.21) is equivalent to$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
|1 ´ sr |a{2´1 for a ă 2
1 ` ln` 1|1´s{r| for a “ 2
1 for a ą 2.


































|r ´ s|a{2´1| s´rr`s |l´k|Ppl´k,m´1qk p1 ´ 2p s´rr`sq2q|dr
¸
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Fix k P N0. First, note that if l “ k then by Theorem 9.2,
1{bplqż
p1´δq{bplq




where the factor p1`x
2






ď C ă 1,
where C is a constant depending on the choice of interval I. Note that C must be strictly
less than 1 because both r, s ą 0 and are in compact intervals away from 0.
Since a ą 0 then
1{bplqż
p1´δq{bplq
|r ´ s|a{2´1dr “
sż
p1´δq{bplq
ps ´ rqa{2´1dr `
1{bplqż
s




































Now, assume l ‰ k. Note that,





» 2´2 j|k ´ l|.
By Theorem 9.7, for r, s in the given ranges, we have










» p2´ jqa´2|k ´ l|a{2´4{3
1{bplqż
p1´δq{bplq
dr » |k ´ l|a{2´4{3p2´ jqa´1δ.
Thus, provided a ă 2
3
,







À p2´ jδqa{2 ` p2´ jqa´1δ
» p2´ jδqa{2.
For a “ 2
3
we instead have







Æ p2´ jδq1{3 ` 2 j{3δ » p2´ jδq1{3.
Finally, if 2
3
ă a ă mint2, nu then,







À p2´ jδqa{2 ` p2´ jqa´1δp2 jqa{2´1{3
“ p2´ jδqa{2 ` p2´ jqa{2´2{3δ.
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Note that in this case,
p2´ jqa{2´2{3δ À p2´ jδqa{2 ðñ 22 j{3δ À δa{2 (7.3.26)
ðñ 22 j{3 À δa{2´1 » 2Jp1´a{2q
ðñ j ď 3Jp2 ´ aq
4
` C,
where C is some numerical constant independent of a, j, δ, which completes the proof.

Remark 7.25. We remark that if we had a better estimate for these Jacobi polynomials
than the one given by Corollary 9.7, then this would improve this result. In fact, if we
were able to use the better bound u´1{2|x´xtr|´1{4 in Theorem 9.6 for points far from the
‘transition point’ (cf (9.0.15)), then this would be enough. We can see from (9.0.25) that
for points far enough from the transition point, this estimate is enough for us to replace
α´1{3 by α´1{2. Redoing the proof of the previous Theorem with this modification would
in fact give (7.0.6) for radial functions. Unfortunately, in the above calculations, it turns
out that we are in fact very close to the transition point. Note that the restriction of the
ranges of r and s mean that r “ rpθq :“ 1´θδbplq and s “ spσq :“ 1´σδbpkq for θ, σ P r0, 1s.















Then, recalling the definition of xtr from (9.0.15),
ℵ : “ xtr ´
˜





“ 1 ´ 2|k ´ l|
2
pk ` l ` mq2 ´
ˆ
1 ´ 2 p4π|k ´ l| ´ 1 ´ δbplqq
2
p4πpk ` l ` m ` 2γq ´ δbplqq2
˙
“ ´ 2|k ´ l|
2
pk ` l ` mq2 `
2p4π|k ´ l| ` δbplqq2
p4πpk ` l ` m ` 2γq ´ δbplqq2
“ 2p4π|k ´ l| ` δbplqq
2pk ` l ` mq2 ´ 2|k ´ l|2p4πpk ` l ` m ` 2γq ´ δbplqq2
p4πpk ` l ` m ` 2γq ´ δbplqq2pk ` l ` mq2
“ p32π
2|k ´ l|2 ` 16π|k ´ l|δbplq ` δ2bplq2qpk ` l ` mq2
p4πpk ` l ` m ` 2γq ´ δbplqq2pk ` l ` mq2
´ |k ´ l|
2p32π2pk ` l ` m ` 2γq2 ´ 16πpk ` l ` m ` 2γqδbplq ` 2δ2bplq2q
p4πpk ` l ` m ` 2γq ´ δbplqq2pk ` l ` mq2
“ p16π|k ´ l|δbplq ` δ
2bplq2qpk ` l ` mq2 ` 16π|k ´ l|2pk ` l ` m ` 2γqδbplq
p4πpk ` l ` m ` 2γq ´ δbplqq2pk ` l ` mq2
´ |k ´ l|
2p64π2pk ` l ` mqp2γq ` 32π2p2γq2 ` 2δ2bplq2q
p4πpk ` l ` m ` 2γq ´ δbplqq2pk ` l ` mq2
Then in particular,
|ℵ| À |k ´ l|pk ` l ` mq
2 ` |k ´ l|2pk ` l ` mq
pk ` l ` mq4 “
|k ´ l|
pk ` l ` mq2 `
|k ´ l|2
pk ` l ` mq3 .
That is, recalling the definition of u from (9.0.12) and noting that 2u “ k ` l ` m,
u2|ℵ| » |k ´ l| ` u´1|k ´ l|2 » |k ´ l|, (7.3.27)
since k, l P N0 and we use these estimates for |k ´ l| ě 1. An analogous calculation










. Since |k ´ l| ě 1, then this shows
that, in this case, the bound given by Theorem 9.6 is really only the bound |k ´ l|´1{3 in
Corollary 9.7; we cannot get anything better out of this result.
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7.3.3 Proof of Theorem 7.1
Note that, in this section, we must assume that G ‰ H1, the Heisenberg group with first
layer dimension 2m “ 2. This is due to a technical constraint on one of the estimates for
Jacobi polynomials we will use (Corollary 9.5) which requires that m ą 1. However, as
this is a Heisenberg group, this case is already covered by [24].
Let Kγδ, j denote the convolution kernel of M
γ
δ, j. Let ϕr, where r P N0, be the functions
defined in (7.2.4) and let Λr f pz, uq :“ ϕrp|pz, uq|Kq f pz, uq (recall that |pz, uq|K “ p|z|4 `
16|u|2q1{4. We also fix some Ψ P C8c pR`q with Ψpxq “ 1 for x P r16 , 3s. Furthermore,
recall (7.2.35), (7.2.36) and (7.2.37).
Lemma 7.26. Suppose, for some c, d P R and for all r P N0, we have
|xBψ0yKγδ, j, rΨpLqrpΛr f q ˚ pΛr f q˚sspy| Æ p2´ jδqd}2cr{2 f }22 (7.3.28)
where the implicit constant does not depend on r. Then for f pz, uq P L2pGq, 1 ď j ă J
and γ P t´1, 0, 1u we have
}Mγδ, j f }22 Æ p2´ jδqd} f }2L2p1`|¨|cKq. (7.3.29)
Proof. Using the assumption,
}Mγδ, j f }2 ď
8ÿ
r“0

















Àε p2´ jδqd{2} f }L2p1`|¨|c`εK q
The verification that ΨpLq can be introduced in this way follows from Lemma 7.4. In-
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terpolation with the trivial estimate completes the proof. 
Thus, all that remains is to prove (7.3.28). We will not prove it directly, but rather
by interpolation. Indeed suppose, for some a P p0, 1s we can prove
|xBψb{2yKγδ, j, rΨpLqrpΛr f q ˚ pΛr f q˚sspy| Æ p2´ jδqa{2}2pb`aqr{2 f }22 (7.3.30)
for all complex numbers b with Repbq P t´a, 4 ´ au and for all r P N0, where the
implicit constant does not depend on r or θ :“ Impbq. Then, interpolation gives (7.3.28)
with d “ a
2
, c “ a. The following Lemma will be necessary to do this.
Lemma 7.27. Assume that G ‰ H1. Let j ă J and I “ rA, Bs Ď p0,8q be a compact
interval. For a P C with Repaq P p0, 2
3
q, j ă J, or for a P C with Repaq P p2
3
,mint2, nuq,
j ă J and j ď 3Jp2´aq
4




|Bψ´a{2yKγδ, jpμ, kq| À p2´ jδqRepaq{2. (7.3.31)








|Bψ´a{2yKγδ, jpμ, kq| À p2´ jqRepaq{2´2{3δ. (7.3.32)
The result (7.3.31) also holds for Repaq “ 2
3
if we replace À with Æ. The implicit
constants in all cases will depend on the choice of interval I but are independent of
θ “ Impaq.
Proof. Recall that the integral kernel Kψ´a{2 of Bψ´a{2 is given by (7.3.17) and (7.3.18)
(note that, while these formulae are stated for 0 ă a ă n, they are in fact valid for
complex a with 0 ă Repaq ă n). However, these formulae also show that the absolute
value of Kψ´a{2 is independent of Impaq. Thus, we may assume that a is real in what
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˘p|ν| ` |μ|qm |2 |ν||μ|`|ν| ´ 1||k´l|
|Pp|k´l|,m´1q
mintk,lu p1 ´ 2p1 ´ 2 |ν||μ|`|ν|q2q|χr1´δ,1spbplq|ν|qχr2 j,2 j`1qpbplqq
ˆ












|ν´ μ|a{2´n|2 |ν||μ|`|ν| ´ 1||k´l|
¨ |Pp|k´l|,m´1q






˘ |ν|mp|ν| ` |μ|qm dν.
As in Lemma 7.24, we change to spherical coordinates, rotate and rescale (cf (7.3.19)




















˘ rmpr ` sqm dr.
For brevity, we define
K :“ K pk, l, sq “
1{bplqż
p1´δq{bplq












˘ rmpr ` sqm dr.
Fix k P N0. First, note that if l “ k then s » r, so that
p1 ` sr q1´n » 1,
ˆ
l ` m ´ 1
l
˙ˆ





pr ` sqm » 1.
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where the factor p1`x
2
qβ{2 is p1 ´ p r´sr`sq2qpm´1q{2 “ p 4rspr`sq2 qpm´1q{2 » 1, since r » s. If
s P r1´δbplq , 1bplqs then, since a ą 0 then (7.3.34) is integrable and majorised by p2´ jδqa{2
as in (7.3.24). For s ă 1´δbplq , since a P p0, 2q then a{2 ´ 1 ă 0 so that |r ´ s|a{2´1 is an
increasing function of s. Analogously, for s ą 1bplq , |r ´ s|a{2´1 is a decreasing function
of s. Hence, both of these cases are majorised by the s P r1´δbplq , 1bplqs case.
Now, assume l ‰ k (that is, |k ´ l| ě 1). We consider multiple cases. First, suppose
that |k ´ l| ď c1pmintk, lu ` m2 q, where c1 ą 1 is a constant to be specified later. Then,

















mintk,lu p1 ´ 2p r´sr`sq2q|dr. (7.3.35)
Suppose further that | r´sr`s | ě 4| k´lk`l`m |, so that |r ´ s| Á 2´2 j|k ´ l| (note that this extra
condition does impose a further constraint on r, which we may disregard in the integral






“ ´1 ` 8rspr ` sq2 ě ´1 ` ε, (7.3.36)
for some ε P p0, 2q which is independent of r, s since r » s.




|r ´ s|a{2´1ppk ` l ` mq2|p k´lk`l`mq2 ´ p r´sr`sq2| ` |k ´ l|4{3q´1{4dr
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Now, since | r´sr`s | ě 4| k´lk`l`m |, then
|p k´lk`l`mq2 ´ p r´sr`sq2| » p r´sr`sq2
and





|r ´ s|a{2´12´ j|r ´ s|´1{2dr À 2´ jpa´1q|k ´ l|a{2´3{2δ.
Next, assume that | r´sr`s | ď 14 | k´lk`l`m |. Note that this exactly implies the conditions of




|r ´ s|a{2´1dr À 2´|k´l|p2´ jδqa{2.
Finally, assume that 1
4
| k´lk`l`m | ď | r´sr`s | ď 4| k´lk`l`m |, so that |r ´ s| » 2´2 j|k ´ l|. Thus, we




|r ´ s|a{2´1|k ´ l|´1{3dr




» 2´ jpa´1q|k ´ l|a{2´4{3δ.
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Thus, for k ‰ l and |k ´ l| ď c1pmintk, lu ` m2 q we have that
K À 2´ jpa´1q|k ´ l|a{2´3{2δ` 2´ jpa´1q|k ´ l|a{2´4{3δ` 2´|k´l|p2´ jδqa{2
À 2´ jpa´1qδ|k ´ l|a{2´4{3 ` 2´|k´l|p2´ jδqa{2.
If this were summed over bplq P r2 j, 2 j`1qztbpkqu, then this is majorised by
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
2´ jpa´1qδ` p2´ jδqa{2, a P p0, 2
3
q
j2´ jpa´1qδ` p2´ jδqa{2, a “ 2
3




which is majorised by
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
p2´ jδqa{2, a P p0, 2
3
q
jp2´ jδqa{2, a “ 2
3




Now, we assume that l ‰ k with |k ´ l| ą c1pmintk, lu ` m2 q. We consider two cases.
First, let l ă k so that k ą c1pl ` m2 q ` l. Then,
k ` m
2






so by Lemma 7.4, since bplq ą 0,
cpkq ą pc1 ` 1qcplq ě 1
3
pc1 ` 1qbplq.
Hence, s ď Bcpkq ă 3Bp2c1`1qbplq ď 3Bp2c1`1qp1´δqr ď 4Bp2c1`1qr. For c1 sufficiently large, this
means that,

























|Ppk´l,m´1ql p1 ´ 2p r´sr`sq2q|dr.










































¯m{2´1{4 pk ` 1q´1{4dr.
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Recall that pk ` 1qs » pl ` 1qr » 1 and pl ` 1q » 2 j so that




pk ` 1qm{2´1{2`1{4sm{2´1{4 dr




» 2´ jpa{2´1`1{12`1{4`1qδ “ 2´ jpa{2`1{3qδ. (7.3.39)
Now, let l ą k, so that l ą c1pk ` m2 q ` k and thus
l ` m
2
ą pc1 ` 1qpk ` m
2
q.
Then, using Lemma 7.4,
3bplq ě cplq ą pc1 ` 1qcpkq.
Now, r ď 1bplq ă 3p2c1`1qcpkq ď 3p2c1`1qA s. Thus, for c1 sufficiently large,























|Ppl´k,m´1qk p1 ´ 2p r´sr`sq2q|dr.
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As before, we apply Corollary 9.5 to get
































» p1 ` kqn`2{3´a{22´ jpn`1qδ
À 2´ jp´n´2{3`a{2`n`1qδ
À 2´ jpa{2`1{3qδ. (7.3.40)
When summed over bplq P r2 j, 2 j`1qztbpkqu, up to constants, these last two results
(7.3.39) and (7.3.40) give 2´ jpa{2´2{3qδ; note that for a P p0,mint2, nuq, this is always
dominated by (7.3.38).
Finally, note that
p2´ jqa{2´2{3δ À p2´ jδqa{2 ðñ j ď 3Jp2 ´ aq
4
` C,
completing the proof. 
Lemma 7.28. Let R P p0, 1s. Suppose that, for all a “ ´R ` iθ P C, for all integers




|Bψ´a{2yKγδ, jpμ, kq| Æ p2´ jδqR{2, (7.3.41)
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where the implicit constant does not depend on θ. Then,
|xBψ´a{2yKγδ, j, rΨpLqrpΛr f q ˚ pΛr f q˚sspy| Æ p2´ jδqR{2} f }22 (7.3.42)
where the implicit constant does not depend on θ.
Proof. First,








Bψ´a{2yKγδ, jpμ, |α|qΨp|μ|cp|α|qqrpΛr f q ˚ pΛr f q˚sppμ, α, αq|μ|mdμ
ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌ “: I
Applying our assumption and (7.2.37) gives the estimate













|rpΛr f q ˚ pΛr f q˚sppμ, α, αq||μ|mdμ
À p2´ jδqR{2}Λr f }22 À p2´ jδq1{3} f }22

Lemma 7.29. Let R P p0, 1s. Suppose that, for all a “ ´R ` iθ P C, for all integers




|Bψ´a{2yKγδ, jpμ, kq| Æ p2´ jδqR{2, (7.3.43)
where the implicit constant does not depend on θ. Then,
|xBψp4´aq{2yKγδ, j, rΨpLqrpΛr f q ˚ pΛr f q˚sspy| Æ p2´ jδqR{2}22r f }22 (7.3.44)
where the implicit constant does not depend on θ.
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Proof. Let K denote the convolution kernel of ΨpLq. Now, (recall (2.3.15))
|xBψp4´aq{2yKγδ, j, rΨpLqr f ˚ f ˚sspy|
“ |xBρ´ayKγδ, j, rψ2pr f ˚ f ˚s ˚ Kqspy|
The exact expansion of this follows from (2.3.18); we estimate each of the terms sepa-
rately.
First, we have







|Bψ´a{2yKγδ, jpμ, |α|q||Ψpcp|α|q|μ|q||pψ2l r f ˚ f ˚sqppμ, α, αq||μ|mdμ







|pψ2l r f ˚ f ˚sqppμ, α, αq||μ|mdμ.
In order to bound this, we apply (2.3.18). Taking the inverse Fourier transform, our
integral is majorised by
p2´ jδqR{2 `}ψ2l f }2} f }2 ` }ψl f }22 ` }ρψl f }2}ρ f }2 ` }ρ2 f }22˘ .
As in the previous case, replacing f with Λr f yields the desired result.
The next term to bound is
|xBψ´a{2yKγδ, j, rpψlr f ˚ f ˚sq ˚ pψlKqspy|
First, we calculate Bψl pKpμ, kq. From (2.3.6) we have
4πiBψl pKpμ, kq “ 2Bμl pKpμ, kq ` μl|μ|2 rm pKpμ, kq ` k pKpμ, k ´ 1q ´ pk ` mq pKpμ, k ` 1qs
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Then, by (2.3.11) and Young’s inequality,








Bψ´a{2yKγδ, jpμ, |α|q ÿ
βPNm
0




























|rpζμ1,p,γ f q ˚ ppζμ1,q,ε f ˚q ˚ pψlKqqsppμ, α, αq| |μ|mdμ
ď p2´ jδqR{2
˜
















}ζμ1,p,γ f }2}ζμ1,q,ε f ˚}2}ψlK}1
¸
.
Since we chose Ψ to be smooth and compactly supported, then K is Schwartz, and so
the weighted L1 norms are uniformly bounded. (c.f. the proof of Lemma 2.4, where
the weighted L1 norm of K is bounded by }K}1,0,1 which in turn is bounded by the
supremum of its Schwartz semi-norms).
Next,














|Bψ´a{2yKγδ, jpμ, |α|q||Bψ2l pKpμ, |α|q||r f ˚ f ˚sppμ, α, αq||μ|mdμ “: I .
From Lemma 2.30, we can see that if Bψ2l pKpμ, kq is non-zero, then k, μ must satisfy
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cpk ` xq|μ| P supppΨq “ rA, Bs for some x P t´2,´1, 0, 1, 2u, which means that
cpkq|μ| P r A
5
, 5Bs, by Lemma 7.4. Applying our assumption shows that






|r f ˚ r f ˚ ˚ pψ2l Kqssppμ, α, αq||μ|mdμ.
Applying (7.2.37) bounds the integral by } f }2} f ˚ ˚pψ2l Kq}2. By Young’s inequality, this
is bounded by } f }22}ψ2l K}1, and as in previous cases, since K is Schwartz, If we replace
f by Λr f in these calculations, this is majorised by the right-hand side of (7.2.52) as
required.
The remaining cases are entirely analogous. Using similar workings to those already
done, with (2.3.1), (2.3.2) and (2.3.6) as necessary (and using Lemma 2.28 with the
latter two formulae), shows that any combination of these that will fall on pK due to
(2.3.18) as difference-partial-differential operators will shift the support no more than
Bψ2l , that is, we will always have that we may assume that cp|α|` xq|μ| P supppΨq for x P
t´2,´1, 0, 1, 2u (note that while Bζμ1 ,p,γ pKpμ, α, βq is no longer radial, it is still supported
where |α ´ β| ď 1 and is a linear combination of radial terms pKpμ, k ` xq). Using
calculations analogous to those above with the fact that K is Schwartz, we will always
be able to show that the various remaining summands S i occurring due to (2.3.18) satisfy






|rXp f ˚ f ˚q ˚ pYKqsppμ, α, αq| |μ|mdμ
where X, Y are each some combination of at most either two of some ζμ,p,γ or one with a
ψl. We may use analogous calculations to those already done and existing Leibniz rules
to expand out Xp f ˚ f ˚q and then use (7.2.37) to bound this by
}U f }2}pV f ˚q ˚ pYKq}2
where U,V are again some combination of some ζμ,p,γ and ψl, consisting of either one
each of some ζμ,p,γ and ψl total, or up to three of some ζμ,p,γ with one of U and V
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consisting of one ζμ,p,γ and the other of either one or two ζμ,p,γ. Using Young’s inequality
for convolutions and the fact that K is Schwartz, we majorise by
}U f }2}V f ˚}2
which, upon replacing f by Λr f gives the desired result. 
These results lead to the following ’trace lemma’ result.
Corollary 7.30. We have, for all 1 ď j ă J and for all γ P t´1, 0, 1u,
}Mγδ, j f }22 Æ p2´ jδq1{3} f }2L2p1`|¨|2{3K q. (7.3.45)
Proof. As noted earlier, we must defer to Lemma 7 of [24] if G “ H1. Otherwise, using
Lemma 7.27 with Repaq “ 2
3
to satisfy the assumptions of Lemmas 7.28 and 7.29 yields
|xBψ´1{3yKγδ, j, rΨpLqrpΛr f q ˚ pΛr f q˚sspy| Æ p2´ jδq1{3} f }22 (7.3.46)
and
|xBψ2´1{3yKγδ, j, rΨpLqrpΛr f q ˚ pΛr f q˚sspy| Æ p2´ jδq1{3}22r f }22. (7.3.47)
As remarked after the proof of Lemma 7.26, interpolation of these leads to the assump-
tions of Lemma 7.26, the application of which completes the proof. 
Remark 7.31. If, we instead consider the result of Lemma 7.27 with a “ 1, then the
results of this section instead combine to prove a ‘stronger’ estimate
}Mγδ, j f }22 Æ p2´ jδq1{2} f }2L2p1`|¨|Kq
but on a reduced range of j, specifically 1 ď j ď 3
4
J. The ‘endpoint’ case j “ J then
follows from Theorem 7.2. This leaves a ‘middle region’ 3
4
J ă j ă J where pure first
or second layer weights do not appear to be sufficient to prove this estimate. This is
notably different to the Euclidean case (see Figure 1.3) where no such region exists.
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Proof of Theorem 7.1. By interpolation, it suffices to prove Theorem 7.1 for a “ 2
3
.
First, we see that the j “ J case of Theorem 7.1 follows by interpolating the estimate
of Theorem 7.2 with the trivial L2 estimate
}Mγδ, j f }22 À } f }22
at θ “ 2
3
. Combining this with Corollary 7.30 completes the proof. 
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CHAPTER 8
PROOF OF MAIN THEOREMS
We conclude by explaining exactly how the various results we have proven throughout
link together to form the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. First, we see that Theorem 7.1 verifies the conditions of Lemma
6.3 for a “ 2
3
. This in turn verifies the conditions of Proposition 6.1 for C “ p2´ jδq1{3,
N “ 6 and w “ 1 ` | ¨ |2{3K and so proves that
}mδpLq}2L2p1`|¨|2{3K qÑL2p1`|¨|2{3K q Æ 1.
Then, by Theorem 5.2, we have the same result for M‚δ . That is,
}M‚δ }2L2p1`|¨|2{3K qÑL2p1`|¨|2{3K q Æ 1.
We then apply this result and Lemmas 2.7 and 3.3 to Theorem 4.3, which completes the
proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. First, we see that Theorem 7.2 verifies the conditions of Lemma
6.2 for a “ 1. This in turn verifies the conditions of Proposition 6.1 for C “ 2´ j, N “ 4
and w “ 1 ` ρ and so proves that
}mδpLq}2L2p1`ρqÑL2p1`ρq Æ 1.
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Then, by Theorem 5.2, we have the same result for M‚δ . That is,
}M‚δ }2L2p1`ρqÑL2p1`ρq Æ 1.





As observed in Chapter 7, when calculating integral kernels for second layer or ‘full’
weights on H-type groups, we consistently encounter an integral over the positive half-
line of a pair of Laguerre polynomials against an exponential and polynomial weight.
With a pure first layer weight, a delta appeared which ensured that, after rescaling, the
integrand was of the form LγkpuqLγl puqe´uuγ. Laguerre polynomials with this weight are
orthogonal; this integral is well-known and easy to calculate.
In the second layer case, this delta does not appear. As such, we are driven to














Lγl patqLγkpbtqe´cttγdt “ (9.0.3)




1 ´ 2pc ´ aqpc ´ bq




Proof. By entry (35) on page 175 of [2], (9.0.1) is precisely equal to




´l,´k; ´l ´ k ´ γ; cpc ´ a ´ bqpc ´ aqpc ´ bq
j
(9.0.4)
where we recall that the hypergeometric functions 2F1rm, n; p; zs are defined by





for |z| ă 1 and by analytic continuation elsewhere, and where pxqn :“ xpx ` 1q...px `
n ´ 1q.
First, note that if a ` b “ c then c ´ a ´ b “ 0. Since 2F1ra, b; c; 0s “ 1 then (9.0.2)
follows by recalling that c ´ a “ b and c ´ b “ a.
Otherwise, first, we assume l ď k. Note that while (9.0.4) is undefined if c “ a
or c “ b, both sides of (9.0.3) are, and in this case the result follows by a limiting
argument. By identity 15.8.6 of [61] we have










p´l ´ k ´ γql “
k!Γpk ` γ ` 1q
pk ´ lq!Γpk ` l ` γ ` 1q .
Hence, we have that (9.0.1) is equal to
pc ´ bqk´l
l!ck`γ`1
Γpk ` γ ` 1q




´l, k ` γ ` 1; 1 ` k ´ l; pc ´ aqpc ´ bq




Now, by [25] we have that Jacobi polynomials are defined by
Ppα,βqn pxq :“ Γpn ` α` 1q
Γpn ` 1qΓpα` 1q 2F1
„





for α, β ą ´1. Notice that if we take n “ l, α “ k ´ l and β “ γ then we have
2F1
„
´l, k ` γ ` 1; 1 ` k ´ l; pc ´ aqpc ´ bq
cpc ´ a ´ bq
j
“
Γpl ` 1qΓpk ´ l ` 1q




1 ´ 2pc ´ aqpc ´ bq
cpc ´ a ´ bq
˙
.
Hence, (9.0.1) is equal to




1 ´ 2pc ´ aqpc ´ bq




It will therefore be required of us to know estimates for these polynomials. Such es-
timates have been studied in many contexts as, for instance, they are solutions to certain
differential equations and they appear in the formula for Zonal harmonics. Here, we
intend to prove some estimates for the Jacobi polynomials that appear in our formulae.
We first note some uniform, weighted bounds that are available in the literature. The
first is Theorem 5.1 of [33].











In particular, this estimate holds whenever α, β P N0.
The next may be found as equation (2) in [25]









À p2n ` α` β` 1q´1{4
ˆ
Γpn ` α` 1qΓpn ` β` 1q
Γpn ` 1qΓpn ` α` β` 1q
˙1{2
.
The last of our results from existing literature is Theorem 2 of [32].
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¯1{12 ˆ Γpn ` α` 1qΓpn ` β` 1q
p2n ` α` β` 1qΓpn ` 1qΓpn ` α` β` 1q
˙1{2
.
Here, we intend to prove some more specialised estimates; better than the above es-
timates but only on a restricted range of indices α, β, n. First, a corollary to the previous
two Theorems.
















where the implicit constant depends on β, c but not on α, n.
Proof. First, if α ě β ě 1 and n ě 6, then this is an obvious corollary of Theorem 9.4.
For α ě β ě 1 and 0 ď n ď 5, then n ` 1 » 1 and (9.0.11) is a corollary of Theorem
9.3. If α ă β then, for all n P N0,
1 ` n ď β
c
»β,c 1
and we again obtain our result from Theorem 9.3. 
The above estimates are essentially weighted L8 estimates for Jacobi polynomials
in certain regions. We will also prove a more point-wise estimate that takes advantage of
the nature of Jacobi polynomials; in particular, they have a ‘transition point’, away from
which much better estimates may be obtained. We proceed similarly to Proposition 3.5
of [11] in order to prove such an estimate.
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First, we fix some notation. In this chapter only, the letter u will be reserved for






, β̃ :“ β
u
. (9.0.13)
According to [18], the transition point for the weighted Jacobi polynomial px´1qα{2px`
1qβ{2Ppα.βqn pxq in the case where α is fixed and, for some small positive number ε we have




If instead we are interested in large α and fixed β, which we are, then using the well-
known relation of Jacobi polynomials
Ppα,βqn pxq “ p´1qnPpβ,αqn p´xq. (9.0.14)
gives that the transition point would be found at




We now state our more refined estimate for Jacobi polynomials.
Theorem 9.6. Let α, β, n P N0 and ε P p0, 2q, c ě 1 with 1 ď α ď cp1 ` nq. Then, for









ˇ Àβ,c,ε pu2|x ´ xtr| ` α4{3q´1{4, (9.0.16)
where the constant depends on β, c, ε but not on α, n.











ˇ Àβ,c,ε 2´α, (9.0.17)
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where the constant depends on β, c, ε but not on α, n.
Proof. By (9.0.14), we have that
|Ppα,βqn pxq| “ |Ppβ,αqn p´xq|.
By assumption, the conditions of Section 3 of [18] are satisfied. Notice that when
deriving (3.16) of [18], the tool used is Theorem 3 of [5]. This theorem is a modification
of Theorem 1 of [5]; while Theorem 1 is designed for use with real variables, Theorem
3 is set up to allow for complex variables. As we are only interested in real variables, it
will simplify matters to instead consider the results of [18] where Theorem 1 is applied
instead of Theorem 3. It can be seen that the results are essentially identical, with only
the error terms differing. Hence, the suitably modified version of equation (3.49) of












2ζ1{2Jαpuζ1{2q ` ε1,1pu, α̃, ζq
˘ˇ̌̌̌ˇ






pu, α̃q “ 2pα`βq{2´1
ˆ
Γpn ` α` 1qΓpn ` β` 1q
Γpn ` α` β` 1qΓpn ` 1q
˙1{2
p1 ` Opu´1qq,










where ε1,1 is an error term which we will bound soon and where ζ is the implicitly
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p1 ´ tq1{2p1 ` tqdt “: F1pyq, p´1 ă y ď ytrq.
(9.0.20)
From our choice of α, n we have
Γpn ` α` 1qΓpn ` β` 1q
Γpn ` α` β` 1qΓpn ` 1q »β,c
nβ
pn ` αqβ »β 1,
so it is clear that Dp0q
1
pu, α̃q »β,c 2α{2. Hence, since for ´1 ă y ď 1 ´ ε we have that



















As stated in the equation below equation (3.11) of [5], the error term satisfies
ε1,1pu, α̃, ζq “ ζ1{2E´1α puζ1{2qMαpuζ1{2qOpu´1q (9.0.21)
where Eα,Mα are functions defined below equation (3.4) in [5] (see also [51], section


























for some ζ1 P p4,8q independent of all parameters, so that ζ P r0, ζ1s. It is then clear
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from [51] that we have the pointwise estimate
|Jα| ď E´1α Mα ď Mα (9.0.22)
and furthermore, by Lemma 2 in Appendix B of [5], the quantity
u1{2|ζ ´ α̃2|1{4Mαpuζ1{2q









ˇ Àβ,c,ε u´1{2|y ´ ytr|´1{4. (9.0.23)
Now, define I to be the interval of the y satisfying
2
3
p1 ` ytrq ď 1 ` y ď 3
2
p1 ` ytrq. (9.0.24)
We first observe that, for y R I we have
u´1{2|y ´ ytr|´1{4 “ u´1{2|p1 ` yq ´ p1 ` ytrq|´1{4
“ u´1{2|1 ` ytr|´1{4
ˇ̌̌̌
1 ` y
1 ` ytr ´ 1
ˇ̌̌̌´1{4






» α´1{2 ď α´1{3. (9.0.25)
Hence, in this region, we are done, as the u2|y ´ ytr| term already dominates.







for y close to ytr. Note that the assumptions on α mean that ytr is bounded away from 1.
First, assume
p1 ` ytrq ď 1 ` y ď 3
2
p1 ` ytrq
so (9.0.19) is applicable. Now, recalling that ytr “ α̃22 ´ 1 and that ε ď 1 ´ y ď 1 ´ t ď











































Together, these two inequalities and the fact that under our current assumptions,
y ´ ytr “ p1 ` yq ´ p1 ` ytrq À 1 ` ytr À α̃2 (9.0.27)
prove that
Fpyq »ε py ´ ytrq
3{2
α̃2












α̃2 ď ζ ď 2α̃2. (9.0.29)











Together, this shows that
pζ ´ α̃2q3{2
α̃2















Á pζ ´ α̃2q1{2.
Combining this with (9.0.28) proves the upper bound of (9.0.26) (that is, that the left-





Àε GpζqFpyq “ 1.
This, combined with (9.0.27) gives that
ζ ´ α̃2 Àε y ´ ytr À α̃2
and so
ζ ď Cα̃2 (9.0.31)
for some C ą 1. Repeating the above argument, with (9.0.29) replaced with (9.0.31)




p1 ` ytrq ď 1 ` y ď p1 ` ytrq,
which makes (9.0.20) applicable instead of (9.0.19).













ˇJαpuζ1{2q ` ε1,1pu, α̃, ζq2ζ1{2
ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ.




Note that Eαpxq´1Mαpxq » Jαpxq for all 0 ă x ď Xα, where Xα is defined above (3.4)
in [5] and Section 12.1.3 of [51] and, by Ex 1.1 (section 12.1.3) of the latter reference,
satisfies
Xα “ α` Cα1{3 ` Opα´1{3q
where C ą 0 is a fixed constant which may be inferred from [51]. Thus, there exists
some α0 such that, for α ě α0 we have
Xα “ α` Cα1{3 ` Opα´1{3q ě α` C
2
α1{3.











ˇ Àβ,c,ε |Jαpuζ1{2q|. (9.0.32)
For α, y ą 0 Bessel functions satisfy the uniform estimate (cf [34])
|Jαpyq| À α´1{3, (9.0.33)
so we are done. If not, then uζ1{2 ě α` C
2
α1{3 and recall that we are in the region where





|ζ ´ α̃2| “ |ζ1{2 ` α̃||ζ1{2 ´ α̃| » α̃|ζ1{2 ´ α̃|
and




α´1{3 Á u´1{2|y ´ ytr|´1{4.
Finally, for 1 ď α ă α0 we have that Mα is a continuous function on p0,8q and from
equations (1.23) and (1.24) on page 437 of [51] we have, for α ě 1, that Mαpxq is
bounded as x Ñ 0 and x Ñ 8. Hence, Mα is a bounded function. Sinceˇ̌̌̌
ˇJαpuζ1{2q ` ε1,1pu, α̃, ζq2ζ1{2
ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ À Mαpuζ1{2q
and since we have only finitely many α ă α0, then we are done with (9.0.15).
In order to prove (9.0.17), first note that this is equivalent under our change of vari-









ˇ Àβ,c,ε 2´α, (9.0.34)
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for 1 ` y ď 1`ytr
64













p1 ` ytr ´ tq1{2
















Since the integrand is non-negative, then this is only possible if
ζ ď 2p1 ` yq.
Now, by assumption for (9.0.17),










From (9.0.18) we can deduce, for all α ě ´1
2
































which proves (9.0.17). 
Corollary 9.7. Let α, β, n P N0 and ε ą 0, c ě 1 with 1 ď α ď cp1 ` nq. Then, for









ˇ Àβ,c,ε α´1{3, (9.0.35)
where the constant depends on β, c, ε but not on α, n.
Proof. An obvious consequence of Theorem 9.6. 
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APPENDIX A
RESULTS FROM FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
This section contains a number of estimates related to general Functional Analysis.
These results have been proven in various literature and are stated here for the reader’s
convenience, and as such the proofs will generally be omitted in favour of references to
the relevant sources.
Define S pR`q as the space of functions m : R` Ñ R such that
}m}˚k,k1 :“ sup
λPR`, j“0,...,k
p1 ` λqk|mp jqpλq| ă 8
for all k, k1 P N. Note that this is a Fréchet space. Let SevenpRq denote the set of even
Schwartz functions on R defined as a subspace of S pRq with its usual Fréchet structure.
Lemma A.1. Define the operator T : SevenpRq Ñ S pR`q by
T f pxq “ f p ?xq.
Then T is a well-defined continuous operator.
Proof. Let f P SevenpRq. By [60], T f P C8pR`q. Clearly if 0 ď x ď 1 then for all
a, b P N0 we have
sup
0ďxď1
|xapT f qpbqpxq| ď sup
0ďxď1
|pT f qpbqpxq| ă 8.










| ?x2a f pkqp ?xq| ă 8.
Hence T is well-defined. Continuity follows from an application of the Closed-Graph
Theorem (note that all the spaces we are considering here are Fréchet spaces). In partic-
ular, observe that a sequence of even functions p fnqn will converge to an even function
and that convergence in SevenpRq includes uniform and thus pointwise convergence,
which will give pointwise convergence of the corresponding sequence pT fnqn, implying
that the graph of T is closed. 
A common tool used in harmonic analysis is to use the Fourier transform to convert
a differential operator, or an operator defined via the functional calculus of such an
operator, into a multiplier. The Spectral Theorem states this idea in a much more general
context as follows.
Proposition A.2. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and L be a self-adjoint operator
on H. We may find a measure space pX, μq and a unitary isometric isomorphism V :
H Ñ L2pμq that intertwines L with a multiplication operator pL, i.e. a real-valued
multiplier operator with VLV´1 f “ pL f for all f P L2pμq (equivalently VLg “ pLVg
for g P L2pHq). Additionally, the functional calculus is preserved, so that VmpLqV´1 “
mppLq, where mppLq is again a multiplication operator.
Proof. The existence of V is by Theorem 1.47 of [20] and Theorem 13.30 in [53].
Preservation of the functional calculus is by Theorem 1.51 of [20]. 
Finally, we state here Schur’s Test, since this is the underlying idea behind much of
the work in Chapter 7.
Lemma A.3. (Schur’s Test) Let X, Y be measure spaces and let T be an integral opera-
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Proof. May be found e.g. as Theorem 5.2 in [27]. 
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